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ABSTRACT

Hopping Conductivity and Charge Transport
in Low Density Polyethylene

by

Jerilyn Brunson, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2010

Major Professor: Dr. John R. Dennison
Department: Physics

The properties and behaviors of charge transport mechanisms in highly insulating
polymers are investigated by measuring conduction currents through thin film samples of low
density polyethylene (LDPE). Measurements were obtained using a constant voltage method
with copper electrodes inside a chamber adapted for measurements under vacuum and over a
wide range of temperatures and applied fields. Field-dependent behaviors, including PooleFrenkel conduction, space charge limited current (SCLC), and Schottky charge injection, were
investigated at constant temperature. These field-dependent mechanisms were found to predict
incorrect values of the dielectric constant and the field dependence of conductivity in LDPE was
not found to be in agreement with SCLC predicted behavior. A model of thermally assisted
hopping was a good fit at low applied fields and produced activation energies within the accepted
range for LDPE. Low applied field measurements over the range of 213 K to 338 K were used to
investigate two prominent hopping conduction mechanisms: thermally assisted hopping and
variable range hopping.

The observed temperature dependence of LDPE was found to be

consistent with both thermally assisted hopping and variable range hopping. Activation energies
determined for the range of temperatures were consistent with values reported in the literature for

iv
LDPE under similar conditions. A third aspect of charge transport behavior is a bulk response
with time dependence.

Conductivity behavior is examined in relation to transient current

behavior, long time decay currents, and electrostatic discharge.

Comparing charging and

discharging cycles allowed qualitative separation of polarization and multiple trapping behaviors.
(217 pages)
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NOMENCLATURE

a

= average nearest neighbor trap separation.

α

= real space decay constant of the localized state wave function.

βA

= the ratio of field energy to thermal energy for thermally activated hopping
conductivity.

βV

= the ratio of field energy to thermal energy for variable range hopping
conductivity.

Dn

= Fick’s diffusion coefficient for electrons.

Do

= unspecified diffusion coefficient.

Eb

= energy difference between top of conduction band and the steady-state Fermi
level due to irradiation.

EC

= energy of the bottom of the conduction band.

EF

= energy of the dark current Fermi level.

EF’

= energy of the steady-state Fermi level due to irradiation.

Egap

= band gap energy, energy difference between top of conduction band and the
top of the valence band.

Eo

= energy difference between top of conduction band and the dark current Fermi
level.

EV

= energy of the top of the valence band.

E

= electric field.

EA

= thermally activated hopping reduced E-field scaling factor.

EESD

= electrostatic breakdown field strength.

EV

= variable range hopping reduced E-field scaling factor.

∆H

= energy separation of trapped states for hopping conductivity.

me*, mh* = electron and hole effective masses.
nc

= density of free carriers.

ne

= density of free electrons.

xv
nD

= density of occupied localized states that may act as donor states.

ND

= density of empty localized states that may act as donor states.

p(t)

= time dependent spatial charge carrier density.

φeff

= effective barrier height.

qc

= charge per carrier.

qe

= charge per electron.

R

= variable range separation of trapped states.

s

= capture cross section of conduction electrons by fixed holes.

σ

= the conductivity (the ratio of current density to electric field).

σdiff

= diffusive conductivity.

σP

= polarization conductivity.

σTAH

= thermally activated hopping (TAH) conductivity.

σTAHo

= thermally activated hopping reduced conductivity scaling factor.

σVRH

= variable range hopping (VRH) conductivity.

σVRHo

= variable range hopping reduced conductivity scaling factor.

T

= temperature.

TA

= thermally activated hopping reduced temperature scaling factor.

TV

= variable range hopping reduced temperature scaling factor.

ttransit

= time for drifting carriers to travel from one electrode to another.

µc

= carrier mobility.

µe

= electron mobility.

νTAC

= hopping frequency for thermally activated hopping conductivity.

νVRH

= hopping attack frequency for variable range hopping conductivity.

vo

= frequency of carrier escapes.

v

= velocity of electron.

xvi
z

= depth of sample.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Polymer research and development is a relatively young discipline that spans the fields of
physics, chemistry, electrical engineering, and beyond. It is one of the most interdisciplinary
endeavors of modern science. From practical beginnings in the vulcanization of rubber to the
designer polymers of today, such as Kevlar and Teflon, the study of polymers continues to
provide a rich variety of technological solutions and scientific challenges. Basic understanding of
these macromolecules has advanced significantly from the early theory of small groups of
molecules bound together by an unknown intermolecular force, but many questions remain. In
many applications, polymers behave much differently than other solid materials. Attempting to
explain these differences in behavior has vexed the scientific polymer community for decades and
has driven much of the investigation into disordered systems. This study does not attempt to
explain all of the unique behavior observed in the hundreds of different polymers available for
investigation. Rather, it is necessary to focus on the electrical properties of a specific polymer.
The observations and data obtained in the course of this research further the understanding of
charge transport mechanisms in many polymers. In addition, the results of this study add to our
ability to anticipate electrical behavior of polymers in application.
The first step in this research was the selection of a suitable polymer. Desirable qualities
included mechanical toughness, inertness to common laboratory chemicals, a relatively low value
of resistivity, and availability as a high-quality thin film. Once a polymer was chosen, it was then
necessary to carefully measure its electrical properties under a range of experimental conditions
and determine ways to tie the measurements to the physical structure of LDPE. This is most
commonly done through calculations of dielectric constant, average activation energy, and
transitions between regions of distinct electrical behaviors that can be tied to physical transitions,
including phase transitions.
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1.1

Polyethylene and Low Density Polyethylene Characteristics
A relatively simple molecule of polymerized ethylene (C2H4), polyethylene (PE) is

primarily made up of covalently bonded carbon atoms with hydrogen or methyl (CH3) pendants.
The most stable conformation of the polymer chain is a planar zigzag, depicted in Fig. 1.1 with a
methyl pendant group, with chain branches spaced approximately 30 to 100 monomers along the
chains (Peacock, 2000). Deviations in the chains, such as unsaturated sites, branching, and
residual chemicals from the polymerization process, decrease the degree of crystallinity and
influence material behavior (Zallen, 1983). Below a certain chain length and molecular weight,
PE is found in vapor or liquid form and chain lengths of a few hundred to a few hundred thousand
are required to obtain the most commonly sought after properties (Peacock, 2000). Average
molecular weights, closely tied to chain lengths and branching distributions, determine much of

FIG. 1.1. Chemical structure of polyethylene. The simplest, most stable conformation of the PE
chain is a) a planar zigzag with hydrogen or methyl pendant groups and b) a single monomer of
PE consists of two carbon atoms and four hydrogen atoms.
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the behavior of the final product. There is a broad distribution of chain lengths in a sample of PE,
from a few ethylene molecules to chains that are millions of ethylene molecules long. Chain
lengths can be correlated to molecular weights and determined using size elution chromatography
(Peacock, 2000). Precise determination of the properties of the resin could be obtained if each
branch and group could be known and characterized; the enormity of this task requires
determination of characteristics based on averages of molecular weight and branching
distributions. Statistical averaging of the numbers of chains and their respective molecular
weights gives a typical fractional mass distribution for a PE resin; illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
One common class of PE is low density polyethylene (LDPE), contains significant
amounts of branching on the polyethylene chains, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3a. Branches are
primarily ethyl (-C2H6) and butyl (-C4H9) functional groups, but can be much longer chains with

FIG. 1.2. Typical fractional mass distribution of polyethylene. This information is commonly
obtained using size elution chromatography, with a typical peak fractional mass of 62,000.
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secondary branches and functional groups. These common functional groups are depicted in Fig.
1.3b. The branches inhibit the ability of the resin to crystallize, resulting in decreased overall
crystallinity and lower density, with some physical properties sensitive to the amount of short or
long chain branching. Commercial LDPE has a typical density of 0.90-0.94 g/cm3 and a percent
crystallinity of 42% to 62% (Peacock, 2000). In comparison, high density polyethylene (HDPE)
has tightly packed chains with fewer branches and can have a percent crystallinity of up to 85%.
LDPE is a semi-crystalline polymer; it is less crystalline than the polytetrafluoroethylenes
(PTFE), which can be polymerized with as much as 98% crystallinity, but more crystalline than a
polyimide (such as Kapton™), which typically has up to 40% percent crystallinity (Salamone,
1996).
LDPE morphology consists of three phases: crystalline, non-crystalline, and interfacial

FIG. 1.3. Structure of LDPE. a) Long and short branches and b) illustration of common small
functional groups, ethyl and butyl groups.
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regions.

Sections of close-packed chains form ordered regions called crystallites that are

embedded in the non-crystalline regions. Under most circumstances, the crystalline regions form
orthorhombic crystals as the unit cell, consisting of one complete ethylene molecule and segments
of adjacent ethylene molecules (Peacock, 2000). Within these localized regions of ordered
crystals, the traditional approach to crystal structure and transport, including band theory, can be
applied with suitable approximations. The crystalline regions can adopt a variety of formations;
ribbon-like crystallites (lamellae) that may be curved or fragmented and large-scale, spherical
structures, called spherulites, that consist of bundles of lamellae growing outward from a central
core.

Typical lamellae are 50-200 Å thick with their length varying from a few hundred

angstroms to several millimeters (Peacock, 2000). Extended chain lengths allow for individual
chains to transverse the amorphous region and act as part of multiple crystallites. The degree of
connectivity of these crystalline regions via the interconnecting extended chains plays a
determining role in the physical properties of the material (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992;
Peacock, 2000; Sperati et al., 1953).
With respect to the electrical properties of LDPE, charge carriers are believed to move
preferentially along individual chains rather than transferring from chain to chain (Zallen, 1983)
and a greater degree of interconnectivity increases the mobility of a carrier by increasing the
likelihood of long-range connectivity between crystalline regions. Interfacial regions between the
crystalline and non-crystalline regions are partially ordered and have mixed properties, exhibiting
a blend of crystalline and amorphous behaviors that is not well understood or characterized
(Zallen, 1983). The majority of carrier traps that play an active role in charge transport are
believed to lie within these interfacial regions (Davies, 1972; Fowler, 1956; Lida et al., 1992).
Known to be a vital component in the mechanical properties of LDPE, the investigation and
theoretical modeling of the electrical properties of the interfacial regions is an emerging focus in
the study of polymers. When determining the ratio of crystallinity, the interfacial and non-
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crystalline regions are typically considered together and broadly referred to as the amorphous
region.
While LDPE is one of the simplest of the commercially available polymers today, its
very simplicity also removes signature behavior that proves useful in examining the electrical
behavior of polymers. It lacks strongly polar, aromatic, or unique functional groups that are often
easily targeted experimentally and which frequently control the rate of charge transport. The
branched nature of LDPE gives it a reduced percentage of crystallinity in comparison with other
forms of PE, such as HDPE and linear low density polyethylene (LLPE), and when compared to
strongly crystalline polymers like PTFE. This decreased crystallinity increases the dependence of
electrical behavior on the non-crystalline and interfacial regions.
Despite these difficulties, LDPE remains a prime choice for experimental work for two
primary reasons. First, and foremost, the structural simplicity of LDPE allows for the ability to
obtain high-quality, high-purity samples at a relatively low cost from a wide variety of
manufacturers. This reduces the dependence of sample behavior on the manufacturing process
and environment, impurities, and sample handling prior to its use in the laboratory. It is widely
available in nearly any form imaginable, from thin films to cables and thick, insulating blocks.
Secondly, the relatively low resistivity of 1015-1018 Ω-cm at room temperature means it is
measurable using standard constant voltage methods and laboratory equipment. This relative
ease of measurement has lead to an enormous wealth of literature and experimental data
dedicated to the study of LDPE, which is available for comparison to the current research.

1.2

Spacecraft Charging
Although polymers were developed early in the twentieth century, it was not until World

War II that they began to emerge as a material of choice in nearly every area of industry.
Polyethylene played a key role in insulating radar electronics during the War (Peacock, 2000) and

7
its use has continued to rapidly expand. Today, highly insulating polymers like LDPE are
ubiquitous in use, easily tailored to address specific chemical and physical requirements, and
endless in their possible applications in new technology. While the use of LDPE to create milk
containers or kitchen garbage bags may not have lead to further scientific interest, its use as an
insulating material in high-voltage transmission lines, sensitive electronics, and on spacecraft
gave a new importance to understanding its electrical properties.
The space environment includes a dynamic mix of particle species, charged and neutral,
plasmas, electric and magnetic fields, radiation, and physical debris (Hastings and Garrett, 1996).
Effects of interaction with this environment can include physical damage to the spacecraft,
degradation of the electronic components, and unwanted electrical behavior (Leach and
Alexander, 1995). Small, integrated circuits and the microelectronics found on board modern
spacecraft make them ever more susceptible to accumulating charge and electrostatic discharges
(Dennison et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2005a, 2005b; Hastings and Garrett, 1996).
Spacecraft charging is a deceptively simple issue of being able to predict and control the
effects within materials as the spacecraft interacts with the space environment. Modeling and
understanding the complex relationships between the spacecraft and its surroundings is
fundamentally based on a detailed knowledge of how individual materials store and transport
charge. The low charge mobility of insulators causes charge to accumulate where deposited,
preventing even redistribution of charge and creating inhomogeneous local electric fields and
potentials. Effects of these inhomogeneous potentials can range from systematic errors in the
electrical components to complete system failure due to electrostatic breakdown of the material
(Frederickson and Benson, 2001; Frederickson and Dennison, 2003; Hastings and Garrett, 1996).
Long-term accumulation of charge can cause degradation of exterior surfaces, enhance
contamination, and deteriorate protective coatings on sensitive components. The history of the
sample becomes important as the behavior of the material is modified with further charging
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(Brunson and Dennison, 2006; Frederickson and Benson, 2001). Fig. 1.4 illustrates the basic
connection between conductivity and charge dissipation and decay times relevant for spacecraft
charging (Dennison et al., 2006).
Increasing the versatility and reliability of spacecraft charging models and expanding the
database of information for the electronic properties of insulating materials can assist spacecraft
designers in accommodating and mitigating these harmful effects (Dennison et al., 2003a;
Frederickson and Benson, 2001). Improving the design models requires a better understanding of
the physics of materials, particularly with respect to the increasingly complex insulating polymers
that cannot be accurately modeled with standard solid state methods. The conductivity of the
material is a key transport parameter in determining how deposited charge will distribute across
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be established under given environmental conditions (Dennison et al., 2005b; Frederickson and
Dennison, 2003). Hence, it is critical for reliable spacecraft charging models to use appropriate
values of conductivity for thin film insulators to determine the correct charge storage decay times
for the materials. The bulk conductivity values of commonly used insulators have most often
been found using standard ASTM prescribed methods (ASTM D 257-99), utilizing a parallel
plate capacitor geometry. These methods need further modification and in some cases, are not
strictly applicable to common situations encountered in spacecraft charging (Frederickson and
Dennsion, 2003; Coelho et al., 1989).
The first experimental step taken in this study was to more closely approximate the space
environment. Through the development of a chamber that houses a constant voltage apparatus, it
was possible to perform measurements under vacuum conditions.

Additionally, the low

temperatures of the space environmental required adaptation of the constant voltage chamber
(CVC) to allow measurements of temperature dependent conductivity. Also developed was the
automated control of applied voltage, experiment duration and sequencing, and temperature
control of the chamber. Exposure to repetitive and varying applied fields was used to investigate
the charging and discharging cycles of the insulating materials under constant temperature
conditions.

1.3

Research Objectives
The immediate application of this study is to further the investigation into the electrical

properties of polymers, in particular LDPE, within the framework of parameters relevant to
spacecraft charging. Three primary parameters relevant to spacecraft charging and the space
environment are applied electric field, temperature, and duration of experiment. For each of these
relevant parameters, careful investigation and measurement of leakage currents1 can identify

1

Leakage current is simply defined as the current measured due to conduction through the material.
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probable charge transport mechanisms. Both temperature and the duration of experiment are
relevant to the space environment and can approximate the thermal and charging cycles that a
spacecraft undergoes as it orbits the Earth. Varying the applied field provides information about
the charge storage characteristics of the material and how its conductivity changes with exposure
to an electric field or accumulated charge. This information can be used to increase reliability of
spacecraft charging models and further understanding of the electrical behavior of polymers in a
wide variety of applications.
Determining the conduction properties of LDPE requires careful examination of the
complex response of the sample to the test conditions.

Continued research into electrical

conduction in polymers has yielded a rich variety of theoretical and experimental work, but it has
also exposed limitations in the crystalline and amorphous modeling approaches to conduction in
polymers. Polymers are dynamic materials, with molecules in constant, if limited, motion that
can alter the location, depth, and type of carrier traps (Adamec and Calderwood, 1978; Boudou
and Guastavino, 2000; Jones et al., 2005; Lewis, 2002). The interfacial regions where crystalline
regions join amorphous regions have emerged as an important part of the conduction process
(Davies, 1972; Lida et al., 1992). It has also become apparent that the time evolution of the
polymer morphology is a significant factor in determining conduction behavior (Adamec and
Calderwood, 1978; Lewis, 2002). Over time, and with exposure to an applied field or thermal
energy, even a simple polymer like LDPE can undergo conformal changes along the polymer
chains. This evolution is not well understood, but is frequently treated as an aging2 phenomenon
and is known to have mechanical, electrical, and thermal components (IEC 505, 1975). Electrical
aging is a broad term associated with a variety of undesirable electrical phenomena, including
breakdown, discharge, treeing, interactions with charges, etc. A series of relaxation processes

2

Aging is most clearly defined in IEC Publication 505 as “irreversible deleterious change to the service
ability of insulation systems. Such changes are characterized by a failure rate which increases with time.”
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have been found to occur in LDPE with exposure to charging and thermal cycles (Adamec and
Calderwood, 1978; Griffiths et al., 1998; Ieda, 1980; Ieda et al., 1988), with irreversible effects
on both crystalline and amorphous regions. Several of these relaxation processes have been
correlated to physical transition points and deep carrier trap levels via experiments in thermoluminescence and thermally stimulated currents (Ieda, 1980; Ieda et al., 1988; Peacock, 2000).
This abundance of information can be difficult to collect and apply to new research, especially
since the experimental data are spread across multiple scientific fields.
Investigating the nature of charge transport begins with looking for information that
sheds light on the nature, identity, spatial and energy distribution, and mobility of the charge
carriers. The questions that must be addressed about the nature of the carriers include their
identity, the source of available carriers, and how carriers move through a polymer material.
Careful investigation of the conductivity of LDPE can provide insight into these questions and
provide possible answers.
High quality, thin film sheets of LDPE were obtained from Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd.
and baked to remove water content introduced during manufacturing and handling. Individual
samples were then placed into a vacuum chamber developed by the USU Materials Physics
Group. Section 3.1 provides details of sample properties and characterization. Measurements
reported in this dissertation were made in a custom, high-vacuum test chamber described in
Section 3.2, using a constant voltage method with parallel plate capacitor geometry. This is the
simplest and most reproducible method available for measuring the conductivity of thin films
using standard laboratory equipment.
The samples were pressed between grounded copper or aluminum plates and copper
electrodes and the leakage current through the sample was measured with sensitive electrometers.
Two types of primary measurements were taken: constant room temperature measurements with a
varying applied electric field and constant applied field measurements while the temperature of
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the sample changed. Summaries of data utilized in analysis are found in Section 3.3. For
constant temperature measurements, the samples were exposed to a wide range of applied fields,
from less than 1% of the predicted breakdown field to near breakdown. For variable temperature
measurements, the chamber and samples were cooled using liquid nitrogen and allowed to return
to room temperature without external aid while the leakage currents were measured. Resistance
heating strips in direct contact with the outside of the chamber proved to be the most reliable
method of heating the chamber and samples, resulting in the most consistent heating rates.
Samples were then allowed to slowly return from high temperatures to room temperature as
leakage currents through the samples were measured. Further experimental details, including
technical details of the CVC apparatus, test methods, and the data obtained, are provided in
Appendices A, B, C, and D.
Measurements of leakage current at room temperature with a varying applied field were
used to obtain the field dependence of the conductivity of LDPE, discussed in Section 4.1.
Determination of field dependence allows the investigation of conduction models such as PooleFrenkel conduction and space charge limited current conduction, as well as the evaluation of
carrier injection mechanisms such as Schottky injection. To determine the validity of these
models, their results are compared to accepted values of the dielectric constant for LDPE. It is
impossible to discuss field dependence without touching on electrostatic discharge (ESD) and
breakdown phenomena.

The concepts of endurance time and the nature of ESD will be

qualitatively discussed in Section 4.3.3 and as relevant to the field dependence of conductivity in
LDPE.
Measurements of leakage current as sample temperature varies provide additional
verification of physical parameters, such as average activation energies.

Determination of

temperature dependence also allows verification of prominent hopping conduction mechanisms;
results of those measurements are discussed in Section 4.2. Two mechanisms of interest are
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thermally assisted hopping (multiple trapping) and variable range hopping (tunneling), both of
which are expected to show distinct temperature dependent behavior. A mathematical framework
is introduced in Section 2.2 and further developed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 to evaluate both
transport mechanisms with reduced temperature and applied field variables, as well as fitting
parameters immediately relatable to physical and structural properties of LDPE.
Finally, the conduction mechanisms and material responses that are tied to the changes in
carrier density and time-dependent charge transport must be addressed in relation to transient and
long time behaviors, including dispersive transport and polarization. These mechanisms are
discussed in Section 4.3.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY AND BACKGROUND IN POLYMERS

The complexity and adaptability of polymers make it relatively easy to tailor their
properties to suit a specific purpose, but this adaptability also creates challenges in measuring and
determining their intrinsic properties. In particular, the electrical properties prove difficult to
accurately measure due to the highly resistive nature of the materials. Despite this extreme
insulating nature, low-level conduction is found to occur in all known polymers (Adamec and
Calderwood, 1978; Dissado and Fothergill, 1992). Rather than a single, dominant conduction
mechanism described by band theory, as is often the case for conductors and semiconductors,
there may be multiple interdependent or competing mechanisms occurring simultaneously.
Separating these charge transport mechanisms and determining the contribution and relevant
regime of each mechanism is quite difficult both in theory and experimentally. Determining how
charge transport occurs within a given polymer requires knowledge of the nature, density, and
mobility of available charge carriers, as well as how the mobility of the carrier is dependent on
experimental conditions such as applied field, temperature, and deposited charge or energy. This
information is also heavily influenced by morphology, crystallinity, impurities, structural defects,
sample history, and even the processing method used to create the individual polymer sample.
Both the micro- and macro-structures of polymers are sensitive to thermal, mechanical, and
electrical history (Boudou and Guastavino, 2000, 2002; Lewis, 2002; Parpal et al., 1997).
The crystal structure and well-developed mathematical formalism based on Bloch’s
theorem is the foundation of understanding the properties and behavior of solid materials. For
conducting materials with crystalline morphology, a calculation of conduction bands and other
properties has led to a successful methodology for understanding charge transport, but this
approach is based on periodicity and long-range order. The primary transport mechanism for
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conductors involves intraband excitations of electrons from filled extended states to empty
extended states at only slightly higher energy states within the same conduction band. This
mechanism is not available in insulators since there are no empty states within the valence band
and insulators are largely populated by localized states rather than extended states.

Bloch

function extended-state solutions are dependent on long-range order and on delocalization of
electron wave functions, which is largely absent in amorphous materials. Without long-range
order, the wave function of the electron is concentrated in a small region and falls off
exponentially with distance, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The band structure methods and developed mathematics for conducting materials can
also be extended, with suitable approximations, to semiconducting materials. Charge transport in
intrinsic semiconductors is primarily via thermally activated interband excitation of electrons
from states in the valence band to states in the conduction band with the activation energy equal
to the band gap energy. However, this conduction mechanism is negligible in insulators at
reasonable working temperatures. A primary distinction between semiconductors and insulators
is that thermally activated transitions between extended states are highly improbable in insulators,

FIG. 2.1. Illustration of a localized electron wave function.
exponentially with distance in the absence of long-range order.

The wave function falls off
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because the band gap energy separating the conduction and valence bands is much larger than the
average thermal energy of the electrons.

In intrinsic semiconductors, the Fermi energy is

approximately halfway between the conduction and valence bands and, above 0 K, a finite
number of electrons are able to transfer to the conduction band. Extrinsic semiconductors have
extra energy levels added by impurities or dopants. Whether structural or compositional, these
impurities can be treated as localized defect sites or deviations from an ideal lattice and
approached with perturbation theory (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976).
Electron transport in disordered materials, which forms the fundamental basis of the
present study, requires an entirely different approach and formalism than the concepts of
periodicity and Bloch’s theorem for crystalline solids. Localized states are inherent in disordered
solids rather than limited to structural or compositional impurities and defects in the lattice.
Unlike extrinsic semiconductors, insulators contain significantly larger densities of defects and
deviations from an ideal lattice, which greatly limits the applicability of a perturbation approach.
Although degenerate molecular orbitals of the successive monomers in polymers form extended
electronic states, any impurities, anomalies, and branches disrupt these bands and act to truncate
these extended states. It then becomes necessary to develop methods to understand charge
transport involving these localized states without utilizing the formalism of band theory.

2.1

Conductivity and Charge Carriers
The traditional definition of conductivity as a macroscopic, mean-field behavior can be

written as the ratio of current density, J, and electric field, E, resulting in J = σE. In its simplest
form, Ohm’s Law represents a linear relationship between current density and electric field. This
simple expression allows direct substitution of accessible laboratory parameters; current, I, and
potential difference, V. When conductivity becomes a question of microscopic behavior, a new
definition involving the charge carriers is required. Conductivity, in an equally simplistic form,
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can be written as a product of carrier charge, qc, carrier density, nc, and carrier mobility, µc.

σ = qc nc µc .

(1)

The separation of carrier density and mobility is artificial; carrier movement and mobility are
strongly correlated and may depend on the spatial and energy distribution of the charge carriers.
A broad grouping of charge transport mechanisms depends on the time evolution of carrier
density rather than motion of individual carriers, including dispersive transport, transient currents,
and polarization, etc. The conduction mechanisms available to the carriers fall naturally into two
categories: time independent transport determined by the motion of single carriers, expressed
through the mobility µc, and time-dependent transport determined by the density of the carriers,
nc. Conduction mechanisms that rely on carrier mobility and ability to move between localized
states, and the change of that mobility under an applied field or change of temperature, are the
primary focus in this study. This kind of transport is known as hopping conductivity.
Multiple trapping is defined as a series of jumps between localized states, resulting in low
levels of conduction. It is considered to be the primary charge transport mechanism in a wide
variety of disordered and amorphous materials (Böttger and Bryksin, 1985; Dissado and
Fothergill, 1992; Zallen, 1983). In extended-state hopping, escape from a trap occurs when a
carrier gains enough energy, for example, through phonon interaction in thermally assisted
hopping, to overcome the potential barrier of a shallow, localized state and enter an extended
state. An illustration of a carrier hop is shown in Fig. 2.2. A carrier may also move via phonon
assisted tunneling through a potential barrier between deeper traps where extended states may not
be available, also illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

In general, these two mechanisms differ in their

sensitivity to temperature, applied electric field, and other experimental conditions (Arkhipov et
al., 2001; Boudou and Guastavino, 2000; Ieda, 1980; Wintle, 1999). It is prudent to be clear that
additional means of energy gain are available, including interaction with photons and other forms
of radiation, referred to as radiation induced conductivity. The interested reader is directed to the
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a)

c)

b)

d)

FIG. 2.2. Illustration of hopping conduction. Via carrier trapping a) a single hop is considered to
be the escape of a carrier from a shallow, localized state just below the conduction band,
movement via an extended state, and recapture in a secondary localized state (a trap). b) The
parameter, ∆H, is the average trap depth below the conduction band edge and can be correlated to
the activation energy of the material. Illustration of hopping conduction based on quantum
mechanical tunneling. c) A carrier may moved from one localized state to another via direct
tunneling where there are deep traps well beneath the conduction band. d) The parameter, ∆W, is
the difference in trap depths between the first and second localized states.
work of Rose, Campbell, and the USU Materials Physics Group for additional information on
radiation induced conductivity (Campbell, 1983; Dennsion et al., 2007, 2009; Rose, 1951).
Much of the groundbreaking work in determining the electronic structure of disordered
materials was done by Mott, Anderson, and colleagues (Anderson, 1958; Mott, 1969; Mott and
Davis, 1979). For their contributions, the 1977 Nobel Prize in Physics was jointly awarded to Sir
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Neville Mott, Phillip Anderson, and John Hasbrouck Van Vleck. This work forms the foundation
of modern theory of charge transport in disordered materials, including hopping conductivity. As
the study of hopping conduction expanded from fundamental theory provided by Mott, Anderson,
and Van Vleck, two distinct types of hopping emerged to describe the movement of the carriers:
trapping and tunneling. Due to conflicting nomenclature within the literature, it is often difficult
to determine which mechanism is being discussed; unfortunately the terms hopping and tunneling
are frequently and incorrectly used interchangeably.

Many additional terms are used

inconsistently, such as dispersion, space charge, hopping, and trapping, and may have different
meanings according to their particular use. The interdisciplinary nature of polymer research
increases this confusion by drawing nomenclature from physics, chemistry, and engineering. It is
not uncommon for the same, or similar, terms to have different meanings within each individual
field. Every attempt will be made in this study to be clear about the nature of the mechanism and
to consistently use the terms trapping and tunneling, rather than the use of the more general term,
hopping.
Further complicating the investigation into electrical properties of polymers is that many
possible charge transport mechanisms manifest with similar behavior, making it difficult to
determine which mechanism (or mechanisms) is active. It is also necessary to establish ways of
separating the response of the instrumentation from the response of the material being measured,
a requirement that is not easily met when the level of currents being measured can be 10-14 A or
smaller. Although none of the parameters are truly separable, control of experimental conditions
allows targeting of specific mechanisms that may be dominant under those conditions.

2.1.1

Identification of Charge Carriers
It is apparent that a wide variety of mechanisms have been theorized during the

exploration of polymer behavior, borrowing heavily from the study of ionic conduction in
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covalent and ionic crystals as well as modifications of electronic band theory. Many excellent
reviews of past work in disordered materials are available (Arkhipov et al., 2001; Dissado and
Fothergill, 1992; Whitehead, 1953). Electronic conduction, including holes, is assumed to be the
primary mode of conduction in LDPE and electrons are commonly identified as the charge carrier
(Crine, 2005; Rose, 1951; Wintle, 1999). However, the identity of the carrier may vary according
to experimental and environmental conditions, and lingering controversy remains over the source
of the carriers (Lewis, 2002; Wintle, 1999).

Polymers with increasing concentrations of

plasticizers favor ionic conduction and doped polymers are typically injected with electronically
rich functional groups (Dang et al., 2003; Hong et al., 2004; Raju, 2003; Salamone, 1996; Tjong
and Liang, 2005). Each polymer must be considered according to its unique structure and
functional groups, and also with respect to the specific experimental method used.
The type of electrode also becomes significant. Evaporated aluminum electrodes have
been shown to result in transfer of aluminum atoms into the polymer material under certain
experimental conditions (Parpal et al., 1997). Impurities in the electrode materials may also
provide a source of atoms for ionic conductivity. For solid electrodes in physical contact with the
polymer, the energy barrier may be dramatically influenced by the choice of metal and any oxide
layer that may develop on the electrode. The metal-polymer interface is complex (Bussac et al.,
1998; Lewis, 1986), with surface currents and surface fields that influence bulk behavior and are
strongly coupled to the geometry of the electrodes and the experimental apparatus. Much work
remains to be done on the behavior of charges with respect to the metal-polymer interface.
Aluminum, copper, and high purity gold electrodes have been investigated for the CVC system,
but the choice of electrode material will not be considered in the present study. It is reasonable to
assume that ionic conduction is unlikely to be favored in undoped LDPE, which has been baked
out and chemically cleaned to limit surface contaminants, placed in a parallel plate capacitor
configuration with high purity solid OFHC copper electrodes in direct contact with the samples.
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Furthermore, the relatively moderate experimental conditions are unlikely to provide the higher
energies needed for ionic conduction; temperatures were kept below the melting point and most
applied fields were much less than the measured ESD field strength for LDPE. The charge
carriers in this study of LDPE are most likely to be electronic in nature (Adamec and
Calderwood, 1981; Davies, 1972; Khalil and Gastli, 1999; Lewis, 1986; McCubbin, 1970; Rose,
1951).
Electronic carriers include electrons and holes, and much of the available research does
not attempt to distinguish between them. This may stem from the historical practice of extending
theory that is applicable to semi-conductors to conduction in polymers, including the identity of
the charge carrier. Additionally, electrons move more easily through crystalline and amorphous
regions, with the interfacial regions acting as primary trapping centers. There is, however, a
reasonable argument for the selection of electrons, rather than holes, as the charge carrier (Rose,
1951). In the case of insulators with wide band gaps, such as LDPE, the filled valence band is
energetically deep. An electron leaving the valence band via hopping would leave the hole
behind in an extremely deep trap. This effectively immobilizes the hole and prevents it from
acting as the charge carrier in a conduction process. A slightly different approach is to consider
an asymmetrical trap distribution where the traps for holes are deeper than the traps for electrons
due to a shift in the Fermi energy toward the conduction band. This shift also lowers the chances
of recombination and again serves to immobilize the holes in deep traps. A shift in the Fermi
energy from the center of the band gap is not unexpected and is, in fact, typical of a system with
significant lattice defects. The interested reader is directed to the work of Rose (1951) or Broser
and Waminsky (1950) for details and mathematical analysis of the mobility of holes.
The individual localized states available to a carrier can be approximately characterized
by a potential well with a mean energy barrier of ∆H and an average trap separation of a (see Fig.
2.2) (Dennison and Brunson, 2008; Dennison et al., 2009; Fowler, 1956). This corresponds,
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respectively, to the average amount of energy required for a trapped carrier to escape its localized
state and the average distance it will travel before being trapped in the next localized state. If
enough energy is acquired to avoid immediate recapture, the electron may enter an extended state
of overlapping molecular orbitals analogous to a conduction band.
Time spent in extended states before recapture is usually quite small (Fowler, 1956; Mott
and Stoneham, 1977), with a typical conduction lifetime of τc ~ 10-14 s, which is much less than
the time required for true band conduction to be viable.

This small capture cross section

combined with a large density of traps results in multiple trapping behavior. Even in chemically
pure samples of LDPE with low concentrations of impurities and compositional defects, there is
expected to be 1015 to 1018 traps per cm3 (Rose, 1951). This large concentration of traps means
that carriers are likely to be quickly recaptured and there is, comparatively, a much smaller
concentration of available carriers, nf, than available states.
A carrier hop, through phonon interaction, may result in movement that is energetically
upward into an extended state or into another localized state. It is also possible for a carrier to
hop in a way that is energetically downward through phonon emission, allowing the carrier to
become trapped in an available deeper state that requires more energy to escape (Arkhipov et al.,
2001; Böttger and Bryksin, 1985; Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Lewis, 1986). This encourages
charge storage and low effective carrier mobility (Apsley and Hughes, 1975; Fowler, 1956;
Lewis, 1986; Wintle, 1971). The mean time spent moving from one trap to another is the
conduction lifetime of the carrier, τc, which, along with a, the average nearest neighbor trap
separation, factors into the carrier mobility, µc. This is defined as the mean drift velocity, vd=a/τc,
divided by the electric field, E.
Physical fluctuations in the polymer chains may create, alter, or destroy localized states
and release or trap available charge carriers (Boudou and Gustavino, 2000; Lewis, 2002). The
influence of temperature and an applied electric field also affects the ability of a carrier to escape
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from a localized state in the direction of E. While there is no localized state with an energy
minimum such that there does not remain a finite possibility of escape (Apsley and Hughes,
1975), deeper trap sites have longer trapping times and smaller release rates, which reduces
carrier mobility. The potential barrier of a localized state is lowered by an applied electric field,
E, which increases the likelihood that a carrier may escape (Mott and Davis, 1979; Poole, 1917).
This implies both temperature and electric field dependence for a conduction mechanism utilizing
multiple trapping.

Typically, the release and the subsequent recapture of the carrier are

considered a single carrier jump. Trap controlled charge transport also assumes a negligible
conductivity contribution of direct quantum mechanical tunneling of carriers between localized
states (Böttger and Bryksin, 1985). Deeper traps and a distribution of traps more complicated
than a single, uniform level encourage charge storage rather than charge transport (Apsley and
Hughes, 1975; Fowler, 1956; Lewis, 1986; Wintle, 1971, 1999).
The origin of electronic charge carriers remains a subject of controversy; carriers may be
available within the polymer or they may be injected at the electrodes and the answer can depend
significantly on the type of polymer and experimental conditions (Crine, 2005; Reiser, 1969;
Wintle, 1999).

2.1.2

Charge Injection
The chemistry of the metal-polymer interface is quite complex, with different interactions

commonly seen between the metal and polymer lamellae, individual polymer chains, impurities,
and voids (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Lewis, 2002). In an ideal electrode-insulator system,
the available carriers are assumed to be injected from the electrode into the material (Wintle,
1999), but the validity of this assumption and the nature of the injection process remain
controversial. Many of the theories developed to explain deviations from hopping and multiple
trapping models observed in polymers rely on injected charges. It is reasonable to assume that
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carrier injection should be proportional to the applied field (Lewis, 2002; Many and Rakavy,
1962), and this assumption will be further investigated in Section 4.3.
A primary model of carrier injection is Schottky injection, which can be customized in
many ways and can produce a variety of Schottky-type behaviors, depending on the desired
modifications (Bussac et al., 1998; Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Schug et al., 1907). It is
important to be clear at this point that Schottky behavior is not conduction through the bulk of the
material; rather, it is an interaction of the metal and polymer at the interface that leads to a current
of injected electrons from the electrode into the polymer. The electrons may then move through
the material via any conduction mechanism that is available to them.

Although Schottky

injection does not provide information about which mechanism (or mechanisms) is active, many
of the prominent and frequently applied conduction mechanisms rely on the injection of the
carriers by the electrode. This provides motivation to determine if, and to what extent, the
electrons are injected into the material.
The derivation of Schottky injection is quite involved and will not be reproduced here.
An interested reader is directed to Dissado and Fothergill (1992) for the details. It is assumed that
some electrons within the electrode arrive at the metal-polymer interface with enough energy to
leave the metal surface. These electrons are then injected into the polymer through a thermionic
process. The current density due to these injected electrons can be written as

 φ − β E 12 
SC
,
J = AT exp −
kT


2

(2)

where φ is the work function of the metal, βSC is the Schottky coefficient, and the pre-exponential
term, A, is

A=

4πqe me k B2 (1 − R )
,
h3

(3)

where R is the reflection coefficient of the electron at the boundary. This term is typically quite
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small and is believed to be sensitive to oxide layers that may develop on the electrode surface
(Lewis, 1955). There are two parameters in Schottky injection that need to correspond to
physical values in order for it to be verified as a possible charge injection mechanism. The
dielectric constant of LDPE can be obtained from the Schottky coefficient, βSC, which can be
written as

β SC = (e3 4πε r ε o ) ,
1/ 2

(4)

and the intercept of the linear fit can be used to determine the work function of the electrode
metal.

Reasonable agreement with accepted values reported in the literature of these two

parameters would indicate that Schottky injection is a valid mechanism for LDPE.
Another injection mechanism commonly used is Fowler-Nordheim injection. Schottky
injection is a process where an electron gains enough energy to escape the barrier between metal
and polymer; Fowler-Nordheim injection builds on the probability that an electron with
insufficient energy may tunnel through the barrier. Rather than utilizing a reflection coefficient
for the electron, the transmission coefficient, T, is applied to the barrier to determine a tunneling
probability, and

 4  2m 
T = exp−  2 e 
 3  η 

1

2

3

(Φ − Ε )
eE

2


.


(5)

The tunneling current density due to injected electrons is then found to be

 4  2m3  2 φ 3 2 
qe3 E 2
J =
exp−  2 
,
8πhφ
 3  η  qe E 
1

(6)

where φ is the work function of the metal, qe is the charge of the electron, and me is the electron
mass. Again, the full details of the derivation of Fowler-Nordheim injection are quite involved
and will not be reproduced here. The interested reader is directed to Dissado and Fothergill
(1992) for details. Unlike Schottky injection, there is no simple plot or relation that can be used
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to easily verify Fowler-Nordheim injection. However, this type of carrier injection is expected
only to occur at very high fields (>109 V/m) where the potential barrier at the interface is severely
distorted and becomes thin enough to allow tunneling. The applied fields required for FowlerNordheim injection would then be well above the observed breakdown strength of LDPE in the
range of 108 V/m (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992). This discourages further pursuit of this carrier
injection mechanism in the present study.

2.2

Conduction Mechanisms of Individual Carriers
Once a charge carrier leaves a trap, regardless of how, there are two primary approaches

to the movement of the carrier through disordered solids, which can be represented by percolation
theory and dispersive transport. These two mechanisms are related, in a very complex way, to
two types of transitions that occur in disordered materials; polymers, in general, exhibit a
combination of percolation and dispersive transport.

Percolation theory takes advantage of

structural disorder, exploiting the idea that a transition occurs that enables long-range
connectivity within a material with no long-range order (Zallen, 1983). When percolation is
applied to polymers, it typically takes the form of a spatially random resistor network with each
link of the network corresponding to the probability of a carrier hop between localized states
(Das-Gupta, 1997; Hunt, 1994; Scher and Wu, 1961). Figure 2.3 illustrates a schematic example
of a current path through a hopping system corresponding to a random resistor solution. The
important feature of any percolation model is the sudden appearance of long-range connectivity at
a critical value, typically a critical temperature, Tc (Zallen, 1983). This transition point can often
be linked to a physical transition point, such as the glass transition temperature.
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FIG. 2.3. Illustration of a random resistor network percolation. This model is most commonly
applied to polymer materials. At a critical temperature, Tc, long range connectivity appears along
a series of localized states each treated as nodes with a specified resistance between them.
Additional transitions relevant to polymers are localized state to extended state
transitions: the Mott transition describes a spatially random distribution of localized states around
periodic lattice sites (Mott, 1975; Mott and Davis, 1979) and the Anderson transition describes an
energetically random distribution of localized states around a mean energy or trap depth
(Anderson, 1958; Böttger and Bryksin, 1985). These transitions would indicate a change in
carrier mobility and, in turn, conductivity. Below a temperature, Tc, carriers are restricted to
intrachain movement; above Tc the carriers can gain enough energy through phonon interaction
for long-range, interchain movement. In theory, this transition should be quite sudden, even first
order, but in practice, the wide variety of chain lengths and variability in interconnectivity
between crystalline and amorphous regions produces a continuous transition that is difficult to
observe (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Zallen, 1983).
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Both transport mechanisms investigated in the current study can be modeled using
percolation theory. Thermally assisted hopping (multiple trapping) can be modeled as spatially
random percolation (r-percolation) and variable range hopping (tunneling) can be modeled as
spatially and energetically random percolation (r-ε-percolation) (Arkhipov et al., 2001; Böttger
and Bryksin, 1985; Hunt, 1994).

2.2.1

Poole-Frenkel Conduction
Electric field dependent conduction is of particular interest, where the affects of an

applied field would be strong enough to distort the potential well and lower the energy barrier of
the trap, effectively decreasing the depth of the trap. An illustration of this effect is seen in Fig.
2.4. One prominent field dependent mechanism often applied to semiconductors and doped
polymers is Poole-Frenkel conduction (Das-Gupta, 1997; Poole, 1917; Rakhmanova and
Conwell, 2000; Wintle, 1971, 1999). A full derivation will not be reproduced here and the
interested reader is directed to Dissado and Fothergill (1992) for a complete treatment.
Formulation of Poole-Frenkel conduction begins with the approximation of localized

FIG. 2.4. Localized states with distorted potential barriers. The parameter, ∆VF, represents the
change in energy associated with the potential barrier due to the applied electric field.
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states as potential wells with average separation, a. Electrons are thermally excited above the
barrier of their localized state and into an extended state. The rate of escape of the electron is a
function of the density of the occupied localized states (donor states), nD, the frequency of escape
attempts, vo, and the effective barrier height, φeff . When an electric field is applied, the barrier
height of the potential well is decreased in the field direction, effectively decreasing the trap
depth such that

φeff = ∆H − ∆VF ,

(7)

where the maximum reduction of the barrier height is given by

 qe3 E
∆VF = −2
 4πε eε r

1

2
 .


(8)

The rate of escape of a carrier from a trap is then

 φeff 
 ,
Resc = nD vo exp −
k
T
 B 

(9)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For an equilibrium state, the escape attempt frequency is

vo =

k B3T 3
,
dh 3v 2

(10)

where d is the number of spatial coordinates available for an electron to move (1, 2, or 3) and v is
the vibrational frequency around the localized state of the electron. The density of empty
localized states (empty donor states), ND, will be much greater than the density of occupied
localized states (occupied donor states), nD, and the density of the conduction electrons is the
difference in those densities,

nc = N D − nD .

(11)

The rate of capture will depend on the density of the conduction states, nc, the density of the
unoccupied states, nD, cross section of the unoccupied localized states, s, and the thermal velocity
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of an electron, v,
2

Rcap = nc ( N D − nD )vs = nc vs .

(12)

At equilibrium, the rate of capture will equal the rate of escape and a single expression for the
density of free electrons available for conduction can be written as
1

2
 φ eff 
n v 
 .
nc =  D o  exp −
k
T
2
 νs 
B



(13)

Remembering Eq. (1), which gives conductivity in terms of mobility, carrier density, and carrier
charge, and expanding the φ eff term gives the expected Poole-Frenkel expression for conductivity
proportional the electric field,

 β E 12 
,
σ = σ o exp PF
 kT 



(14)

where σo is the steady state equilibrium conductivity in the absence of an applied field and βPF is
the Poole-Frenkel coefficient. The test of its validity is a plot of loge σ versus E1/2, which should
produce a straight line with a slope containing βPF if Poole-Frenkel is a viable conduction
mechanism. This can be written in terms of the permittivity, εr, and allows for comparison to the
accepted value of the dielectric constant, using

β PF

 qe 3
= 
 4πε oε r

1/ 2






,

(15)

where qe is the charge of the electron and εr is the permittivity of free space. Poole-Frenkel
conduction is one electric field dependent conduction mechanism that will be investigated in this
study.
Poole-Frenkel conduction produces a behavior that is very similar to Schottky charge
injection (compare Eq. 4 and 6 with Eq. 14 and Eq. 15), and the two mechanisms are often found
to occur simultaneously (Raju, 2003; Wintle, 1999). These two mechanisms are an excellent
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example of electrical behaviors that can be very difficult to distinguish experimentally even
though they are fundamentally different behaviors. Schottky injection is an interaction between
the electrode metal and the polymer that is aided by the lowering of the potential barrier at the
interface between electrode and polymer; it is not a true conduction mechanism. Poole-Frenkel
conduction is based on thermally released carriers within the polymer aided by the lowering of
the potential barrier of a localized state, which is a bulk conduction mechanism. Fundamental
assumptions of both Poole-Frenkel conduction and Schottky charge injection immediately limit
their applicability to disordered systems and their observation would be unexpected. However,
since they are two of the most common conduction mechanisms utilized in both semi-conductors
and doped polymers, the extension of these models to an undoped polymer such as LDPE is a
necessary step.
With these weaknesses and expectations, particularly the lack of unique behavior that
would distinguish Poole-Frenkel conduction from other mechanisms, an alternative field
dependent conduction model is necessary.

A prominent alternative theory of electric field

dependent conduction is space charge limited current.

2.2.2

Space Charge Limited Current Conduction
Space charge limited current (SCLC) behavior can be applied to both low and high fields

(Lida et al., 1992; Mott and Gurney, 1940; Qi and Boggs, 2002). To begin determination of
space charge limited current behavior, the charges must be injected into the thin film material and
uniformly distributed throughout. A cloud of space charge develops as carriers are injected into
the polymer and create a localized electric field within the material, preferentially near the
electrodes (Montanari et al., 2001; Neagu and Marat-Mendes, 2003). This buildup of space
charge diffuses into the bulk as the carriers move away from the electrode, making SCLC
sensitive to sample thickness (Das-Gupta, 2002; Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Wintle, 1983). A
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current density equation is written to describe the movement of the carriers, assumed to be
electrons, through the material, with three components of carrier motion: conduction, diffusion,
and displacement.

J = nc qe µc E − qe Dn

dnc
dE
+ ε oε r
,
dx
dt

(16)

where nc and µc are the density and mobility of the electrons, qe is the charge of an electron, Dn is
typically Fick’s diffusion coefficient for electrons, and εo and εr are the standard permittivity of
free space and relative permittivity of the insulator, respectively. Setting x = 0 at the cathode
and x = d at the anode, where d is the sample thickness; the sample can be treated as an infinite
thin film dielectric between two infinite parallel plates. Since the primary focus of this study is
the steady-state equilibrium conductivity, the time dependent term can be set to zero, leaving

J = nc qe µc E − qe Dn

dnc
.
dx

(17)

Using Poisson’s equation

dE nc qe
=
dx ε oε r

(18)

gives

J = ε oε r µ c E

dE
d 2E
− ε oε r Dn 2 .
dx
dx

(19)

Using the assumption that the carriers uniformly distribute through the bulk in the steady state
limit, the diffusion term can be neglected and a constant electric field throughout the dielectric is
assumed. This leads to a steady-state approximation for the current density

J ≅ ε oε r µc E

dE
.
dx

Integrating for electric field, E, with respect to x gives

(20)
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1

 2J
 2
(x + xo ) ,
E (x ) = 
 ε oε r


(21)

where xo is a constant of integration assumed to be much less than the thickness of the sample, d.
A second integration of the electric field, E(x), with respect to x gives a relationship between the
experimental voltage and current density, J.

J =

9ε oε r µcV 2
, for xo << d .
8d 3

(22)

There are two components of the carrier density, nc; the electrons intrinsic to the insulator, no, and
the electrons assumed to be injected from the electrodes, n1. This leads to two components of the
current density

V 9ε oε r µcV 2
J = no qe µc +
,
d
8d 2

(23)

which gives the characteristic regions of SCLC behavior seen in Fig. 2.5.
The first region, labeled region 1 in Fig. 2.5, is linear in E (Ohmic) given by Eq. (1) with
the current primarily due to the motion of thermally activated electrons within the bulk. Region 2
transitions to a square law behavior, given by Eq. (22), where the density of the injected electrons
is greater than the density of intrinsic electrons and trap-limited SCLC becomes the dominant
behavior. As the injected electron density approaches the density of traps, all traps are effectively
filled and this allows excess electrons to travel unimpeded. This sharp increase in the current
density is shown as region 3, although the distinction between regions 2 and 3 is difficult to
observe experimentally. Once all traps are filled, the current density should return to a square law
behavior similar to region 2. In practice, electrostatic breakdown in polymers occurs well before
this theoretical trap-filled limit is reached, making SCLC difficult to confirm in polymers
(Dissado and Fothergill, 1992).

SCLC assumes that the free carriers are injected by the

electrodes, which leads to conduction that is controlled by the metal-polymer interface. This is in
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FIG. 2.5. Ideal space charge limited current behavior. Based on a thin film dielectric
approximation, SCLC predicts four regions of behavior. Region 1 is Ohmic conduction due to
thermally generated carriers. Region 2 is trap limited space charge limited conduction with a
square law behavior. Region 3 indicates that all traps at an energy level, Et, have been filled and
there is a sharp increase in conductivity. Region 4 is trap-free space-charge limited conduction
with square law behavior.
contrast to Poole-Frenkel conduction, which assumes that the free, excess carriers are already
present in the bulk.

2.2.3

Thermally Assisted Hopping Conduction
A promising model of field dependent conduction is thermally assisted conductivity,

σTAH, which can be applied to both low and high fields (Bartnikas, 1983; Böttger and Bryksin,
1985). Like Poole-Frenkel conduction, it is a bulk mechanism that models the movement of
individual carriers, assumed to be electrons, through the material. The carriers gain energy
through random thermal fluctuations and phonon interaction to escape their localized state and
travel in an extended state for a small amount of time before being recaptured by another
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localized state. For a complete treatment of the derivation, the interested reader is directed to
Beginning with the expression for the current density involving three

Bartnikas (1983).

components: conduction, diffusion, and displacement, the current density can be written as

J = σE + qe Do

∂nc ∂D
+
,
∂x
∂t

(24)

where Do is a diffusion coefficient and qe is the charge of an electron. Again, the assumption for
steady state conditions is made, which sets the time derivative term to zero. In addition, the
material is assumed to be overall charge neutral, with no net space charge, and the density of
electrons remains constant across the thickness of the sample. This reduces the current density
expression to the familiar equation,

J = σE = ne qe µe E .

(25)

In the absence of an applied electric field, an electron can gain energy through random thermal
fluctuations to escape the localized state into an extended state. The probability of escape can be
written as

 ∆H
Γo = v exp −
 kT


,


(26)

where v is a frequency factor and ∆H is the average trap depth.
In a manner similar to the Poole-Frenkel model, the application of an applied field
introduces a change in barrier height of the localized state. The energy required to escape the
barrier is reduced in the field direction, -qeEa, and increased in the direction against the applied
field, +qeEa. The probability of escape of an electron is then the sum of the probabilities of
escape in both directions, with the field and against the field,

 ∆H
Γ(E ) = v exp −
 kT

 q Ea 
   q e Ea 
 − exp e  ,
 exp
   2k B T 
 2k B T 

which can be simplified and written as

(27)
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 q Ea  
Γ(E ) = Γo  2 sinh  e   .
 2k B T  


(28)

The term Γo is related to the drift velocity and mobility of the electrons, which in turn can be used
to obtain an expression for conductivity. Using

v D = Γo a

(29)

and

µo =

vD
E

(30)

in combination with the now familiar expression for conductivity, gives an equation for thermally
assisted hopping conductivity with electric field dependence that incorporates the physical
parameters of average trap depth, ∆H, and average trap separation, a.

σ TAH =

 ∆H 
 q Ea 
nc 2vTAH aq e
 sinh  e  .
exp −
E
 k BT 
 2k B T 

(31)

This expression is neither as simple nor as easily verifiable as either Poole-Frenkel conduction or
SCLC. Isolating the electric field dependence and the temperature dependence allows prediction
of expected σTAH behavior for LDPE, shown in Fig. 2.6, where nc is assumed constant. This
assumption of the independence of carrier density on experimental values will be revisited in
Section 4.3. Further investigation of thermally assisted hopping conduction is found in Sections
4.1 and 4.2.

2.2.4

Variable Range Hopping Conduction
At low temperatures and for deeper traps, the contribution of thermally assisted hopping

conduction model is not expected to be appreciable. Variable range hopping conductivity is a
tunneling mechanism that can be applied to a distribution of deeper states where a carrier is
unlikely to gain enough energy to leave a trap and promotion to a local extended state is unlikely.

Thermally Activated Hopping
Conductivity
σTAH (Ω-cm)-1
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FIG. 2.6. Temperature and field dependence of thermally assisted hopping conductivity. a)
Temperature dependence with electric fields of 1x107 V/m (purple), 5x107 V/m (blue), 1x108 V/m
(green), 2x108 V/m (orange), and 3x108 V/m (red). b) Electric field dependence with
temperatures of 150 K (purple), 250 K (blue), 300 K (green), 350 K (orange), and 400 K (red).
Curves are based on Eq. (32).

σVRH utilizes these deeper localized states, which contribute less to the overall conductivity of the
material but can dominate charge transport at low temperatures. Initially formulated by Mott and
Davis (1979), variable range hopping allows for the possibility that a carrier at the Fermi energy
level can tunnel to a more distant localized state with a larger energy difference than those of the
nearest neighbor states.
A modified mathematical approach from Apsley and Hughes (1974, 1975) allows for a
generalized model1 that results in the same, characteristic T-1/4 behavior without the weaknesses
of the Mott and Davis derivation. Development of an expression for variable range hopping
conductivity, σVRH, is significantly more difficult than for thermally assisted hopping. Utilizing

1

Apsley and Hughes use the term hopping to describe the movement of the carrier via quantum mechanical
tunneling. This ambiguity will be avoided here as much as possible by using the term tunneling unless
referring directly to variable range hopping as a conduction mechanism.
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the probabilities of hopping between localized states in three spatial coordinates and one energy
coordinate, an average probability of tunneling can be determined for an electron.
Regardless of which formulation is used, Mott and Davis or Apsley and Hughes, a
complete derivation of σVRH is nontrivial and will not be reproduced here. The Apsley and
Hughes derivation, which is mathematically preferred, begins by describing the probability of
tunneling in a four dimensional space. For a complete treatment of the derivation, the interested
reader is directed to the excellent works of Apsley and Hughes (1974, 1975). Conductivity will
depend on an average of the probabilities of sequential tunneling events. Using the geometric
mean to obtain the probability of this sequence gives
1

 n n
1 n 

P = Limn → ∞ ∏ Pi  = exp  Limn → ∞ ∑ Pi  ,
n i 

 i 

(32)

where Pi is the probability of an individual tunneling event. Apsley and Hughes choose to define
a range of the tunneling event, essentially representing the distance traveled in the four
dimensional space with equal ranges having equal probabilities.

The conductivity is then

proportional to a function of the average range traveled by a carrier. Introducing reasonable
restrictions on carrier movement can simplify this complex problem, such as the most probable
tunneling event occurring between nearest neighbors and in the down field direction in the case of
an applied field. This allows the carrier movement to be expressed as mobility rather than a
probability. Mobility is a factor of the differences in trap depths between the initial and final
localized states, ∆W, the trap separation, 1/r, as well as a tunneling probability, exp(2aα),
tunneling frequency, vVRH, and a wave function decay length, α. The problem is then to correlate
mobility with distributions of carrier density and energy levels.
After a considerable amount of mathematics, the following expression can be written for
variable range hopping conductivity,
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1 β
 3+ β
1
− −  
4
3

NkTqe v ph  P + Q 

 

2
2
24(1 + β ) 8 3


  , (33)
1+
×
exp− 
σ (β , T ) ≅
1 β    K (P + Q)  
2αE  P + 1  K (P + Q)   2 + β
+
+


 6(1 + β ) 2 3 2 
1

4

where β is the ratio of the energy gained over a tunneling distance to the thermal energy,

β (E , T ,α ) ≡

qe E
,
2αk BT

(34)

and P, Q, and K are intermediate thermal functions introduced to simplify the notation.
Isolating the electric field dependence and the temperature dependence allows prediction
of expected σVRH behavior for LDPE, shown in Fig. 2.7. Further investigation of variable range
hopping conduction is found in Section 4.2. Thermally assisted hopping and variable range

Variable Range Hopping Conductivity
σVRH (Ω-cm)-1

hopping are two prominent conduction mechanisms that have been applied to charge transport in

FIG. 2.7. Temperature and field dependence of variable range hopping conductivity. a)
Temperature dependence with electric fields of 1x107 V/m (purple), 5x107 V/m (blue), 1x108
V/m (green), 2x108 V/m (orange), and 3x108 V/m. b) Electric field dependence with
temperatures of 50 K (purple), 100 K (blue), 150 K (green), 200 K (orange), and 300 K (red).
Curves are based on Eq. (34).
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semiconductors and doped polymers with success. Determining if these are viable transport
mechanisms in LDPE is the primary focus of this study.

2.3

Conduction Mechanisms of Distributions of Carriers
While the mechanisms by which individual carriers move through a polymer are of

primary interest, there are charge transport mechanisms involving the time-dependent
propagation or redistribution of spatial inhomogeneities in the charge distribution. This aspect of
electrical behavior in polymers has been the subject of much study and debate, particularly with
respect to the so-called aging process in high voltage cables (Dang et al., 1996; Griffiths et al.,
1998). Unlike many solid materials, i.e. metals and semiconductors, the physical structure of a
polymer can change under the influence of an applied field or temperature change and result in a
change of mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties. This change can be significant, such as
altering the shear modulus of the material (Peacock, 2000), or it may be gradual, such as slow
changes in the electrical properties over time. Variation of electrical properties over time remains
one of the most elusive polymer behaviors and is not well understood.
A transient conduction mechanism, driven by spatial gradients in the charge distribution,
is the diffusion conductivity, σdiff, given by

σ diff (t ) = (q c Do / E ) ∂p(t ) ∂z ,

(35)

where Do is a carrier diffusion coefficient, z is the depth of the sample, and p(t) is the timedependent spatial charge carrier density. For insulators, diffusion can often describe the spread of
injected carriers into trapped states within the material. Space charge effects can be significant as
traps are filled with injected charge and inhibit further motion of the carriers. Diffusion of
particles to lattice sites often leads to a power law model of the time dependence of measured
leakage current. This type of conduction often coexists with other acting conduction mechanisms
and can make it difficult to accurately determine which mechanisms are present; even normal
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transport is not free of diffusive effects.

2.3.1

Dispersive Transport
Another kind of transient conduction, referred to as dispersive transport, is most simply

explained as a transition from diffusive transport to equilibrium transport. In normal transport, a
pulse or grouping of charge is injected into the material, or existed charges are mobilized, and
drift across the sample under the influence of an electric field (Zallen, 1983). This drifting charge
creates an observed current through the material and arrives at the receiving electrode with a
defined transit time, ttransit. Diffusion spreads out the mean position of the pulse or charge group
as it travels through the material. In general, shallow traps with a smaller energy difference
between the initial localized state and the extended state will release their carriers more quickly
than deep traps. This introduces time dependence into the dispersive transport mechanism. The
observed behavior of dispersive transport is a continuously decreasing current that extends for
long periods of time.
Dispersive transport occurs because of two primary factors: reduction in mobility and
reduction in carrier number. As the charges begin to move through the material, the high degree
of disorder creates a vast range of microscopic events, each with time dependence, that inhibit the
mobility of the individual carriers. The now familiar multiple trapping and tunneling mechanisms
are two such types of microscopic events. At very long times, the charges arrive at the receiving
electrode and are reabsorbed or immobilized, decreasing the number of available carriers and
changing the spatial and energy distribution of the carriers. Dispersive transport is characterized
by a distinct transition at the point where carriers begin to arrive at the receiving electrode. At
this point, the observed leakage current transitions from the general form of

I (t ) ≈ t − (1−η ) , for t < ttransit
to

(36)
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I (t ) ≈ t − (1+η ) , for t > ttransit

(37)

with 0 < η. This time-dependent transition was not observed in the LDPE data used for this study
and dispersive transport will not be considered as a dominant conduction mechanism at this point.
Dispersive transport is commonly observed in complex polymers such as Hytrel™ (Hart et al.,
2006).
Both tunneling and multiple trapping can produce dispersive transport behavior, but for
different reasons (Zallen, 1983). Hopping, in the case of dispersive transport, refers to direct
quantum mechanical tunneling between localized states and is a function of hopping probability;
it is enabled by the presence of nearby localized states. Multiple trapping requires a carrier to
leave a localized state, move via an extended state, and then be trapped by a second localized
state. The time spent in traps is significantly longer than time spent in an extended state and since
multiple trapping behavior is a function of trapping time, the nearby trap sites impede carrier
mobility.

2.3.2

Polarization
The observation of diffusive behavior may also be attributed to a bulk dielectric response

of the polymer material, with a function of relaxation times for the molecules driving the slowly
decaying current (Jonscher, 1999; Mort and Scher, 1971). This is commonly attributed to the
polarization of the material. At the long time scales of DC measurements, polarization is due to
the movement of carriers through the material (Anderson et al., 1990), which creates an internal
field that reduces the effects of the applied field. Comparison of the conductivities over repeated
charging and discharging cycles is one method of determining the strength and decay time of the
polarization response and will be investigated in Section 4.3.3.
Short time currents seen immediately after the applied electric field is introduced can be
orders of magnitude larger than final, long time currents. These currents may include a transient
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displacement current indicative of free charges moving through the material, the reorientation of
molecular dipoles, and the movement of ionic charge from one part of the sample to another.
Motion of polarized groups or segments of a polymer chain containing a dipole moment happens
quickly after an electric field is applied, with the possibility of releasing charge carriers from
nearby localized states as molecules shift. Polymers such as LDPE are considered non-polar,
since they lack polar pendant groups or additives, but they still possess a finite dipole moment
due to the presence of methyl end groups and double bonds (Amos and Crispin, 1975; Peacock,
2000). The exact origin of dipole moments in LDPE remains unspecified (Peacock, 2000).
In a simple relaxation time model of this charge displacement due to polarization, the
conductivity in a parallel plate geometry for a constant applied voltage can be expressed as a
time-dependent effective polarization conductivity, σP,

σ P (t ) = [ε o (ε r∞ − ε ro ) / τ P ]e −t / τ ,

(38)

P

where εr is the relative dielectric constant of the material and τP is the material polarization decay
time for the polarization current to decay to 1/e of its initial value. The polarization current, IP, is
then given by

I P (t ) =

VCV Aε o
d

 ε r∞ − ε ro

 τP

 −t / τ P
e
= I Po e −t / τ P ,


(39)

where A is the area of the sample, VCV is the applied voltage, d is sample thickness, and the free
air capacitance of the sample is Co=εoA/d.
The total current as a function of time can then be written as the sum of three
components: polarization current, diffusion current, and dark (leakage) current,

V Aε
I CV (t ) = I P (t ) + I diff (t ) + I Leak =  CV o
 d
where

 ε r∞ − ε ro

 τP


 −t / τ P
∂p(t ) VCV A
e
+ qc Do A
+
σ DC  ,(40)
∂z
d
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V A 
I DC =  CV σ DC .
 d 

(41)

Here, the dark current conductivity, σDC, is assumed to be a constant and independent of time, and
the applied field ECV (or more conveniently VCV). In the short time limit, the current exhibits
exponential decay following

I CV (t ; ε ro , ε r∞ ,τ P ) → I Po (t )e − t / τ P ,

(42)

while the diffusive power law behavior dominates at intermediate time scales. In the long time
limit, with t >> τP, the current approaches an asymptotic limit equal to the equilibrium dark
(leakage) current
∞
I CV
(t ; ε ro , ρ CV ) → I DC .

(43)

The latter case is a primary motivation for moving away from the standard ASTM
method of determining conductivity. Traditional measurement methods apply an electric field
and record a value of current at a set time, typically 1 min. This arbitrary choice of time interval
does not take into account any long time behavior, whether due to polarization, dielectric or
structural modification, accumulation of space charge, or carrier trapping. Since many high
resistance materials commonly used in the space environment are highly polarizable and time is
required for a sample to adjust to an applied electric field, conductivity measurements will often
continue to change for times well in excess of the standard 1 min settling time period
recommended in ASTM D 257-99. The time for the sample to become fully polarized and the socalled absorption current or polarization current to damp toward zero is often tens of minutes, but
can exceed hours or even days.

Because handbook values are measured using the ASTM

standard method, they will have been measured at 1 min and will overestimate the conductivity.
The more polarizable the material and the longer the decay time constant for the polarization
current, the greater the difference will be between the ASTM D 257-99 measurements and the
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long-term limit (Dennison et al., 2006; Frederickson and Benson, 2001). An expression of the
ratio of the constant-voltage mode current measured at some time t to the asymptotic limit at long
times, IDC, is given by:


σ CV (t = T ) τ DC −T / τ
=
e
+ 1 .
σ CV (t → ∞)  τ P

P

(44)

While this discrepancy is more pronounced for materials that are highly polarizable or have long
polarization decay times, it cannot be ignored in slightly polar or even non-polar polymers. The
influence of even the smallest dipole moment in a non-polar polymer can effect the life cycle and
performance of sensitive spacecraft electronics.
For conduction mechanisms involving the redistribution of charge densities, the
introduction or injection of charge can be critical.

The interface of the polymer and the

experimental apparatus has proven to be very important in the distribution and concentration of
available charge carriers (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Wintle, 1999). A great deal of work has
been done to investigate the differences in charge injection that result between electrodes
evaporated on the surface of the polymers, solid electrodes pressed against a polymer film, and
electrodes with a thin air gap between the metal and polymer surfaces, with inconclusive results.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

To achieve a greater applicability to the electrical behavior of LDPE in the space
environment, a high vacuum chamber was developed using commercially available and
customized equipment. Experiments were conducted to measure the leakage current through a
thin film sample of LDPE under constant temperature and variable applied electric field
conditions, as well as constant applied field and variable temperature conditions. Measuring
highly resistive materials such as LDPE and other polymers using the constant voltage method
requires the ability to measure extremely small currents. This necessitates careful attention to
electronic components, interaction between components, noise sources, and laboratory
conditions. An overview of the experimental apparatus and of the data that was obtained is
contained in the following sections.
Appendices A and B provide more detail on the instrumentation, with additional
information found in relevant references (Dennsion et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2005a, 2005b, 2006,
2007; Dennison and Brunson, 2008; Swaminathan, 2004). Appendix D catalogues the extensive
set of LDPE measurements made by the USU Materials Physics Group, many of which are used
in this study.

3.1

Samples and Sample Characterization
Commercial samples of LDPE (Goodfellow, ASTM type I) were obtained with a

thickness of 27.4(±0.2) µm, a density of 0.92 g/cm3, and a crystallinity of 50% (Goodfellow,
2006).

Goodfellow also reports an electrostatic breakdown value of 2.7 x107 V/m and a

resistivity range of 1015-1018 Ω-cm, for 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE. The same mechanism that controls
density also controls crystallinity; with the estimated density of 100% crystalline LDPE and
100% amorphous LDPE used to calculate the crystallinity according to the relation in Eq. (45),
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Xc =

pc ( p − pa )
.
p ( pc − p a )

(45)

Direct comparison of the conductivity of the LDPE samples obtained from Goodfellow is of
limited use, since the Goodfellow values were obtained using the standard ASTM method. This
method has been shown to improperly represent the complicated electrical behavior of many
polymer materials (Dennison et al., 2003a; Frederickson and Benson, 2001), particularly with
respect to spacecraft charging.

However, the conductivity range of LDPE reported by

Goodfellow is comparable to values commonly found in the literature (Peacock, 2000) and was
used to establish an expected range of conductivities. Care must always be taken to evaluate the
method and experimental conditions before comparing results from the literature, since the
practical limitations of available methods can vary quite significantly.
Samples were cut to size using scissors or razorblades and were not polished, wiped, or
ion sputtered prior to any measurements, to avoid damage to the thin-layered structure of the
sample. Samples were chemically cleaned with spectral grade methanol to remove contaminates
prior to a vacuum bakeout typically conducted at 337(±1) K under a pressure of <0.1 mTorr using
a cold trapped diffusion pump. The bakeout time was typically longer than 90 hrs and designed
to eliminate absorbed water and volatile contaminants that can significantly affect conduction
properties. Fig. 3.1 shows details of a typical LDPE bakeout temperature profile. Samples
conditioned in this manner were considered dry, as they had a measured outgassing rate of
<0.05% mass loss per 24 hrs at the end of bakeout, as determined with a modified ASTM D 495
test procedure (ASTM D 495). Determination of bakeout time and temperature required to fully
condition the samples was obtained using outgassing rate tests performed at the USU Space
Dynamics Lab: time to reach the appropriate dryness threshold was found to be ~58 hr.
Thickness of the samples was verified with a Mitutoyo digital micrometer with a resolution of ±3
µm. The measured thickness was taken over a surface area of ~0.8 cm2 and the average,
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FIG. 3.1. Bakeout profile for LDPE. A typical bakeout profile with a duration of ~93 hrs at
337(±1) K. Test criteria for bakeout was a mass loss of 0.05% per 24 hrs, which was found to be
reached after ~58 hrs for LDPE. 27.4(±0.2) µm.

27.4(±0.2) µm, is used in all calculations and analysis.
Measured sample thickness and mass of a 2.54 cm square sample allowed the calculation
of the density to be 0.92(±0.01) g/cm2, which is in excellent agreement with the manufacturer
reported value of 0.92 g/cm2. Optical microscopy measurements were taken to study surface
roughness, texture, and film imperfections, although the transparency of the samples made it
difficult to determine any distinctive features on the LDPE sample surface and impractical to add
to a printed document.

Over a surface area of approximately 1 mm2, the average surface

roughness was estimated to be <0.1 µm.
Optical reflectance measurements were taken over the range of photon wavelengths from
~200 nm to 1100 nm (~1.1 eV to 6.2 eV). Uncoated 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE samples were mounted
on a bulk colloidal graphite substrate, which absorbs most of the incident light reflected by the
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LDPE material. Measurements were made using a grating spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Model
HR4000) with a resolution of 0.6 meV (0.75 nm) and 0.2 meV (0.25 nm) data increments. A
deuterium/tungsten halogen dual light source was used and the spectrometer wavelength was
calibrated using a standard plasma discharge source (Ocean Optics, Model HG-1 Mercury Argon
Calibration Source) that produces first order mercury and argon spectral lines from 253-922 nm
and second order argon lines to 1700 nm. An aluminum high reflectance specular reflectance
standard (Ocean Optics, Model STAN-SSH) was used with a UV-enhanced fiber optic
reflectance probe (Ocean Optics, Model R400-7-UV-VIS). Four or more separate spectra were
taken at different locations on each sample surface and averaged; a typical example is shown in
Fig. 3.2a. These multiple spectra were averaged with no appreciable variations observed between
each spectra; a typical residual curve is shown in Fig. 3.2b. Dark current spectra were subtracted
from both the average sample spectra and the reflectance standard spectra; the reflectance was
determined as the ratio of these differences. The spectra were also adjusted for the known
reflectance as a function of wavelength of the specular reflectance standard. Reflectance as a
function of wavelength is calculated point wise as

R=

[I

sample

− I dark

]

[I stdrd − I dark ] ⋅ Rstdrd

,

(46)

with an estimated uncertainty in reflectance of ±5%.
The reflectance spectra of LDPE remained approximately constant at 10% over the full
wavelength range.

This lack of prominent features limits the usefulness of reflectance

measurements, which can often be associated with the band gap in the density of states for
disordered polymers. Subtle oscillations are seen between approximately 550 nm and 800 nm,
which can be explained as a thin film interference pattern. Light is reflected from the air-LDPE
interface at the sample surface while light is also reflected from the LDPE-colloidal graphite
interface.

The two reflected beams interfere constructively or destructively depending on
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FIG. 3.2. Reflectance spectra of LDPE and residuals. a) Reflectance sprectra obtained for 5
samples of LDPE, all 27.4(±0.2) µm thick were averaged and b) a typical residual curve of an
individual spectrum compared to the average of all curves.
wavelength and film thickness. However, the oscillations are too small and irregular for accurate
calculation of the index of refraction of LDPE from the reflectance data. The index of refraction,
nr, given by the manufacturer is 1.51, is in good agreement with values reported in the literature
(Peacock, 2000). Fig. 3.3 shows a typical sample reflectance spectrum with both photon energy
and wavelength, in both standard axis and semi-log plots.
In addition to reflectance, the transmission spectra of LDPE were also measured with
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a)

b)

c)

d)

FIG. 3.3. Reflectance of LDPE as a function of photon energy and wavelength. a) Semi-log plot
and b) standard axis plot of reflectance of 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE as a function photon energy and
c) semi-log plot and d) standard axis plot of reflectance of 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE as a function of
wavelength.
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results near 100% through the visible spectrum range, which is expected for a very transparent
material. Multiple samples were used and the transmission spectra averaged, with the average
spectra shown in Fig. 3.4a and a typical residual curve in Fig. 3.4b. These tests all served to
characterize the samples and provide more information about the properties of the material, e.g.
the lack of an absorption edge implies a band gap energy of > 6 eV.
Electrical parameters are of particular interest, specifically the parameters involved in
exposure to an electric field. Every insulator has a limit to the electrical stress that it can
withstand, called the electrostatic or dielectric breakdown strength. Electrostatic breakdown field

a)

b)

FIG. 3.4. Transmission spectra for LDPE and residuals. a) Transmission spectra for five samples
of 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE were taken and averaged with a b) typical residual curve of an individual
sample spectra compared to the average of all the curves.
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strength of conditioned 27.4(±0.2) µm thick LDPE samples was measured in a separate test
chamber to be 2.9(±0.3) x108 V/m, using a modified ASTM D 3755 test procedure at room
temperature under <10-2 Pa vacuum with a voltage ramp rate of a 20 V increase each four seconds
(ATSM 3755). A photograph of the ESD chamber developed by the USU Materials Physics
Group is shown in Fig. 3.5. A similar test conducted in the constant voltage chamber at a voltage
ramp rate of 50 V steps each second found electrostatic breakdown field strength of 2.6(±0.3)
x108 V/m, which is in good agreement with the more extensive tests in the ESD chamber. The
difference between the breakdown strength determined by Goodfellow and the breakdown
strength determined using the ESD chamber is attributed to the bakeout process, which eliminates
water molecules that could influence conduction and initiate breakdown, and to a difference in
voltage ramping rates.

Standard ASTM test procedure (ASTM D 257-99) for measuring

dielectric breakdown prescribes a ramping rate of 500 V/s, a significantly more rapid rate.
A common parameter in evaluating conduction models in LDPE is the relative dielectric

FIG. 3.5. Photograph of inside of ESD chamber. Developed by the USU Materials Physics
Group at USU, it uses the same voltage half-plates and sample sizes as the CVC. The ESD
chamber is also a vacuum chamber with a temperature range from cyrogenic to high temperatures
and can test eight samples simultaneously.
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constant, εr. It is more accurately called the relative permittivity, either static or frequency
dependent, and serves as a ratio of stored electrical energy. Goodfellow reports a range of 2.25 to
2.35 F/m for the dielectric constant of their LDPE samples at 1 MHz and has been shown to
remain approximately constant over a wide range of frequencies, including low frequency
measurements (Anderson et al., 1990; Tanaka et al., 1991). This is in agreement with values of
the dielectric constant reported for LDPE in the literature (Peacock 2000). The dielectric constant
is sensitive to contaminants; in high voltage transmission lines, the LDPE insulation is doped to
carefully control the dielectric constant, which also controls the refractive index and optical
modes of transmission (Yin et al., 2005). This dependence provides additional motivation for the
vacuum bakeout conditioning process and careful sample handling. Additionally, the dielectric
constant of LDPE has been shown to be temperature dependent, but the reported values typically
remain within the expected range and tend toward a constant after repeated temperature cycles
(Tanaka et al., 1991).

3.2

Constant Voltage Chamber
Accurate measurement of the conductivity of highly insulating polymer samples using a

constant voltage method with simple parallel plate geometry requires a dedicated, stand alone test
chamber. There are basic requirements for such a chamber to obtain adequate measurements.
Extremely low currents, down to the femtoamp level, must be measurable, with a highly stable
voltage supply capable of the 5 kV range or higher, and a well-controlled sample environment. In
this study, the sample environment included high-vacuum conditions, temperature control over
the range of 100 K to 375 K, and vibration isolation. Great care must be taken to lower electrical
noise and create a sample mount that is easily characterized and reproducible. These technical
requirements enable a wealth of data to be taken and, for the sake of practicality, the monitoring
and recording of this data and the sample environment must be computer controlled.
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3.2.1

Instrumentation Overview
The first incarnation of the constant voltage chamber (Crapo and Dennison, 2002;

Takahashi and Dennison, 2005) was a simple metal box containing a stack of copper plates with
isolated, copper electrodes that rested against the thin film samples, a voltage input, and ports to
attach the chamber to a vacuum system, see Fig. 3.6. This primitive apparatus quickly proved to
be catastrophically damaging to the fragile, thin film samples during the course of handling,
making accurate measurements impossible to obtain.
Higher precision measurements required development of an entirely new test chamber,
which can be seen in Fig. 3.7. Utilizing the stainless steel housing of an electron microscope
already equipped with vacuum compatible ports, the copper plate stack from the first CVC was
modified and placed inside the chamber; this is shown in Fig. 3.8. The purpose of the plate stack
is to provide a versatile, reproducible, and stable configuration to hold samples and make

a)

b)

FIG. 3.6. First constant voltage apparatus. a) External closed view with heat sink fin and vacuum
valve port attached. b) Inside view with grounding copper braid attached to original copper plate
assembly.
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FIG. 3.7. Constant voltage chamber. Shown with temperature monitor and one signal triaxial
cable attached with vibrational stabilization. For complete details and schematics, see
Appendices A, B, and C.

FIG. 3.8. CVC experimental plate stack. Shown with internal radiation shield and spring clamps.
Red wires are voltage supply, white wires are coaxial signal wires attached to electrodes. For
complete details and schematics, see Appendices A, B, and C.

electrical contacts that limits electrical noise and controls the sample temperature.
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A

polycarbonate base plate electrically isolates the temperature reservoir from the chamber with
four polycarbonate posts aligning the stack relative to the polycarbonate base plate. The solid
copper voltage plate originally used to hold the samples was replaced with two voltage halfplates, each with polycarbonate clamps to hold the thin film samples in place; an example is
shown in Fig. 3.9. Fabricated in both copper and aluminum, the voltage half-plates enabled
greater ease in the transfer and rotation of new samples, and allowed for samples of differing
thickness to be placed in the chamber at the same time. Each half-plate is attached to a voltage
input, with additional holes drilled to accommodate thermocouples for temperature
measurements. The cylindrical copper sample electrode disks are isolated from the grounded,
copper electrode plate assembly, and are held in place with Teflon bushings and nylon set screws.
The electrode plate assembly, shown in Fig. 3.10, surrounds the electrodes with an electrically

FIG. 3.9. CVC voltage half-plate with sample. An aluminum half-plate with corner holes to
anchor half-plate to the plate stack, set screw holes to anchor a voltage supply wire and a
thermocouple, and polycarbonate side clamps. Shown with a Kapton™ sample for clarity.
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FIG. 3.10. CVC copper electrode plate assembly. The electrode disks are electrically isolated
from electrode guard plates and copper anchor plates by a thin layer of Teflon™ and nylon
screws. White wires are coaxial signal wires.
isolated guard plate that also stabilizes the delicate, shielded coaxial cables (Belden #83265 009)
that carry the signal from the electrodes. The addition of spring clamp mechanisms, seen in Fig.
11, maintains equal pressure of 380(±100) kPa of the electrodes against the samples. Details of
the electrode spring clamp assembly are found in Appendix A. Two chamber doors were
available, one made of stainless steel and another made of polycarbonate. The polycarbonate
door was used when visual observation of the plate stack was desirable, particularly when
attempting to determine the location of electrostatic discharge events within the chamber.
To achieve greater applicability to the space environment and to limit the effects of the
laboratory environment, the CVC was adapted to reach and maintain stable pressures of <0.1
mTorr using a rotary vane mechanical pump (General Electric 5KC36PN435 GX) and a
turbomolecular pump (Pfeiffer Balzers TPU-040). A MDC (Model# KMST-152) organic filter
was attached to the mechanical pump to prevent pump oil from entering the ultra high vacuum
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FIG. 3.11. CVC experimental plate stack without radiation shield. Aluminum temperature
reservoir is shown at bottom, isolated from the aluminum voltage half-plates by a thin layer of
Teflon™. Four spring clamps at each corner maintain consistent pressure on LDPE samples,
which are difficult to see due to their transparency. Yellow and red wires attach to ceramic
thermocouples in contact with temperature reservoir, a voltage half-plate and an electrode guard
plate.

clean pump line and CVC. The pump line was isolated from the CVC with a helium leak tested,
high-vacuum valve (Ultek), allowing low pressures to be maintained within the chamber while
the pumps were not running. An automatic shut off valve (MKS Vacuum Sentry) was added to
prevent loss of vacuum in the event of a power loss. The pump line consisted of 1.5 inch flexible
tubing and 2.75 inch Conflat flanges. A vacuum gauge (Granville-Phillips Convectron 275) and
controller were attached to the chamber, with a range of 103 Torr to 10-4 Torr. An additional
Bayard-Albert ion gauge and controller have been added with a range of 10-4 Torr to 10-8 Torr,
but were not yet fully functional when this document was written. Copper gasket Conflat seals
were used at flange joints and periodically checked for integrity.

Joints requiring vacuum
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compatible rubber o-rings were periodically checked and greased with vacuum compatible
lubricant, including the o-rings for each input port of the CVC. A block diagram of the CVC
vacuum chamber and vacuum system is found in Appendix B. All components of the pump line
and removable components of the CVC were cleaned prior to use, and as needed, following a
prescribed sequence of dichloromethane, acetone, and methanol baths. This eliminated organic
contaminants that could prevent high vacuum levels from being reached. The CVC itself was too
large and heavy to be placed in a bath, so it was cleaned in place with both acetone and methanol.
Another useful addition was a valve port near the vacuum gauge that allowed rapid venting to
atmosphere or introduction of another gas, such as dry nitrogen.
Great care was taken to minimize noise in the sample current signal. The vacuum
compatible coaxial signal cables attached the sample electrode to BNC vacuum feedthroughs, as
shown in Fig. 3.12. Current limiting, thin film metal resistors with a rated value of 10 (±5%) MΩ
and 2 mA fuses (Newark #28F060) were added internally, in series, to prevent damage to the
external electrometers from surges in voltage or current. Such potentially damaging voltage and
current increases are not uncommon during electrostatic breakdown. A shielded metal box
provided a transition from the BNC coaxial feedthroughs to triaxial connectors. Shielded triax
cables carried the current signal to the electrometers.

All cables between the CVC and

electrometers were physically stabilized to reduce tribostatic noise caused by movement or
vibrations in the laboratory. Extreme care was taken to use proper grounding techniques, avoid
ground loops, and route grounds to a central grounding bus. Details of the CVC wiring and
grounding are show schematically in Appendix B. Current is measured over a range of 10-6 A to
10-15 A using very sensitive electrometers (Keithley, 1975). Manual adjustments were made in
the electrometer range and sensitivity during the experiments to optimize the instrument. This
adjustment was necessary to record both transient and long time current behavior, which may
differ by many orders of magnitude.

The electrometers read the leakage current and output a
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FIG. 3.12. Coaxial signal wire interface at CVC face plate. The ends of the signal wires are
wrapped with heatshrink Teflon™ tubing to protect them from the set screws that anchor them to
grounded aluminum caps attached to the faceplate. The wire braid of the wires is grounded
through contact with the aluminum caps.
proportional voltage signal that was fed into an analog input channel of a 16-bit data acquisition
card (DAQ) (National Instruments), where it is monitored and recorded by a LabVIEW program
developed by members of the USU Materials Science Group. A detailed analysis of instrumental
errors is given in Appendix C.
Several different power sources were used to provide the applied voltage to the highvoltage plates. These included: (i) a low-voltage 100 V battery source designed to provide a very
stable, fixed voltage source, (ii) a medium-voltage supply (Bertan 230-01R) designed to provide
stable, variable range voltage, and (iii) one of two high-voltage supplies designed to provide
stable, variable range voltage (Acopian P020HA1.5; H.V.T. 25 kV). Both medium-voltage and
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high-voltage supplies were set using a programmable input with a low-voltage signal from a 16bit DAQ analog output. The power supplies output voltages and currents were monitored using
DAQ analog input channels and were also recorded by the LabVIEW program. A digital signal
from the DAQ controlled by the LabVIEW program was used to enable the output of the supplies
and a digital control relay is scheduled to be added to better isolate the line from the analog input
signal ground. Schematics of the voltage supply and DAQ wiring are found in Appendix B.
The addition of a temperature reservoir and ceramic encased thermocouples allowed for
monitoring of heating and cryogenic conditions during experiment. An aluminum reservoir was
built with holes at each corner so that it could be consistently anchored to the plate stack with the
polycarbonate rods.

Smaller holes were added to accommodate thermocouples.

Vacuum

compatible flexible metal hoses attach the reservoir to an ultrahigh vacuum feedthrough that
allows for fluid to be cycled through the reservoir. Flexible plastic tubing connects to the
feedthrough outside the chamber and may be left open to vent to atmosphere. Heavy-duty
polycarbonate pipe provides structural strength, protection, and isolation of the temperature
feedthrough and tubing. Liquid nitrogen was pumped from a dewar, through insulated tubing,
and through the temperature reservoir while a low pressure, ~10 Torr, of nitrogen gas was
maintained inside the chamber. The nitrogen gas enhances the thermal transfer from the plate
stack to the temperature reservoir. This process was capable of cooling the samples to near liquid
nitrogen temperatures of ~90 K. Since the grounded temperature reservoir must be electrically
isolated from the high-voltage plate, a Teflon™ film layer was placed between them. Once the
low-temperature limit was reached, the nitrogen gas was removed and the voltage was applied to
the samples for the duration of the measurements. Control of the temperature within the chamber
was obtained by controlling the flow of liquid nitrogen into the reservoir using an Omega
temperature controller (iSeries PID) that was connected to the thermocouples within the chamber.
This controlled a valve on the liquid nitrogen dewar, turning the flow of liquid nitrogen on and
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off as needed to control the temperature. For high-temperature measurements, heating strips
capable of reaching 375 K were mounted to the outside of the chamber. Greater technical detail
of the apparatus and electronic diagrams can be found in Appendices A, B, and C.
The simplicity of the geometry of the parallel plate capacitor system makes it the
standard for electrical measurements and allows for a wide variety of measurements. Primarily
limited by the ability of the instrumentation to measure extremely small currents, on the order of
10-15 A, it is vital to characterize and minimize electrical noise introduced by electronic
components of the system. Even small deviations in the applied electric field produced by
fluctuations in the voltage supply can strongly influence the measured current. Physical vibration
of the signal cables and thermal fluctuations of the polymer chains can also be read as electrical
noise, making it difficult to obtain accurate results (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992). Extreme care
was taken in evaluating the interaction of electrical components, including the DAQ used to
record the measurements taken by the Keithley 616 electrometers. Careful characterization
determined that the entire system, including the chamber and all electrical components, had a
total system error in the current measurements of ±5x10-15 A. This corresponds to an uncertainty
in conductivity, at 100(±1) V, of ±7x10-20 Ω-cm-1. A significant portion of this study was the
continuing development of instrumentation, including modifications of the chamber and
electronic components to improve instrumental resolution. Earlier measurements with greater
uncertainty are noted and will be specified when significantly different from these values.
Additional improvements have been made recently to further increase the instrumental resolution
and the interested reader is directed to Appendix C for details of current error analysis for the
CVC.
A National Instruments LabVIEW program was developed to handle data acquisition and
automate much of the measurement process, including duration of applied electric fields and
measurement of temperature reference points throughout the chamber. During the acquisition of
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a single current data point, the LabVIEW program typically acquired and averaged 1000
measurements of the current from the electrometer at a rate of 5 kHz. The LabVIEW program
also collected physical information about the sample and the nature of the measurements being
taken, such as changes in voltage and duration of measurements. A screenshot of the user
interface for the LabVIEW CVC program is shown in Fig. 3.13, and further details of the
LabVIEW programs are found in Appendix A.

FIG. 3.13. Screenshot of user interface of the LabVIEW program. Real time plots show measured
currents versus time. Information recorded includes date, sample type and source, sample
thickness, temperature range, voltage ranges, power supply, and additional notes as needed. A
panic button immediately turns off any power supply in use.

3.2.2.

Applied Field Dependence Measurements
Maintaining the CVC at room temperature and under a pressure of <10-5 Torr, many
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samples of 27.4(±0.2) µm, baked, and chemically cleaned LDPE were subjected to multiple series
of applied electric fields and the leakage current through the thin film samples was measured.
Samples were subjected to an applied field to determine field dependence of the measured
current, typically for one hour, with an equal or greater amount of time following with the applied
field removed and the sample grounded. The discharge current following the removal of the
applied field was also recorded, although this behavior is not addressed in detail in this study.
Behavior of the leakage current was then examined in the short time and long time limits.
Additional measurements were taken to focus on the initial response of the material. Samples
were exposed to a broad range of electric fields, from less than 1% of estimated breakdown to
near breakdown, or in some cases, when breakdown occurred.
Polymers have a significantly different and more complicated electrical response than a
conductor or semi-conductor and, due to the dynamic nature of the material, the measured current
exhibits several distinct behaviors over time. A single current value will not be obtained. This is
one of the challenges in determining the electrical properties of a polymer material.
Typical current measurements can be divided into distinct regions with a sharp initial rise
in current followed by an exponential decay of the general form I = Ae −αt that transitions into a
power law of the general form I = Bt n . Illustrations of these behavior regions are shown in Fig.
3.14. Each current range setting of the electrometer has a given response time before an accurate
measurement can be taken, but even the lowest range used has a response time within the typical
range of 1 to 5 sec interval of data acquisition. Response times are listed in Table 3.1. The first
0.5 s of the initial rise in current is assumed to be due to the time required for the voltage supply
to the set voltage. Transient behavior is expected due to polarization and reorientation of the
polymer chains, but may also be explained using displacement currents and release of carriers
from traps. The initial current behavior, often called anomalous current in the literature has been
the subject of much debate and is important in understanding polymer behavior (Lindmayer,
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FIG. 3.14. Illustration of regions of observed current behavior. There are four regions of current
behavior in a typical measurement of leakage current. a) First two regions are the initial current
response of the voltage supply and the material, with a peak current that can be orders of
magnitude greater than long time currents. This initial rise is followed by an exponential decay.
b) In order from left to right and divided by vertical dashed lines, initial rise and exponential
decay followed by a transition region of a blended exponential and power law behavior. The
final, long time region is a power law decay behavior.

Table 3.1. Current error and sensitivity of Keithley 616 electrometer. The error in current for the Keithley 616 electrometer is a function of the
measured current, I; the range setting, R; and the display sensitivity, S. The error for a single current measurement is given by the expression
Ierr(I,R,S)={|I|·∆Felec+ ∆Imeter + ∆IDAC }=|I|·∆Felec+R·{∆Ielec [1.4-0.4·(3-S)]+ ∆IDAC}.

Full Scale
Current (A)
<0.0199x10-11
<0.1999x10-11
<1.9999x10-11
<1.9999x10-10
<1.9999x10-9
<1.9999x10-8
<1.9999x10-7
.9999x10-6
<1.9999x10-5
<1.9999x10-4
<1.9999x10-3
<1.9999x10-2
<1.9999x10-1

Mode
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow

Range
Setting,
R
10-11
10-11
10-11
10-10
10-9
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1

Sensitivity
Setting,
S
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Voltage
10 mV
100 mV
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V

Errors
Response
Time, TR

Reading,
∆Felec

3s
3s
3s
300 ms
60 ms
10 ms
2 ms
300 µs
50 µs
<10 µs
<10 µs
<10 µs
<10 µs

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
2%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Meter,
∆Imeter
~3 10-15
~6 10-15
1 10-14
1 10-13
1 10-12
1 10-11
1 10-10
1 10-9
1 10-8
1 10-7
1 10-6
1 10-5
1 10-4

Rang
e,
∆Ielec
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Sensitivity,
∆Isens
1 10-15
4 10-15
8 10-15
8 10-14
8 10-13
8 10-12
8 10-11
8 10-10
8 10-9
8 10-8
8 10-7
8 10-6
8 10-5

Zero
drift,
∆Izero_drift
2 10-15
2 10-15
2 10-15
2 10-14
2 10-13
2 10-12
2 10-11
2 10-10
2 10-9
2 10-8
2 10-7
2 10-6
2 10-5
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1965; Lowell, 1990; Scher and Montroll, 1975; Tahira and Kao, 1985; Zallen, 1983). However,
the primary focus of this study is the equilibrium conductivity as determined by the long time
asymptotic limit of the current.
For long time measurements, the limitations of the experimental equipment become more
pronounced, with increasingly small currents leading to measured currents more indicative of the
uncertainty of the instrumentation than the true behavior of the sample. Extensive error analysis
must be undertaken to separate the instrumental limit from the data. Details of this effort for the
CVC and electronic components can be found in Appendix C. The average of the final currents,
taken over the last ~10 min, for measurement durations of one hour or more is believed to be an
adequate approximation of equilibrium current.
Most measurements were taken in cycles of applied fields with time between each run
with no applied field and effective grounding of the samples. These cycles consisted of either
increasing (decreasing) applied fields in sequence or as a repeated application of the same applied
field. An example of the second case, a repeated application of 500(±1) V, is shown in Fig. 3.15.

FIG. 3.15. Example of repeated applied field runs. A sequence of eight cycles of applying
500(±1) V to a 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE for 1 hr with 1 hr of no applied field with the sample
grounded between each run. Note that values shown in figure are resistivity rather than
conductivity, which is a more common parameter in spacecraft charging than conductivity.
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Ramping rates were typically 50 V/s or smaller. Variable duration measurements were taken
with applied field durations ranging from 15 min to 12 hrs. The long time runs were primarily
used to establish a cutoff point at which the currents could be considered to have reached
equilibrium. This cutoff point is influenced by the applied field, but for the range of applied
fields used in the CVC, 30 V to 4300 V, the estimated time of 1 hr was deemed to be sufficient.

3.2.3

Temperature Dependence Measurements
To determine temperature dependence of conduction in LDPE, two phases of

measurements were obtained. The temperature range of conductivity measurements for LDPE
considered in this study was limited the working range as giving by Goodfellow (2006), which is
approximately 210 K to 360 K. Although low-temperature measurements were taken down to
approximately 150 K, only the data obtained above the lower bound of the working temperature
range was considered here. This restriction avoided anomalous behavior due to structural or
phase transitions, including the glass transition,, which occurs between 140 K and 160 K for
LDPE, as reported in the literature (Goodfellow, 2006; Peacock, 2000). Upper limit working
temperatures for LDPE according to available literature, where typical behavior can be
reasonably expected, range from 320 K to 360 K. Above this temperature range, behavior can be
unpredictable and approaches the melting point of the polymer at approximately 380 K.
For low-temperature measurements, a significant amount of time was required to cool the
samples and chamber and allow them to come to equilibrium. While the liquid nitrogen was
being pumped into the temperature reservoir within the chamber, the physical movement of the
reservoir made it impossible to record accurate data. Once the samples and chamber reached
steady equilibrium at the desired temperature, the liquid nitrogen was shut off and an electric field
was applied. The leakage current was measured as the sample and chamber returned to room
temperature without intervention or artificial heating.

The average rate of heating for the

chamber and sample returning to room temperature over the relevant temperature range was ~0.1
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K/min. A plot of the measured temperatures during the gradual heating process is shown in Fig.
3.16.
High temperature measurements were taken using the resistance heating strips attached to
the chamber to slowly increase the temperature of the chamber and samples. Once the desired
temperature was reached, approximately 360 K, the chamber and sample were then allowed to
return to room temperature without aid, with an average rate of temperature change over the
heating cycle of ~0.10(±0.05) K/m. A plot of the measured temperatures during the gradual
heating process is shown in Fig. 3.17 and a plot of the rate of temperature change over the entire
range of temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.18.
Leakage currents were extremely sensitive to heating and cooling rates, which were most
difficult to control at the high- and low-temperature limits and points of transition between highand low-temperature measurements. Charge carriers are released by increasing thermal energy,

FIG. 3.16. Temperature vs time plot for cryogenic region. Room temperature in the laboratory is
shown in green. Time duration was ~22 hrs for CVC and samples to rise from low-temperature
equilibrium to room temperature.
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FIG. 3.17. Temperature vs time plot for high-temperature region. Room temperature in the
laboratory is shown in green. Time duration was ~83 hrs for CVC and samples to rise to peak
temperature and return to room temperature.

FIG. 3.18. Change in temperature rates over full temperature range. Regions of primary interest
are those with the lowest rates of temperature. Time duration for cryogenic and high temperature
runs is typically three to four days.
either through the release of stored space charge or relaxation of polymer molecules, in a way that
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either through the release of stored space charge or relaxation of polymer molecules, in a way that
is difficult to predict and quantify. Changing temperatures have also been linked to structural
changes of the polymer molecules beyond the expected phase transitions. These structural
transitions cannot be avoided even with well-controlled heating rates and can be difficult to
positively identify.

However, with a suitably slow rate of temperature change, it can be

reasonably assumed that leakage currents approach equilibrium and allow calculation of steady
state conductivity. Evaluation of temperature dependent conductivity then must also include an
inspection of heating rates. Very little work has been done to investigate the influence of the rate
of temperature change on conductivity and the rate of temperature change is often unspecified.
The reported rates available in the literature range from 18 K/min to 2 K/m (Aranguren et al.,
2003; Boudou and Guastavino, 2000; 2002; Dang et al., 2003). The average rates of change in
this study were typically <0.10(±0.05) K/min, which represents a significant improvement in
reducing the influence of the temperature change rate, and were deemed acceptable for the
assumption of equilibrium currents.

3.3

Summary of Measured Data
Each data set taken was carefully evaluated to determine whether or not it could be used

to further analysis of the LDPE samples. Any data sets with known technical difficulties or user
error were not used in this analysis. The data determined to be viable for analysis is summarized
in the following sections.

3.3.1

Summary of Electric Field Dependence Data
Over the course of this research, more than 500 hours of data were obtained under

constant temperature and constant voltage conditions.

A set of 81 constant temperature

measurements for 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE are used in this study, spanning the range of applied
voltages from 30(±1) V to 4500(±1) V. This represents less than a third of the more than 300
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data sets taken by the USU Materials Physics Group over the past five years. Many of the unused
data sets were discarded due to technical and experimental problems with the CVC or electronic
components. These problems include significant interference in the measured signal from a
voltage supply or other electronic source, premature electrostatic breakdown, vacuum gasket
failure, disconnected cables, difficulty with the LabVIEW data acquisition and control program,
and more. More than one dozen samples were used in the process of acquiring the data sets used
in analysis. Since the overall behavior of LDPE as a polymer is the goal of this work, results
from individual samples are not treated separately. Where there were significant differences
between samples, it will be noted with possible explanation. A summary of the measured data
used in this analysis is shown in Table 3.2. For a complete summary of LDPE data taken by the
USU Materials Physics Group, the reader is directed to Appendix D.

3.3.2

Summary of Temperature Dependence Data
With a greater degree of technical difficulty and much longer times required for

temperature dependent measurements, fewer data sets were obtained. Out of more than a half
dozen temperature runs, only three sets of complete measurements are used in this analysis:
100(±1) V, 1000(±1) V, and 2500(±1) V. The runs selected were those with the lowest amount of
experimental error, the most consistent rates of temperature change over the relevant range of
temperatures, and those that could serve as a broad representation of applied electric field. A
summary of the measured data used in this analysis is shown in Table 3.3. For a complete
summary of LDPE data taken by the USU Materials Physics Group, the reader is directed to
Appendix D.

3.3.3

Summary of Electrostatic Discharge Measurements
The ESD chamber uses parallel plate capacitor geometry, much like the CVC, but was

designed to reach much higher applied fields, measure much higher currents, and test multiple
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Table 3.2. Summary of applied field data used in analysis. Data sets are indexed by voltage and
were taken using more than one dozen samples. Conductivity is calculated over final ~10 min of
each data set.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Voltage
30
70
100
140
200
250
280
300
340
400
410
480
500
550
600
620
690
700
750
760
800
830
900
1000
1200
1250
1300
1500
1700
1750
1900
2000
2100
2250
2300
2500
2700
2750

Electric Field (V/m)
1.18 x 104
2.76 x 104
3.94 x 104
5.51 x 104
7.87 x 104
9.84 x 104
1.10 x 105
1.18 x 105
1.34 x 105
1.57 x 105
1.61 x 105
1.89 x 105
1.97 x 105
2.17 x 105
2.36 x 105
2.44 x 105
2.72 x 105
2.76 x 105
2.95 x 105
2.99 x 105
3.15 x 105
3.27 x 105
3.54 x 105
3.94 x 105
4.72 x 105
4.92 x 105
5.12 x 105
5.91 x 105
6.69 x 105
6.89 x 105
7.48 x 105
7.87 x 105
8.27 x 105
8.86 x 105
9.06 x 105
9.84 x 105
1.06 x 106
1.08 x 106

Repeated
1x
1x
2x
1x
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
15x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
7x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
3x
1x
2x

Eq. Conductivity
3.67 x 10-19
2.41 x 10-19
1.04 x 10-18
2.14 x 10-19
1.14 x 10-18
4.27 x 10-19
6.23 x 10-19
3.22 x 10-18
6.04 x 10-19
4.60 x 10-19
6.06 x 10-19
6.64 x 10-19
1.09 x 10-18
7.13 x 10-19
9.62 x 10-19
7.31 x 10-19
7.37 x 10-19
9.99 x 10-19
1.01 x 10-18
7.56 x 10-19
1.27 x 10-18
7.61 x 10-19
9.94 x 10-19
1.41 x 10-18
1.34 x 10-18
1.09 x 10-18
1.89 x 10-18
2.00 x 10-18
1.31 x 10-18
3.63 x 10-18
2.53 x 10-18
1.94 x 10-18
2.77 x 10-18
3.88 x 10-18
3.15 x 10-18
4.26 x 10-18
4.59 x 10-18
6.13 x 10-18
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

2900
3000
3100
3250
3300
3500
3700
3900
4100
4300
4500

1.14 x 106
1.18 x 106
1.22 x 106
1.28 x 106
1.30 x 106
1.38 x 106
1.46 x 106
1.54 x 106
1.61 x 106
1.69 x 106
1.77 x 106

1x
2x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

5.31 x 10-18
8.39 x 10-18
6.84 x 10-18
2.38 x 10-17
9.23 x 10-18
2.40 x 10-17
1.66 x 10-17
2.25 x 10-17
2.88 x 10-17
2.96 x 10-17
5.85 x 10-17

Table 3.3. Summary of temperature data used in this analysis. Time duration for a typical
temperature run was three to four days.

Voltage
100
1000
2500

Electric Field (V/m)
3.94 x 104
5.91 x 105
9.84 x 105

Temperature Range
107 K - 338 K
180 K – 288 K
110 K – 348 K

Ave. ∆T (K/min)
0.05
0.01
0.12

samples at a time. It is maintained at a pressure of <10-5 Torr and is capable of temperature
ranges from 120 K to 375 K. The breakdown values obtained were at a ramping rate of 20 V
over approximately 4 seconds, taking into account an experiment lag time in the voltage supply
control. The observed breakdown values according to applied electric field for 27.4(±0.2) µm
LDPE are shown in Fig. 3.19a. The temperature dependence of LDPE breakdown was also
explored; a plot of temperature and breakdown data is also shown in Fig. 3.19b, with an
uncertainty of 13% at each temperature. As seen in the plot, the electrostatic breakdown of
27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE is independent of temperature. Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 provide a numerical
summary of the electrostatic breakdown of LDPE over the range of temperatures.
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FIG. 3.19. Measured electrostatic field strength of LDPE. a) Each measurement has an
uncertainty of 13% and the average field strength was 2.9(±0.3) x 108 V/m. b) Temperature
dependence of electrostatic breakdown values with an uncertainty of 13% in each measurement.
No temperature dependence was found in the breakdown strength of 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE.

Table 3.4. Measured* electrostatic breakdown values.
uncertainty of 13% for each measurement.

LDPE Sample Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ESD Voltage (V)
7568
5661
7897
6871
7942
7339
7309
9059
7260
8897
6610
8989
8564
9200
6043
7049
7611
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For 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE with an

ESD Electric Field (V/m)
2.76 x 106
2.07 x 106
2.88 x 106
2.51 x 106
2.90 x 106
2.68 x 106
2.67 x 106
3.31 x 106
2.65 x 106
3.25 x 106
2.41 x 106
3.28 x 106
3.13 x 106
3.36 x 106
2.21 x 106
2.57 x 106
2.78 x 106

* Data obtained using the USU Materials Physics Group ESD chamber (Dennison et al., 2009).

Table 3.5. Measured electrostatic breakdown values with temperature. Temperature dependent
measurements* of electrostatic breakdown values of 27.4(±0.2) µm LDPE., no temperature
dependence was observed.

LDPE Sample Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ESD Voltage (V)
7161
8769
7429
9203
4449
8472
8673
9351
10420
7462
7639

ESD Electric Field (V/m)
2.61 x 106
3.20 x 106
2.71 x 106
3.36 x 106
1.62 x 106
3.09 x 106
3.17 x 106
3.41 x 106
3.80 x 106
2.72 x 106
2.79 x 106

Temperature (K)
156
179
186
203
200
207
215
220
235
244
295

* Data obtained using the USU Materials Physics Group ESD chamber (Dennison et al., 2009).
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CHAPTER 4
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE

With the data taken and summarized in Section 3.3, the field and temperature dependence
of LDPE can be investigated. Tackling the field dependence first, the data sets were examined
for obvious behavior trends. The data were then fit with the standard Poole-Frenkel conduction
model, the standard space charge limited current model, and the thermally assisted hopping
conduction model. Results of these fits will be discussed in Section 4.1. Additionally, the data
were fit with the standard Schottky injection model to determine whether or not that is a viable
charge injection mechanism for LDPE, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Temperature data were evaluated in two ways. The standard approach of determining
temperature dependence is to take a discrete number of current measurements at regularly spaced
temperature intervals and use an Arrhenius Law to determine the activation energy. This requires
only a few points and the experiment can be done relatively quickly. The temperature data
summarized in Section 3.3 will be treated in this manner in Section 4.2.1. Results of the standard
method will be used to compare values of activation energies to those reported in the literature.
However, the ability of the CVC to take continuous measurements over a wide range of
temperatures allows a greater amount of information to be obtained about the temperature
dependence of the conductivity. It also allows greater control over the rate of temperature
change, a significant factor that is typically ignored in the standard method. The temperature data
will then be fit with the thermally assisted hopping conductivity and variable range hopping
conductivity models to determine their viability as conduction mechanism in LDPE.
Finally, the results of the time-dependent behavior observed in LDPE will be discussed in
Section 4.3, including charging and discharging cycles, polarization, and a brief qualitative
discussion of endurance time dependence of electrostatic breakdown strength.
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4.1

Influence of Applied Electric Field on Conductivity
Determination of field dependence offers more than insight into general charge transport

behavior; it also allows for quantitative calculations of physical parameters that can be compared
to accepted values for LDPE. It has been established that the application of an electric field
introduces strain forces on the polymer chains, distorting the morphology in a variety of ways
(Crine, 2005; Ieda, 1980; Lewis, 2002; Lida et al., 1992).

This distortion can be significant;

experiments indicate that exposure to electrical stress can even alter the mechanical properties of
a polymer (Peacock, 2000). The most important effect of this distortion is that the electrical
history of the sample becomes a significant factor; repeated exposure to even low electric fields
enables charge transport and contributes to the aging of the polymer (Griffiths et al., 1998; Jones
et al., 2005; Parpal et al., 1997).
To explore the influence of an applied electric field on LDPE, samples were placed in the
CVC under constant temperature and subjected to a wide range of applied electric fields. Typical
measurements were taken for a minimum of one hour and, in some cases, up to several hours,
with no special care taken to record the transient, short time currents within the initial seconds of
the applied field. High field behavior was very difficult to measure due to the onset of discharge
events and electrostatic breakdown. Low ramping rates were used, 20 V/s to 50 V/s, to lessen the
chance of electrostatic breakdown.

Using the average of the final measured currents, the

conductivity of LDPE was calculated using the relation,

σ =

I ⋅d
,
V ⋅α

(47)

where d is the thickness of the LDPE sample, α is the effective area of the copper electrode, V is
the experimental applied voltage, and I is the average measured current.
At room temperature, mean breakdown voltage observed by the USU Materials Physics
Group using the ESD chamber was 7824(±13%) V for 27.4(±0.2) µm thick LDPE samples using
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a ramp rate of 20 V increments over ~4 s steps. This value was used to determine the range of
voltages that would be used in field dependent measurements. A plot of calculated conductivities
for the full range of applied fields used, including all data sets listed in Table 3.2, is shown in Fig.
4.1. The full collection of data was taken using multiple samples and the variation from sample
to sample can be seen clearly, particularly at higher fields where the history of the sample
becomes more important. At high fields, the two distinct curves seen in Fig. 4.1 correspond to
measurements taken on different LDPE samples. Complete details for the full data collection,
including chronological order and sample information, are found in Appendix D.
For applied fields of 1000(±1) V and lower, the conductivity shows no clear dependence
on electric field. This corresponds to a low field region up to approximately 13% of breakdown,
as shown in Fig. 4.2. For several experimental voltages within this low field range, multiple data
sets were taken with multiple samples to determine the consistency of the current measurements
over several samples. At 500(±1) V (Index # 13 in Table 3.2), the average leakage current was
3.76(±0.05) x10-13 A with a standard deviation of 0.97(±0.05) x10-13 A. This corresponds to an
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FIG. 4.1. Conductivities for applied field data sets. To approximate equilibrium, the conductivity
was calculated from the average current over the final ~10 min of each set of the data.
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FIG. 4.2. Conductivities for applied field data sets at or below 3.6x105 V/m. To approximate
equilibrium, the conductivity was calculated from the average current over the final ~10 min of
the data. For this field range, the conductivity was determined to be field independent.

average conductivity, at 500 (±1) V, of 1.09(±0.07) x10-18 Ω-cm-1 with a standard deviation of
0.28(±0.07) x10-18 Ω-cm-1. At 1000(±1) V (see Index # 24 in Table 3.2), the average leakage
current is 9.76(±0.05) x10-13 A with a standard deviation at that voltage of 0.37(±0.05) x10-13 A.
This corresponds to a conductivity of 1.41(±0.07) x10-18 Ω-cm-1 with a standard deviation of
0.53(±0.07) x10-18 Ω-cm-1. Even with the high purity, well-characterized samples obtained for
this research, the variability at low experimental voltages over multiple samples and with
repeated measurements on the same sample was between 25% (at 500 V) and 31% (at 1000 V).
This is an excellent illustration of the difficulty in obtaining consistently reproducible data for the
electrical properties of a highly resistive polymer.
At experimental voltages higher than 4000(±1) V, it was difficult to measure leakage
currents with the CVC and an onset voltage for high field behavior could not be accurately
determined. The point at which breakdown occurred in the CVC was frequently much less than
the breakdown measured with the USU ESD chamber, frequently occurring near half or two-
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thirds of the measured mean dielectric strength. This is due to the strong influence of sample
history and time duration of measurements and will be discussed qualitatively in Section 4.3.
Modeling high field conduction behavior can be complex and problematic, as the interface
between polymer and electrode becomes even more important in the understanding of charge
transport at high fields. Two primary models of field dependent behavior are Poole-Frenkel
conduction and space charge limited current (SCLC).

4.1.1

Electric Field Dependent Conduction Mechanisms

4.1.1.1 Poole-Frenkel Conduction
On standard axes, the Poole-Frenkel model appears to be a good fit of conductivity
versus E1/2 for low and moderate fields, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Using Eq. (14) and (15), the test of
its validity is a plot of loge σ versus E1/2, which produces a straight line with a slope equal βPF/kT.
Calculating βPF and then εr from the slope obtained in Fig. 4.3b gives a value of 14.2(±0.2) F/m,
which is ~6 times larger than the accepted range of 2.25–2.35 F/m for LDPE.

Many

modifications have been attempted to achieve better agreement with the dielectric constant, but
unfortunately, the Poole-Frenkel model is a poor fit even for heavily doped polymers and is
narrowly suited for semi-conductors only (Das-Gupta, 1997; Qi and Boggs; 2002; Wintle, 1999;
Yin et al., 2005). While the concept of an applied field lowering the energy required for a carrier
to escape its localized state is sound, it is apparent that the Poole-Frenkel model does not
adequately describe this effect in LDPE. However, the poor fit of the model is the desired result
and confirms that it is not a viable conduction model for LDPE. It is also difficult to distinguish
Poole-Frenkel behavior from other mechanisms that fit the same data equally well, but have
different meanings and fundamental assumptions, e.g. Schottky injection. Furthermore, at high
fields where the applied field where Poole-Frenkel conduction is expected to be most applicable
to the conductivity behavior of the material, the fit to the LDPE data is poor. Deviation at high
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FIG. 4.3. Poole-Frenkel conduction plots for electric field dependence of measured current. a)
Applied field data fit with Poole-Frenkel conduction model on standard axes and b) a semi-log
plot of the applied field data with Poole-Frenkel conduction model. The slope of the fit in the
semi-log plot is used to calculate the dielectric constant of LDPE to verify the model.
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fields is not unexpected, since the sample history will begin to play an increasingly significant
role. With these weaknesses, particularly the lack of unique behavior that would distinguish
Poole-Frenkel conduction from other mechanisms, an alternative field dependent conduction
model is necessary.

4.1.1.2 Space Charge Limited Current Conductivity
Considering the current densities for LDPE over the full range of obtained electric field
data, a transition is observed at approximately 2500 V and two regions of field dependence are
clearly seen in the log-log plot of Fig. 4.4. This roughly corresponds to the first two regions of
SCLC behavior, based on Eq. (23). The exponents however, which would be V1 and V2 for ideal
SCLC behavior, are found to be V3/2 and V5/3, approximately. These differences indicate that
while SCLC may be a charge transport mechanism, the response of LDPE is far from the ideal
SCLC behavior. This may be due to the high density of traps, which would also make it very
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FIG. 4.4. Space charge limited current plot for electric field dependence of current density.
There is a clear transition in the slope of the loge J versus loge V behavior near 2500 V.
However, the exponents of the two slopes do not match the values predicted by the SCLC.
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difficult to observe regions 3 and 4 where all traps are filled. Filling all traps available in LDPE
would require the number of electrons injected by the electrodes to be on the order of 1018 per
cm3, a requirement that is not only difficult to meet, but would certainly be catastrophically
damaging to the sample. The onset of electrostatic breakdown from the internal field produced
by the space charge would mask the transition between regions 2 and 3, and would prevent region
4 from occurring. In the lower regions 1 and 2, the disagreement in exponents could also be due
to the assumptions made in determining the steady state current density, such as neglecting the
influence of diffusive transport and assuming a uniform electric field throughout the material.
The high degree of disorder of LDPE, with both trapped and free charges contributing to space
charge and localized electric fields, makes it difficult for a uniform electric field to be established
throughout the material. Without this uniform field, the diffusive transport of electrons will not
be negligible. In addition, the assumption for Eq. (22) that xo << d is only valid for electrodepolymer interfaces with good charge injection properties. This once again raises the question of
determining if charge injection occurs with LDPE and to what extent the charges are injected. In
fact, the criteria for an interface with good charge injection properties are controversial as well
(Crine, 2005; Wintle, 1983).
The Poole-Frenkel conduction model produces an unrealistic and significantly higher
value of the dielectric constant, which can indicate the development of space charge at the
electrodes and electrode polarization (Adamec and Calderwood, 1978) and supports the concept
of SCLC. Although Poole-Frenkel is not expected to be seen in LDPE, the SCLC model has been
applied with mixed results (Adamec and Calderwood, 1981; Marat-Mendes et al., 2004;
Montanari et al., 2001). The data obtained in this study does not follow ideal SCLC behavior and
this deviation may be explained by the influence of trapping. Since a fundamental assumption of
the SCLC model is the injection of charges from the electrodes, it is necessary to determine if and
to what extent the electrons are injected into the LDPE sample; this will be further discussed in
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Section 4.2. With the unlikelihood of charge injection given the experimental conditions and
choice of polymer of this study, it is also prudent to investigate conduction mechanisms that do
not rely on charge injection, such as thermally assisted hopping conductivity.

4.1.1.3 Thermally Assisted Hopping Conductivity
For constant temperature, taking the expansion of the field dependent term in Eq. (32) in
the limit that the ratio, βA, of the energy gained from the field over the trap separation distance, a,
to the thermal energy of the carrier gets small; where the energy ratio can be written as

β A (E , T , a ) =

q e Ea
k BT

(48)

and in the expansion,

1
 1
2
(β A )4 + O(β A )6 + Κ  ,
sinh (β A ) → 1 + (β A ) +
βA
120
 6

1

which yields a field independent limit for small applied fields.

(49)

Additional details of this

expansion and derivation of σTAH are found in the relevant references (Bartnikas, 1983; Dennison
and Brunson, 2008; Dennison et al., 2009). The result of the expansion is consistent with the
field independence observed in the data up to approximately 13% of the average electrostatic
breakdown strength of LDPE. A fit over the low field range with the constant temperature σTAH
model where conductivity is believed to be independent of the field produces an average trap
depth, ∆H, of 0.55(±0.09) eV at room temperature, which is within the expected range of
activation energies for LDPE at low applied fields and room temperature (Bambery and Fleming,
2003; Boudou and Guastavino, 2000; Fleming et al., 2008; Mizutani et al., 2003; Montanari et
al., 2001). The σTAH fit also gives a trap separation of ~0.9 nm, which is in reasonable agreement
with values reported in the literature (Boudou and Guastavino, 2002).
Expanding the fit over the full range of the data obtained for LDPE, the σTAH model
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FIG. 4.5. Thermally assisted hopping model fit for electric field data. Shown on standard axis in
a) and a log-log plot in b), with vertical bars indicated range of breakdown voltages seen in ESD
chambers. The model predicts field independence at low fields and the correct order of
magnitude of currents for the expected range of breakdown fields. Breakdown was seen much
earlier in the CVC than the ESD chamber, suggesting that the endurance time of the polymer must
be taken into account.
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produces several interesting results. The full electric field data set with the constant temperature
σTAH fit is shown in Fig. 4.5, in both standard axes and semi-log plots. At the range of fields
where breakdown is expected to occur, the conductivity predicted by the σTAH model diverges.
This divergence of the σTAH model corresponds remarkably well with the range of ESD values
found for LDPE using the ESD chamber developed by the USU Materials Physics Group,
indicated in Fig. 4.5 by the solid vertical bars. It has already been noted that breakdown was seen
much earlier in the CVC than in the ESD chamber, due to the influence of sample history and
endurance time on electrostatic breakdown. The influence of endurance time with respect to the
LDPE data and the σTAH model will be addressed in Section 4.3. However, it is worth noting here
that the overall behavior of the data and the σTAH model are consistent, which was not observed
with the Poole-Frenkel model. It is also worth stating explicitly that σTAH does not rely on charge
injection of electrons as the source of the carriers; instead, it is meant to model the movement of
electrons trapped within the localized states of the material itself. In summary, σTAH provides
reasonable agreement with values of physical parameters at low fields and it does not rely on the
unlikely mechanism of charge injection; this makes it a more viable model of conduction than
either Poole-Frenkel conduction or SCLC.
Thermally assisted hopping conductivity also contains temperature dependence, both
directly and indirectly through a weak temperature dependence of the density of states. It will be
revisited in the following section as the temperature dependence of conductivity in LDPE is
investigated.

4.1.2

Charge Injection
Schottky behavior can be verified by plotting log (J/T2) against E1/2, which, from Eq. (2),

should be linear if Schottky injection is the primary mechanism of carrier injection from the
electrodes to the material. From Eq. (4), the coefficient, βSC, can be seen to be very similar to the
Poole-Frenkel coefficient, βPF, which, from Eq. (15), belies the fundamental connection of
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FIG. 4.6. Schottky charge injection plots for electric field dependence of current density. a)
Schottky fit on standard axis and b) the log-log plot with a linear fit that allows determination of
the dielectric constant using the slope of the fit and the Schottky coefficient. The intercept of the
linear fit can be used to determine the work function of the electrode model, another check for the
validity of the model.
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distortion of a localized state due to an applies electric field. In the case of Schottky injection, it is
a distortion and lowering of the barrier between electrode and polymer. The test of its validity is
in the log-log plot shown in fig. 4.6b, with a linear fit applied to the full range of obtained electric
field data. However using the slope of the Schottky fit to determine the relative permittivity of
LDPE, εr, a value of 4.6(±0.2) F/m is obtained. Once again, this is not in agreement with the
commonly accepted permittivity of LDPE, being a factor of 2 times larger than the accepted
range of 2.25-2.35 F/m. A second point of verification is if the correct work function for the
electrode metal is obtained using the intercept of the Schottky fit. The fit of the data produces a
work function of 1.3(±0.2) eV, which is not in agreement with the accepted value for copper of
4.7 eV. It is possible that this difference in value is due to space charge build up that modifies the
nature of the potential barrier at the interface; this underscores the complexity of determining
what information may be obtained from the data. Modifications can be made to Schottky
injection, but agreement with accepted values of relative permittivity remains elusive. This
discrepancy has been theorized to be due in part to the formation of an oxide layer on the metal
electrodes (Lewis, 1955; Taylor and Lewis, 1971) and the difficulty separating Schottky injection
from Poole-Frenkel conduction. It is reasonable to assume that injection of electrons from the
electrodes is neither the primary source of carriers nor does it control the conduction behavior
seen in this study.

4.2

Influence of Temperature on Conductivity
The influence of temperature on the conductivity of LDPE is a nontrivial and multi-

faceted problem, with two distinct types of temperature-dependent behavior.

Changes in

temperature, and the available thermal energy, can affect the mobility of individual carriers by
increasing the hopping rates. This increase in mobility of the carriers is a reversible process and a
decrease in temperature will subsequently decrease the mobility of the carriers by decreasing the
hopping rate. However, temperature changes also affect the morphological structure of the
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polymer, leading to changes in trap density and trap distribution (Boudou and Guastavino, 2000;
2002; Dang et al., 2003; Ding et al., 2000; Griffiths et al., 1998; Ieda et al., 1980). This effect of
temperature change can be irreversible.
Annealing processes have been shown to inhibit the development of space charge in
polymers (Lida et al., 1992) and the effect of thermal cycling in high voltage cable insulation is a
thriving area of study (Griffiths et al., 1998). It can be difficult to determine the influence of
irreversible changes under moderate experimental conditions, but a morphological change will be
closely tied to the rate of temperature change (Ieda et al., 1980). This sensitivity to heating and
cooling rates is exploited in the quenching processes for polymers, where the rate of cooling is
adjusted to determine the percent of crystallinity and other physical properties. A consistent,
slow rate of temperature change is necessary to approximate equilibrium conditions and identify
temperature dependent behavior, such as the release of trapped space charges due to increased
motion of the polymer chains.
A set of measurements were taken at 1000(±1) V where the CVC and sample were heated
at an average rate of ~0.10(±0.05) K/min to approximately 338 K and then allowed to return to
room temperature at an equivalent rate. Equivalent heating and cooling rates minimized the
possibility that electrons were excited into higher energy traps as the temperature increased with
the cooling process happening too quickly to allow them to return their previous equilibrium
energy distribution as the temperature decreased. This effect would cause a hysteresis-like
behavior over a thermal cycle without any change to the polymer morphology and make it
extremely difficult to determine if any such modification had occurred. The measured leakage
current plotted against temperature is shown in Fig. 4.7. Behavior of the heating and cooling
segments of the leakage current served as a test of both the experimental apparatus and any
irreversible changes in morphology of the LDPE sample at higher temperatures. By heating the
chamber as well as the samples, the thick stainless steel of the CVC served as an excellent
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regulator that prevented the samples from heating or cooling too quickly. Minimizing and
carefully regulating the heating and cooling rates allowed investigation of what irreversible
changes, if any, occurred in LDPE over the course of a temperature cycle. It can be clearly seen
in Fig. 4.7 that the conductivity approximately follows the same path during the heating and
cooling segments of the thermal cycle, indicating that the increase of conductivity is largely due
to a reversible process. The maximum width of the hysteresis loop is ±1 K and the current
remains within ±5% of the initial value at room temperature.
When the thermal cycle was repeated with a higher applied voltage, 2500(±1) V, the
conductivity during cooling deviates significantly from the conductivity during heating. The
maximum width of the hysteresis loop is ±7 K and the current does not return to the initial value
at room temperature, within ±5%. This may indicate that an irreversible change in the polymer
morphology occurred (e.g temperatures as low as 343 K can alter the unit cell configuration of
the crystalline regions (Peacock, 2000). It may also indicate that the increase in applied field
allowed the electrons to be excited into higher energy traps, with fewer electrons returning to the

FIG. 4.7. Measured current over one thermal cycle at 1000 V. No significant
differences are seen between the measured current of the heating region and the
measured region of the cooling region of the thermal cycle.
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previous equilibrium energy distribution once the temperature began to decrease. Fig. 4.8 shows
the thermal cycle at 2500(±1) V. Additional work is needed to determine the compounding effect
of the applied electric field and the cumulative effects of multiple thermal cycles on conductivity.
The dynamic response of polymers to temperature change places an important emphasis
on understanding how charge transport is influenced by temperature.

Multiple structural

transition points, including the glass transition and other phase transitions, corresponding to
motion of the polymer molecules have been observed in measurements of thermally stimulated
currents and thermo luminescence (Ieda et al., 1980). These structural transitions influence the
ability of carriers to move through the material and may aid in identifying transitions between
dominant charge transport mechanisms. Although the lack of a significant dipole moment in
LDPE makes these transitions very difficult to observe electrically, it is still possible to pursue
these transition points through indirect methods.

The majority of temperature dependent

FIG. 4.8. Measured current over one thermal cycle at 2500 V. Significant differences
are seen between the measured current of the heating region and the measured region of
the cooling region of the thermal cycle.
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measurements available from previous studies for comparison are at room temperature and above,
including conductivity measurements of molten LDPE (Lida et al., 1992), with relatively little
work available at low temperatures (Griffiths et al., 1998; Wintle, 1999). Low temperature work
that is available is of variable quality and most often specific to the behavior of high-voltage
transmission cables in winter conditions.
Two stages were needed to achieve a wide temperature range; a cryogenic stage for
temperatures as low as 120 K and a second, high temperature stage reaching temperatures of 353
K. Anomalous behavior was expected below 213 K, the lower working temperature of the
material, and approaching the glass transition temperature at approximately 193 K. Changes in
conductivity below the working temperature and through the glass transition are potentially ill
defined and unpredictable.

The limit of instrumental resolution is also quickly reached as

currents decrease with decreasing temperature, adding to the difficulty in extending
measurements into the low temperature region. It was difficult to control heating rates during the
physical transition from the cryogenic measurements to heating measurements, which often
required equipment modifications and, in some cases, opening the CVC to adjust the
thermocouple connections.
Careful examination of the measured leakage currents, even at low applied fields, once
again confirms the sensitivity of conductivity in LDPE to a change in heating rates. Regions of
distinct current behavior in the temperature data were checked for correlation to a change in
average heating rate before being used in analysis. Typically, the heating rate was most stable
from roughly 213 K to near room temperature. Between 293 K and 303 K, the heating rate
fluctuated as the heating strips were turned on and began to heat the chamber. Significant
fluctuations in the rate were seen when the CVC needed to be opened to check the samples and
the thermocouple connections. These issues with instrumentation create an artificial region in
several of the temperature-current measurements, from approximately 293 K and 303 K, which
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should only be used with extreme caution. The heating rate typically stabilized once again at
approximately 313 K. Fig. 3.18 is an example of typical heating and cooling rates; where the
regions of consistent heating or cooling rates are seen where dT/dt is small. Since the effects of
changing heating rates are not well characterized and the primary focus of this study is the
conductivity at equilibrium, it is sensible to focus on regions of behavior where the rates of
temperature change remain approximately constant.

4.2.1

Activation Energies
The usual means of determining temperature in polymers utilizes rate equations and

Arrhenius plots to relate measured leakage currents and conductivity with activation energies.
Trap depth, ∆H, can be then be approximated as the activation energy, allowing for comparison
to a physical parameter of LDPE that serves as a test of the validity of a proposed transport
mechanism. The activation energy has both field and temperature dependence and can be found
using the slope of an Arrhenius plot with a simple exponential fitting function such as

 ∆H 
 .
k
T
 B 

σ (T ) ≈ σ o exp −

(50)

Drawing from the measurements of leakage current taken over a range of temperatures
allows the determination of a range of activation energies, Ea, for LDPE. A good place to begin
is with a low experimental voltage, 100(±1) V, where conductivity in LDPE was found in Section
4.1 to be approximately independent of electric field. Fig. 4.9a shows the Arrhenius semi-log
plot at 100(±1) V; two distinct regions of behavior can be clearly seen. Two more continuous
temperature-current measurements were taken at 1000(±1) V and 2500(±1) V. A semi-log plot of
all three temperature-current measurements is shown in Fig. 4.9b; each of them showing two
distinct regions of behavior. Focusing on the higher temperature region, the data was fit with a
simple exponential and the slope was used to calculate the activation energy for that temperature
and applied field. This produced activation energies of 0.95(±0.09) eV, 1.18(±0.09) eV, and
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0.86(±0.09) eV, for 100(±1) V, 1000(±1) V, and 2500(±1) V, respectively. These values are
within range of the expected activation energies for these temperatures and applied fields.
However, it is clear from Fig. 4.9 that the simple exponential fit is a poor match to the data. The
non-linear, changing slope of the loge of conductivity would not be seen in a plot with a limited
number of discrete measurements.
In the low temperature region, from room temperature to approximately 213 K, the
conductivity shows a significant decrease. An Arrhenius semi-log plot of the high- and lowtemperature behavior for 100(±1) V, 1000(±1) V, and 2500(±1) V is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
conductivities at low temperatures are close in magnitude and are offset for clarity in the figure.
The conductivity decrease at low temperatures is seen even at the highest applied field
and it is clear that there is a transition occurring between 273 K and 263K. Below this point, the
activation energies are found to be 0.10(±0.09) eV, 0.06(±0.09) eV, and 0.08(±0.09) eV for
100(±1) V, 1000(±1) V, and 2500(±1) V, respectively. Table 4.1 provides a complete summary
of determined activation energies and a selection of comparable values available in the literature.
Temperature dependence of the activation energy can be regarded as a measure of the
charge transport process and the depth of traps available to take part in hopping conduction. For
a density of localized states, the activation energy, Ea, is the weighted average of the depths of the
traps below Ec that are accessible for hopping. At low temperatures, the states with energies
proportional to αkB can be thermally excited in an extended state, with

Ea =

1 '
E f + αk BTL
2

(

)

(51)

where Ef` is the Fermi energy and TL is a low temperature limit. Increasing the temperature
allows deeper states to participate in hopping conduction and the energy density of states N(E)
can be assumed to change step-wise at TL. The temperature dependence of the density of states
means that this assumption is not rigorously acceptable, but it is quite useful to simplify the
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FIG. 4.9. Arrhenius plot for conductivity at 100 V, 1000 V, and 2500 V. a) Arrhenius plot for
100 V alone and b) Arrhenius plot for all three voltages. At 100 V, where the conductivity is
considered field independent, there are two regions of the behavior that cannot be fit with the
same slope. This behavior is also seen at the higher voltages where the conductivity is not
expected to be field independent.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of determined activation energies with values of activation energy reported in literature. Every attempt was made to select
comparable values where data was obtained using similar experimental methods and conditions, as well as values obtained through a variety of
other methods. Activation energy values obtained using the data in this study are shown by applied field and temperature range on the left side of
the table. Comparison activation energy values from the literature are listed in the right side of the table.

Determined Activation Energies
E-Field (kV/m)
5

T Range
7

Comparison Activation Energies
Ea (eV)

E-Field

T Range

Ea (eV)

Reference

1-150 kV/mm

293 K

0.80 - 0.83
0.55 - 1.40,
0.09
0.9 - 1.5
0.68 - 0.94
0.3 - 0.5
0.4 - 1.5
1.5
0.5
0.54
1.96
1.11 - 1.45
0.058 - 0.086
0.4 - 1.1
0.3 - 1.17
0.71 - 0.92

Montanari, 2001

3.6 x 10 -1.6 x 10

293 K

0.55†

3.6 x 105

213 K - 338 K

0.1 - 0.95

5 x 106, 1 x 106, 2 x 107 kV/m

293 K - 333 K

6

213 K - 338 K
213 K - 338 K
213 K - 338 K

0.06 - 1.18
0.08 - 0.86
0.57‡

10 - 20 kV/mm
6 kV/mm, 20 kV/mm
50 MV/m
Not specified
Not specified
7.75 x 102 V/cm
Not specified
105 - 106 V/cm
2.6 x 104 V/cm - 1.3 x 105 V/cm
70 kV/mm - 1000 kV/mm
Not specified
2 x 105 V/cm
Not specified

303 K - 343 K
298 K - 353 K
293 K - 313 K
293 K – 373 K
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
303 K - 383 K
Not specified
308 K - 358 K
Not specified

3.6 x 10
9.1 x 107
3.6 x 105 - 9.1 x 107

Bambery, 2003
Fleming, 2008
Boudou, 2000
Mizutani, 2003
Fowler, 1956
Fowler, 1953
Ramsey, 1953
Stannett, 1957
Lengyel, 1966
Taylor, 1971
Cho, 1997
Lewis, 2002
Nath, 1989
Davies, 1972

† Determined using σTAH best fit over low applied field range only.
‡ Determined using σTAH and σVRH best fits over entire temperature and applied field range.
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discussion of the temperature dependence of Ea. For the deeper states that become accessible as

the temperature increases, the activation energy is then

Ea =

1 '
E f + α k B TH
2

(

)

(52)

where

1 '
1
E f + αk B TH > E 'f + αk B TL .
2
2

(

)

(

)

(53)

Using Eq. (52), and a fit of the activation energies determined from the Arrhenius plots, produces
intercepts of 2.8(±0.3) eV, 3.8(±0.3) eV, and 2.6(±0.3) eV, for 100(±1) V, 1000(±1) V, and
2500(±1) V, respectively. The band gap of LDPE is reported to be in the range of 7.0 – 9.0 eV
(Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Peacock, 2000), which gives a Fermi energy of 3.5 eV – 4.5 eV, if
Ef is assumed to be at the center of the band gap. Acknowledging that the presence of lattice
defects and disorder frequently moves Ef away from the center of the band gap (Rose, 1951), the
values obtained from the temperature dependence of Ea are reasonable.
Although investigation of the activation energies can provide insight into the depths of
traps accessible to a hopping conduction mechanism, it is also clear that the behavior is more
complicated than the simple exponential fit of the Arrhenius Law. Since the CVC was built to
allow continuous measurements of leakage currents over the range over temperatures, it is
possible to directly investigate the temperature dependent conductivity.

This allows more

complex charge transport mechanisms to be investigated with the same relative ease as
calculating activation energies with a selection of discrete measurements.

Two prominent

mechanisms are thermally assisted hopping (multiple trapping) and variable range hopping
(tunneling).

4.2.2

Thermally Assisted Hopping Conductivity
Random thermal fluctuations allow carriers to escape from a trap and hop to a
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neighboring trap; an increase in thermal energy increases the ability of a carrier to escape. At

room temperature, thermally assisted hopping is believed to be the dominant charge transport
mechanism, with conductivity proportional to T-1exp(T-1). It is vital to be clear about the nature
of the hops, since both trapping and tunneling are referred to as hopping in the literature.
Thermally assisted hopping is most accurately viewed as a process of energy gain (or loss) that
results in charge carrier leaving a trap and traveling a small distance in an extended state before
being once again trapped in a localized state, rather than direct movement via quantum
mechanical tunneling between localized states. As a trapping mechanism, thermally assisted
hopping is closely tied to the frequency of hops, vTAH, requiring statistical estimations of trapping
and detrapping times. It is usually assumed that trapping times are symmetrical, meaning that the
trapping time is equal to the detrapping time (Butcher, 1972; 1974; Hunt, 1994; Movaghar and
Schirmacher, 1980). Temperature dependence appears primarily in the energy density of the
charge carriers, N(T), with increasing temperature increasing the number of available carriers
(Böttger and Bryksin, 1985; Dissado and Fothergill, 1992). A single layer density of shallow
states, with a depth of ∆H, is typically assumed, but this is motivated by the existence of an
analytic solution for a single layer distribution, rather than a measured distribution of states.
There are alternative distributions to be explored and new experimental methods have provided
information on the actual distribution of traps in many polymers (Fowler, 1956; Wysocki et al.,
1995). Using an exponential distribution of traps rather than a single layer provides better
agreement with the distributions measured by pulse radiation experiments.

The familiar

parameters for trap depth and trap spacing, ∆H and a, directly tie the conductivity to
morphological features of LDPE.
Returning once again to thermally assisted hopping, which was introduced field
dependence in Section 2.2.3, the expression for the conductivity was found to be
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 − ∆H 
 aqe E 
 2 N (T )ν TAH aqe 
exp 
 sinh 
,

E


 k BT 
 k BT 

σ TAH ( E , T ) = 

(32)

where the frequency vTAH is typically a phonon frequency on the order of 1013 Hz (Bartnikas,
1983). It is then left to determine whether or not this model serves to fit the temperature
dependent conductivity data. Again, this is not as mathematically simple as using the Arrhenius
Law to investigate the activation energy. To accommodate easier analysis of the data, it is useful
to introduce a set of reduced variables, including a ratio of field energy to thermal energy. This
allows significant reduction in the number of free parameters needed for curve fitting. Eq. (32)
can be expressed in terms of a temperature scaling factor, TA, an electric field scaling factor, FA,
and a conductivity scaling factor, σTAHo,

TA ≡

∆H
,
kB

(54)

EA ≡

4∆H
,
3q e a

(55)

and

σ TAH ≡ 2 N (T )vTAH qe2 a 2 ,
o

(56)

which is proportional to the frequency of hops, vTAH. The density of the carriers, N(T), can have
a weak temperature dependence, but this influence is assumed to be much smaller than the overall
temperature dependence of the conductivity. The ratio of field energy to thermal energy is given
as

βA ≡

4 ET A q e Ea
=
3E A T
k BT

(57)

and

Z A (β A ) ≡ 1

β A sinh( β A ) .

Combining these reduced terms, βA, and ZA, gives σTAH as

(58)
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σ TAH = σ TAH (T ) TA T  Z A ( β A ) exp − TA T  .
o









(59)

Since σTAH is expected to be the dominant mechanism at higher temperatures, the
measured currents at room temperature and above are the primary focus. Under a low applied
field, the behavior of σTAH is dominated by the exponential term with an expected T-1exp(T-1)
dependence. The fit of the conductivity behavior with the reduced thermally assisted hopping
equation is shown, in Fig. 4.11, in both standard axes and semi-log plots. At high temperatures,
the σTAH model fit improves with increasing temperature, as expected, and the semi-log plot
reveals that the σTAH model is a poor fit below 280 K. From the fitting parameters of the σTAH
model, the activation energy is found to be 0.95(±0.09) eV, which is within the range of accepted
values for LDPE (see Table 4.1). Between 306 K and 325 K, it is difficult to fit the data with a
single set of fitting parameters. This could be due to the temperature dependence of the density
of states, which would influence the distribution and depth of traps available for hopping
conduction. It could also be due in part to the influence of the instrumentation and a variation in
heating rates. Another possibility that must be considered is the interaction of a secondary
transport mechanism. The presence of a secondary, and even a tertiary, conduction mechanism is
not unexpected. However, identifying a competing mechanism is only possible if the mechanism
has a unique current behavior to distinguish it from other mechanisms.
The temperature measurements at 1000(±1) V and 2500(±1) V were also fit with the σTAH
model; these fits can be seen in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 in both standard axes and semi-log plots.
At 1000(±1) V, the σTAH model is an excellent fit within the experimental uncertainty of the data
at high temperatures. Using the fitting parameters for the σTAH model, the activation energy is
determined to be 1.01(±0.09) eV, which is within the range of accepted values for LDPE (see
Table 4.1). For the temperature measurements at 2500(±1) V, the σTAH model is a reasonable fit
within the experimental uncertainty of the data, with a deviation greater of more than one
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FIG. 4.11. Temperature dependent conductivity at 100 V with thermally assisted hopping model
fit (red). a) Data with fit on standard axis and b) data with fit in a semi-log plot.
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FIG. 4.12. Temperature dependent conductivity at 1000 V with thermally assisted hopping model
fit (red). a) Data with fit on standard axis and b) data with fit in a semi-log plot.
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FIG. 4.13. Temperature dependent conductivity at 2500 V with thermally assisted hopping model
fit (red). a) Data with fit on standard axis and b) data with fit in a semi-loge plot.
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standard deviation over a small range of temperatures near room temperature. The activation
energy at 2500((±1) V for the best fit of the data was found to be 1.17(±0.09) eV, which is within
the expected range for LDPE.
In each of the three temperature data sets, the σTAH model fits show deviation over a small
range of temperatures near room temperature. Unfortunately, there is no conclusive indication of
a unique behavior that would allow identification of a secondary mechanism. Additional data
needs to be taken over the temperature range of 280 K to 320 K to eliminate instrumentation
effects and changes in heating rates as the cause of disagreement between the fit and the data at
those temperatures.
At low applied fields, the model predicts field independence with a T-1exp(T-1)
dependence and is a remarkably good fit within the experimental uncertainty of the data over a
wide range of temperatures. The lower temperature behavior shows that the contribution to the
conductivity from thermally assisted hopping decreases significantly. Lower temperatures mean
the energy available to the electrons decreases and it becomes increasingly difficult for a carrier
to move via multiple trapping. A sudden change in the conductivity of the sample was observed
near 255 K and the σTAH model is a very poor fit below 255 K. A similar change in conductivity
occurs near 255 K at 1000(±1) V and since the temperature change was typically very consistent
from 213 K to near room temperature, this change in conductivity is not due to a change in
heating rate. Since the σTAH model is unable to provide a satisfactory fit of the data and the
influence of the instrumentation can be disregarded, this change is a unique current behavior
indicating the presence of a different conduction mechanism. At 2500(±1) V, the change in
conductivity behavior at low temperatures is not seen until roughly 205 K, which is below the
temperature range selected for investigation in this study.

4.2.3

Variable Range Hopping Conductivity
Taking limits of very small and very large β can greatly simplify the expression for

variable range hopping conduction, Eq. (34).
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It is also advantageous to develop reduced

variables, as was done for thermally assisted hopping. This gives σVRH in a simplified form,
1
1

 TV  4
 
TV  4

σ VRH ( E , T ) = σ VRH o (T ) T  ZV 1 ( βV ) exp  − T  ZV 2 ( βV )  ,





 

(60)

where

σ VRH (T ) =

2 N EF vVRH q e

o
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(2α ) 2

2

,

(61)

3(2α ) 3
,
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(62)
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and

EV ≡

The mean energy density of localized states can be written as

 3  ∆H 

N E F =  
−3 
π
(
2
α
)






(64)

at energy EF and mean trap separation of (2α)-1. The functions ZV1 and ZV2 seen in Eq. (60) are
complex polynomial functions of βV, both of which go to unity at low electric fields. The forms
of these functions are not shown here but they are easily obtained using expansions of βV and
additional information about these functions can be found in the relevant references (Dennison
and Brunson, 2008; Dennison et al., 2009).
At low applied fields, the energy ratio is relatively small and applying the limit of small β
to (60) gives a simplified, although not simple, reduced expression for σVRH;
2
 T  4  9β (E,T , Eo ,To )    To  4  (β (E,T ,α)) 
 , (66)
σVRH (E, T ,σVRHo , Eo,T ) = σVRHo  o  1 − V 2
 exp −   1 −
16
4
T  
   T  

1

where βV2 is the energy ratio in reduced variables,

1
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4  To  E 
  .
3  T  Eo 

βV 2 ( E , T , Eo , To ) = 

(67)

With this reduced equation, the σVRH model can be fit to the low temperature LDPE data over the
temperature range 213 K to 260 K for both 100(±1) V and 1000(±1) V.

At these low

temperatures, the increased variability inherent in the data makes curve fitting difficult. The fit
for the 100(±1) V set is quite reasonable given the spread of the data and is shown in Fig. 4.14, in
standard axis and semi-log plots. Using the simplified σVRH model equation for the temperaturecurrent LDPE data at 1000(±1) V produces only a reasonable fit, which is due to using the limit
of small β. Relaxing this limit allows a better fit, shown in Fig. 4.15 in both standard axis and
semi-log plots, at the expense of increased difficulty of curve fitting. Since the transition in
conductivity behavior was not seen at 2500(±1) V until 205 K, which is outside the working
temperature range of LDPE, it was not included in the analysis.
At low applied fields, the conductivity is independent of applied field and the
characteristic T-1/4exp(T-1/4) temperature dependence is seen.

Investigation of the field

dependence of variable range hopping was not aggressively pursued in this study.

Low-

temperature measurements, which are required to observe variable range hopping, at higher
applied fields proved to be experimentally difficult, with increased susceptibility to electrostatic
discharge events. Many of the instrumental obstacles to performing these measurements have
been successfully addressed since the collection of the data used in this study.
Thus far, each potential mechanism has been treated separately. In the case of σTAH, it
was originally assumed that carrier movement by direct quantum mechanical tunneling was
negligible.

This is an unrealistic assumption for a polymer and a better approximation of

conductivity would be a combination of thermally assisted multiple trapping and tunneling
transport mechanisms. Using the LDPE data at 100(±1) V, both of the σTAH and σVRH model fits
are shown on a semi-log plot in Fig. 4.16. The use of both models shows promise in improving
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FIG. 4.14. Temperature dependent conductivity at 100 V with variable range hopping model fit
(red). a) Data with fit on standard axis and b) data with fit in a semi-loge plot.
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FIG. 4.15. Temperature dependent conductivity at 1000 V with variable range hopping model fit
(red). a) Data with fit on standard axis and b) data with fit in a semi-loge plot.
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FIG. 4.16. Temperature dependent conductivity at 100 V with thermally assisted hopping
conductivity (blue) and variable range hopping conductivity (red) model fits. Both models fit the
data well where they are expected to be dominant mechanisms. Regions where neither model
produces a good fit may be due to the influence of heating rates or the interaction of the two
conduction mechanisms.
the fit over the region near room temperature, where σTAH was a poor fit to the data. A simple
linear combination of the two models verifies this improvement, but does not improve the fit to
the data between 260 K and 280 K. The interaction of the two conduction mechanisms is
undoubtedly more complicated than a simple linear combination, but resolution of this interaction
is left for future research.
It is now apparent that evaluating conductivity is more complicated than the basic
function of charge per carrier qc, carrier density nc, and carrier mobility µc, that results in
σ=qcncµc. Carrier density and mobility fluctuate with changes in the spatial distribution of charge
carriers, occupation of charge carrier states, and variation of the localized states due to changes in
electric field, temperature, etc., that affect morphology. Even when one transport mechanism
may be known to be dominant, the true interdependence of electric field and temperature
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behavior remains difficult to separate and quantify. An additional factor in the conductivity of
polymers begins to emerge; the time dependence of conduction mechanisms influenced by
changes in the distribution of charges or states cannot truly be ignored. This time dependence is
briefly discussed in the final section of this chapter.

4.3

Influence of Time of Measurement on Conductivity

4.3.1

Time-Dependent Conduction
Time-dependent decay behavior means that the conductivity calculated for 27.5(±0.02)

µm LDPE, at 1 min, even for a low applied field of ~3.9 x105 V/cm, is typically an order of
magnitude greater than the conductivity obtained after applied field duration of an hour or more.
For example, the measured leakage current through an LDPE sample at 100(±1) V is shown in
Fig. 4.17. The conductivity calculated at 1 min is 3.124(±0.007) x10-17, while the conductivity
calculated at 1 hr and 5 hrs are 2.26(±0.07) x10-18 Ω-cm-1 and 1.21(±0.07) x10-18 Ω-cm-1,
respectively.
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FIG. 4.17. Current decay at 100 V for 22 hrs.
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The short time dependence of the current displayed in Fig. 4.18 shows a rapid
exponential decrease, typical of a polarization conduction mechanism described by Eq. (37).
The initial rise is current before 0.5 sec is attributed to the response time of the voltage supply.
All runs exhibited a similar exponential decay with an average polarization decay time
τP=0.56(±0.04) sec, independent of the applied electric field up to 3.6x106 V/m.
Such a rapid polarization decay time is consistent with the fact that polyethylene is
composed of a non-polar monomer. A limited number of short time measurements were taken to
investigate the possible field dependence of the transient initial currents. Although one may
expect a correlated increase in peak current with increasing applied field, this behavior is not
seen. A plot of the current peak at ~0.2 s and ~2 s, as a function of applied voltage is shown in
Fig. 4.19 and it is apparent there is no correlation beyond the initial influence of the voltage
supply. The onset of the exponential decay behavior is remarkably consistent and independent of
the applied field. This indicates a stochastic component in the initial behavior, which would
show strong field dependence if charge injection was the primary source of charge carriers (Many

FIG. 4.18. Initial currents at low applied fields. The first 0.5 s rise is attributed to the response
time of the voltage supply. a) List of voltages.
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FIG. 4.19. Peak initial current values for 30 V to 1000 V data set. Taken at ~0.2 s (diamonds)
and ~2 s (triangles).
and Rakavy, 1962).
Long time leakage current behavior is best fit with a power law behavior and, in fact, a
strict mathematical approach founded on the molecular nature of polymers indicates that power
law behavior is the only solution permissible for a relaxation function of the polymer molecules
(Weron, 1991; Weron and Jurlewicz, 1993). This result is obtained assuming a wide distribution
of dielectric relaxation times as the molecules adapt to the presence of an applied field. However,
this behavior may also be adequately explained by a carrier hopping process through localized
states, with increasing temperatures leading to a dominant hopping mechanism rather than a
relaxation process (Adamec and Calderwood, 1978; Das-Gupta and Brockley, 1978; Lindmayer,
1965; Lowell, 1990). It is also probable that there is a transient dispersive conductivity that
contributes to the overall measured currents. Driven by the uneven distribution of localized
electric fields within the material, the dispersive component behaves in a similar manner to space
charge effects. Traps fill with charge carriers, increasing the distances and energies required for a
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carrier to hop into an available localized state. This results in a slowly decaying current.
The decay of the measured leakage current through the thin film LDPE samples shown in
Fig. 4.18 can be fit with a decaying power law, I = I o t − n typical of diffusion current, shown in
Fig. 4.20, in a loge- loge plot. In the low field region, the exponent is found to be approximately
n=0.33 and the pre-factor, Io, is found to be on the order of 2 x10-12 A. This value of n is
consistent with the process of carriers forming regions trapped space charge, with an exponent of
one that would be expected for ohmic conduction of thermally generated carriers and <1
indicating the influence of carrier trapping. Similar power law behavior has been observed by
Adamec and Calderwood (1978), with n<0.4 at times >10 sec; however, their argument is that the
conduction mechanism is due neither to polarization nor to space charge effects, since any
internal region of accumulated charge must be so small that its counter-field to the applied field is
negligible. In contrast, Montanari and Morshuis (2005) and Marat-Mendes et al. (2004) present
strong arguments for the presence of space charge trapping mechanisms in LDPE.
While high initial currents are a response of the material to the application of an electric
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Fig. 4.20. Current decay at 100 V for 22 hours with power law fit.
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field and correspond to the release of available carriers that results in a displacement current, the
movement and modification of the molecules may continue for a very long time. A long-term,
decaying current is observed for PE and many other polymers, with measured currents continuing
to decrease over the course of hours or days (Dennison et al., 2003a, 2005b; Frederickson and
Benson, 2001; Frederickson and Dennison, 2003). This behavior is often difficult to see and may
remain masked at very low currents by instrumental noise.

Time-dependent conduction

necessitates a method for establishing a reasonable estimation of equilibrium for the polymer
being studied. A very long time measurement, with a duration time of 22 hours, at 100(±1) V
was used to estimate the rate of current change over time. The time of one hour was selected as
reasonable for currents in LDPE to reach approximate equilibrium, with an average rate of
current decay found to be less than 5% per hour after two hours.

4.3.2

Charging and Discharging Behavior
To gain further insight into the time-dependent behavior of LDPE, the charging and

discharging behavior and the effects of repeated charging and discharging cycles were
investigated. Steady state conductivity resulting from the motion of charge carriers through the
material in direct response to an applied field, often referred to as a dark conductivity within the
literature and scientific community, could be found by comparing the time-dependent sample
behavior during the application of an applied field to the time-dependent behavior following the
removal of the applied field. Several sets of such measurements were taken at 500(±1) V,
recording both the current under the applied field for one hour and the current after the field was
removed for the next hour. Conductivities for these experiments were calculated and shown
together in Fig. 4.21, in standard axis and log-log plots.
The differences in behavior between the charging and discharging currents provide
insight into both charge transport and the dielectric response arising from the motion and
flexibility of the LDPE chains results in the release or transfer of trapped charges. With and
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without the influence of an applied field, the rates of trapping and retrapping will differ and the
discharge behavior will not mirror, with reversed polarity, the initial behavior (Adamec and
Calderwood, 1978; Das-Gupta and Brockley, 1978). The discharge current should lack a steady
state current, or dark conductivity value, although these currents can be very small and extremely
difficult to distinguish from the inherent noise of the instrumentation. As shown in Fig. 4.21, the
charging and discharging behaviors differ in their decay rate, indicating that multiple trapping,
rather than dielectric relaxation, is the dominant mechanism. The discharge currents follow
power law decay with an exponent range of 0.76(±0.02) to 0.96(±0.02), which significantly larger
than the exponent range of 0.32(±0.01) to 0.40(±0.01) found for the current decay with an applied
electric field. The average conductivity value over the final ~10 min of the discharge runs was
4.43(±0.07) x10-19 Ω-cm-1. This is substantially smaller than the average conductivity obtained
when the electric field was applied, which was found to be 1.281(±0.007) x10-18 Ω-cm-1. This
supports the validity of a dark current conductivity, which is proportional to the difference in the
absolute value of the charging and discharging currents, although many questions about its nature
still remain.
The charging and discharging behaviors add to the rich picture of charge transport in
LDPE but neither are useful in establishing a single, experimental conductivity value; rather, they
are indicative of a time-dependent response of the material to an applied electric field. The
question remains of whether or not the dark conductivity is truly separable from the long time
decaying behavior remains. In fact, the presence of time dependent behavior indicates that the
very concept of conductivity must be reevaluated for complicated materials such as LDPE and
that, with or without a steady state conduction current, charge transport may be deeply connected
to a dynamic dielectric response of the material.
Returning to the set of charging and discharging runs at 500(±1) V, and expanding to
include eight runs, the conductivities calculated from the average over the last ~10 min of the
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charging runs are shown in Fig. 3.15. The conductivity can be seen to increase with subsequent
cycles by a factor of ~5, confirming that space charge accumulates over repeated applied fields.
The conductivities can be fit with an exponential of the form
o
∞
∞
σ SC (t ) = (σ SC
− σ SC
)et / τ + σ SC
,
P

where σSCo and σSC∞ are the zero space charge and full space charge conductivities, with
estimated values of 1.10(±0.07) x10-19 Ω-cm-1 and 5.28(±0.01) x10-19 Ω-cm-1, respectively.
Assuming that trapped charge does not appreciably dissipate during the discharge times between
the successive 1 hr field applications, the space charge decay constant, Tsc, is ~ 4 hr. This
evidence of cumulative behavior could play a significant role in the evaluation of space charge
limited conduction models.

It raises the possibility that a conduction mechanism may not

accurately depict the movement of individual carriers when there are changes in the timedependent distribution of charge.

4.3.3

Electrostatic Breakdown
Time evolution becomes particularly important in the investigation of electrostatic

discharge behavior, where the onset of breakdown is highly sensitive both to voltage ramping
rates and to the duration of previous measurements. This returns to the idea that every applied
electric field alters the morphology of the LDPE sample, contributing to charge transport and, by
extension, to electrostatic breakdown.

Predicting or understanding ESD requires an

understanding of LDPE at the molecular level, including bonding energies, cohesive energy
densities, and microscopic structural elements. Breaking the strong covalent bonds of the carbon
backbone chains is unlikely but the weak van der Waals bonds of interchain bonding have a
relatively small energy barrier (Peacock, 2000). It is postulated that there is a critical applied
field, Ec, at which breakdown occurs (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992) but, since morphological
changes occur even under low and moderate fields, the point at which this critical field is reached
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can vary with applied field and sample history. The variation in ESD due to previous exposure
and duration of exposure is commonly referred to as an endurance time.
Homogeneous breakdowns occur when a localized field reaches the critical field, internal
to the sample, and breakdown is seen as nearly instantaneous (Dissado and Fothergill, 1992;
Whitehead, 1953). Frequently these strong localized internal fields occur near the electrodes.
Structural changes begin to play a large role; submicrocavities form as the interchain bonds break
(Dissado and Fothergill, 1992; Lewis, 2002). These submicrocavities increase the mean-free path
of electron charge carriers, enabling them to retain energy gained rather than dissipate the energy
through phonon interaction. A runaway or cascade effect is achieved to rapidly increase the rate
of bond dissolution. Breakdown may also occur along conduction pathways, without reaching a
critical field, as a propagation mechanism. This type of breakdown is most sensitive to impurities
and inhomogeneity within the sample. Since inhomogeneity is never completely avoidable in the
manufacturing process, this type of breakdown may occur in combination with another type of
breakdown.
Aging breakdowns are most strongly tied to sample history, particularly in cases of
repeated applications of electric fields or long time durations of an applied field (Dang et al.,
1996; Griffiths et al., 1998; Dissado and Fothergill, 1992). The probability of the break of an
interchain bond can be correlated to the endurance time, with an increasing probability of bond
breaking as time under an applied field increases. This, however, is only one approach in
determining the time dependence of electrostatic breakdown and it has proven to be a particularly
difficult behavior to quantify. Photographic examples of breakdown in LDPE and other thin-film
polymers important in spacecraft charging are shown in Fig. 4.22.
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(b)

(c)
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FIG. 4.22. Physical effects of electrostatic breakdown. Optical microscopy images of thin film
polymer samples showing physical damage resulting from breakdown in the ESD chamber.
Images were chosen to illustrate different types of damage seen for various materials under
different breakdown conditions. a) Regular circular damage site of ~25 µm diameter in a Kapton
sample taken using the Intel QX3 microscope at 200x magnification showing an approximate
image of size of 0.65 mm (h) x 0.95 mm (w). b) Irregular circular damage site in LDPE of ~50
µm diameter for a sample at 6.5 kV. c) Highly irregularly shaped damage site of ~20 µm by ~50
µm in a Kapton sample. d) LDPE sample with multiple points of breakdown. Image was taken
using the Intel QX3 microscope at 10x magnification showing an approximate image of size of
15 mm (h) x 23 mm (w).
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

When investigating complicated and dynamic phenomena like the electrical properties of
LDPE, it is necessary to take care in determining what information can be obtained from
experiment and what can be inferred from that information. The preferred outcome is direct
physical correlation to measured data and any approximations made during analysis, with
mathematical consistency throughout. Strong physical correlations are often difficult to make in
disordered materials where physical parameters are best represented by statistical averages and
there is much debate over which properties of polymers can be considered intrinsic.

The

significant questions that have been addressed in this study include the properties of the charge
carriers, the validity of hopping conduction models, and the influence of time-dependent
conduction behavior.

5.1

Charge Carriers and Carrier Mobility
Typical conditions of this study include relatively moderate temperatures and applied

electric fields, i.e. well below the melting point of LDPE and typically less than 60% of the
average dielectric field strength, with direct contact between high-purity solid OFHC copper
electrodes and high-purity samples. All of these factors reduce the likelihood of ionic transport
through the sample as the primary conduction mechanism. This is in line with the literature
where the identity of the charge carriers in LDPE is widely accepted to be electronic,
preferentially electrons with holes assumed to be immobilized in valence bands. Whether or not
the free electrons originate in the bulk or are injected by the electrodes remains controversial.
This research has provided insight into the origin of charge carriers in LDPE. Initial transient
currents are believed to be sensitive to carrier injection but the lack of strong electric field
dependence of these transient currents indicates electrode independence for LDPE and a lack of
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significant charge injection. This presents a problem because most analytical tools for explaining
charge transport in polymers assume that the carriers available for charge transport are injected
from the electrodes. The primary mechanism of charge injection found in the literature is
Schottky injection, however, the slope obtained utilizing the standard Schottky plot gives an
erroneous value of relative permittivity, 4.6(±0.2) F/m for LDPE, which is outside the accepted
range of 2.25-2.35 F/m.

In addition, the field dependent behavior of LDPE has striking

differences from an ideal SCLC behavior, which would also be governed by charge injection.
The observed behavior is more complicated than a simple SCLC curve, casting further doubt on
the validity of charge injection and indicating that space charge limiting currents may only be part
of an extremely complex material response. The initial currents must then be due to a transient
displacement current arising in response to the applied field with no net transfer of charge in or
out of the material. Results of this study confirm that the assumption of electronic conduction is
appropriate for LDPE under the given working range of temperatures and a broad range of
applied fields. It is most likely that individual materials have different amounts of intrinsic and
injected charge, with charge transport in LDPE taking place primarily with intrinsic carriers.
How a charge carrier moves between localized states and the rate of conduction are two
of the fundamental questions concerning carrier mobility. Although it is a sound concept that can
be directly tied to physical aspects of the material, carrier mobility is difficult to determine and
measure experimentally. Standard approaches for crystalline and disordered materials both face
limitations in three phase polymers like LDPE where the third, interfacial phase is poorly
understood but contributes significantly to carrier trapping.
Conductivity can be related to mobility, σ=qcncµc, which appears to be simple and
straightforward, but direct determination of mobility remains elusive. This is partly due to the
existence of two types of conduction mechanisms: time-independent mechanisms involving the
mobility of individual carriers and time-dependent mechanisms that depend on the change in
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distribution of charges. The primary focus of this study has been investigating the mobility of
individual carriers under equilibrium or steady state conditions.

Measurements of leakage

currents through thin film LDPE samples were used to calculate conductivity at relatively long
times, allowing an approximation of steady state, time-independent conditions. This led to
evaluation of hopping conductivity models as the primary mechanisms for individual carrier
mobility.

5.2

Hopping Conductivity Models
The primary benefit of hopping conductivity models is avoiding the requirement of band

structure. Lack of long-range order and periodicity in disordered materials does not lead to good
quantum numbers and the standard band theory approach is not valid. Extended states arise along
segments of the polymer chains, leading to localized sections of band structure. This leads
naturally to hopping from localized state to localized state as the primary conduction mechanism
with a wave-function overlap integral serving to determine hopping probabilities between sites.
Leaving the details of the quantum mechanics to others (Barrie et al., 1986), it is possible to
evaluate hopping models and correlate fitting parameters qualitatively and quantitatively to
physical parameters. While there have been many hopping models developed in past decades,
two have emerged as the most promising approximations of transport behavior in polymers:
thermally assisted hopping and variable range hopping.
Thermally assisted hopping (multiple trapping) was originally formulated for ionic
conduction in crystals. It models thermal activation of a carrier from a shallow trap into a
conduction band, followed by nearly immediate recapture in a nearby trap. Carrier mobility is
then a factor of mean trap depth, ∆H, and the energy gained or lost by the carrier, aqcEa, as it
moves over the distance between traps, a. Two fundamental behaviors are expected if thermally
assisted hopping is a conduction mechanism.

At low applied fields, σTAH should be field
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independent and show a characteristic T-1exp(T-1) dependence. For a constant temperature, field
dependence begins to emerge and near a critical field value, σTAH diverges, indicating a rapid
increase in conductivity leading to dielectric breakdown. A review of the data obtained for LDPE
reveals that the conductivity corresponds to the σTAH model fit at higher temperatures where it is
expected to be the dominant mechanism. Low applied fields do not show considerable field
dependence and at moderate temperatures the conductivity is proportional to T-1exp(T-1).
Calculations of activation energies from the σTAH model fit are in reasonable agreement with the
broad range of values reported in the literature.
The divergent behavior expected from the σTAH model at high fields is clearly seen in
applied field measurements reviewed in Section. 4.1, although the breakdown fields obtained
with the CVC were much less than those obtained with the ESD chamber.

This reduced

breakdown strength is most likely due to the aging response of the polymer, which can be
introduced by including an endurance time. The mathematical form of the endurance time as an
addition to σTAH model remains to be determined. Qualitatively, the breakdown values measured
with the ESD chamber are considered instantaneous breakdown values and samples are only
exposed to the increasing applied fields that lead directly to breakdown. In the CVC, many hours
of measurements at lower fields were taken before breakdown occurred and this previous
exposure lowered the effective dielectric field strength of the sample. With reasonable agreement
in temperature and field dependence and activation energies, thermally assisted hopping was
confirmed as a viable option for a charge transport mechanism in LDPE.
The second potential hopping mechanism is variable range hopping (tunneling), with low
temperature measurements of particular interest. At room temperature, σVRH is not expected to
play a contributory role in charge transport. As temperature decreases, the temperature dependent
behavior shifts to a characteristic T-1/4exp(T-1/4) dependence with a transition point found to be
approximately 255 K at 100(±1) V and 1000(±1) V. Evaluation of activation energies reveals a
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correlating transition as temperatures decrease and the values obtained at low temperatures are in
agreement with values reported in the literature for tunneling behavior.

The T-1/4exp(T-1/4)

behavior and reasonable agreement of the values of the physical parameters indicated that
variable range hopping was a viable conduction mechanism for LDPE.

It is also worth noting

that a similar transition point has been seen in the radiation induced conductivity of LDPE within
this same temperature range (Dennison et al., 2007), possibly indicating a structural or physical
transition point.
Field dependence at low temperatures was not pursued due to instrumental difficulties
and will need to be examined with additional research. Determination of the effect of the applied
field on the transition point at which the temperature dependence changes to T-1/4exp(T-1/4) is of
particular interest for future study.

5.3

Time Dependent Phenomena and Electrostatic Discharge in LDPE
Much of the difficulty in measuring electrical properties of a highly resistive polymer like

LDPE comes from the dynamic response of the material to the environmental conditions. In this
study, every effort was made to reduce the significant variables to easily controllable factors.
However, even the best efforts cannot truly isolate single variables in a complex material.
Sample history, or aging behavior, is not well understood. This is due to the nature of the
polymer, where every applied field has a physical, if subtle, effect on the morphology. Shifting
polymer chains alter the distribution and properties of the traps, which changes the ability of the
carriers to move through the material. Furthermore, long time exposure to electric fields begins
to alter the material significantly enough to lower the dielectric field strength of the material. The
concentration and distribution of impurities, physical defects, and submicrocavities formed under
mechanical, electrical, or thermal stress also strongly affect the carrier mobility.

Diffusive

movement of charge carriers, driven by unequal internal electric fields and distribution of
charges, also plays a role in conduction. This diffusive behavior may be indistinguishable from
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other transport mechanisms or may actively inhibit particular transport mechanisms. Space
charge effects, despite theoretical dependence on the injection of charge carriers, cannot be
completely disregarded and require much further investigation. All of these factors make it
difficult to determine a straightforward conductivity value for LDPE and other polymers.
In addition to the problems inherent in measuring electrical properties of a polymer, there
are significant practical difficulties. Highly resistive materials mean that very small currents are
measured, often at the level where the physical vibrations of footsteps in the laboratory must be
accounted for. The influence of the equipment, from voltage supplies to data acquisition cards
and the air conditioning in the laboratory building itself, is often very difficult to determine and
may introduce systematic errors. In this study, the Keithley 616 electrometers were capable of
measuring currents on the order of 10-15 A with a certainty of ±5 x10-15 A. In practice, it was
found that the sensitivity of the system, including voltage supplies and the CV chamber itself,
was on the order of ±40 x10-15 A. In many cases, experimental results were discarded due to
external influences, improper grounding, faulty connections, and a host of other electronic
complications.
One final hurdle is that many different conduction models present with identical or very
similar behaviors, such as Poole-Frenkel conduction and Shottky charge injection. Multiple
charge transport mechanisms may exist simultaneously, either independently or in conjunction
with other transport mechanisms. Much additional work is required to determine additional
transport mechanisms and the interaction of multiple mechanisms.

5.4

Summary and Future Work
The successes of this study have been to increase the accuracy of measured currents used

to determine conductivity and the validation of two hopping conduction mechanisms for LDPE.
Investigation of field dependent behavior confirms that Poole-Frenkel conduction produces
erroneous values of the dielectric constant, as does the standard Schottky injection model. Space
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y charge limited current behavior is seen, but with significant deviations from ideal field behavior
that casts doubt on its validity as a conduction mechanism, as well as the underlying assumption
of injected charge. Investigation of temperature dependence revealed conductivity behavior in
good agreement with thermally assisted hopping (multiple trapping) and variable range hopping
(tunneling) models, as well as providing reasonable agreement of activation energies reported in
the literature. Both field dependent measurements and thermally assisted hopping theory show a
diverging current and conductivity at the onset of breakdown, providing additional confirmation
of the thermally assisted hopping model.

Time dependent charging and discharging behaviors

also indicate that multiple trapping is the predominant transport mechanism at room temperature
rather than a bulk dielectric response based on relaxation times of LDPE molecules.
The transition and interaction between conduction mechanisms remains to be investigated
and understood, particularly with respect to field dependence. Low-temperature conductivity is
extremely difficult to accurately measure and will require additional work and advances in
instrumentation. Further work is needed to explore the charging and discharging behavior and
other time-dependent conduction mechanisms. Much work remains to be done in quantifying the
effect of sample history and the influence of endurance time on the field dependence of the
conductivity, particularly with respect to the onset of electrostatic breakdown.
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APPENDIX A

CVC INSTRUMENTATION
Obtaining accurate measurements of extremely small leakage currents required
significant creation and adaptation of equipment. This effort can be divided into four areas of
instrumentation: sample measurement, reducing electrical noise, chamber adaptations, and
managing overall system error. Sample measurement includes the details of the electrode plate
assembly, spring clamp assembly, and electrode disks. Reducing electrical noise details the
specific steps taken to reduce electrical noise introduced to the chamber or signal from the
laboratory environment. Chamber adaptations include descriptions and details of outfitting the
CVC chamber for vacuum and temperature measurements. Overall system errors are addressed
in Appendix C.

A.1

Sample Measurement

A.1.1

Electrode Plate Assembly
The samples must be well characterized, both in their properties and in the preparation

and handling of the samples. This was explained in detail in Section 3.2. Samples must also be
able to interact with the CVC chamber in a reproducible, controlled way. This begins with the
configuration and construction of the electrode and sample apparatus.

The electrode plate

assembly includes two types of copper plates, as well as the copper electrode disks. One plate is
anchored to the grounded copper plate and also serves as an anchor to the electrodes, with nylon
screws attaching each pair of the electrode disks.

The electrode guard plates are copper

rectangles with holes for the electrode disks; they are screwed into the anchor plates and have
small holes for thermocouple contacts and for the signal wires to pass through. Nylon tipped set
screws hold the signal wires in position as they pass through the guard plates; this reduces the
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strain on the wires, which are delicate and break easily. Additional set screws in the electrode
disks ensure good contact between the wire core and the copper of the electrode disk. Between
the anchor plate and the electrode guard plates is a layer of 125 µm thick Teflon film from
McMaster-Carr.

The layers of Teflon were periodically washed with methanol to remove

contaminants that may have accumulated during use of the chamber. When needed, the electrode
plate assembly was disassembled for cleaning and polishing. Polishing compounds without
aluminum oxides and meant for copper were used to polish the plates and electrode disks. The
electrode plate assembly was washed with soap and water to remove residue from the polishing
compound.

Each piece was then chemically cleaned with a sequence of dichloromethane,

acetone, and methanol baths in an ultrasonic cleaner.
The electrode disks were machined and sanded to round the edges in contact with the
samples, reducing the chance of localized discharge events due to high electric fields developed
along sharp metal edges. Each electrode disk has an effective diameter of 1.59 (±0.03) cm,
corresponding to a percent error of ±2%, and an effective area of 1.98 (±0.08) cm2, corresponding
to a percent error of ±4%. Errors in diameter were set at a lower bound by subtraction of half the
50 µm radius of curvature machined on the edges of the electrode disks and at an upper bound by
addition of half of a typical sample thickness of approximately 50 µm. The area of the electrode
disk is fixed, but the contact area may vary if proper precautions are not taken.

A.1.2

Spring Clamp Assembly
Initially, the polycarbonate plate clamps were used to hold the thin film samples in place

on the metal half plates. The weight of the electrode plate stack held the electrode disks in
contact with the samples. This proved to be insufficient to obtain consistent contact areas,
however, due to natural variations in sample thickness and inconsistent pressures and torques
introduced by the cooling reservoir. Firm contact with consistent pressure between the electrode
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disks and the samples is necessary for reproducible conduction. The ASTM standard for DC
conductivity measurements for insulating materials requires 140-700 kPa pressure applied to the
sample. A spring clamp system was developed by J. Dekany and S. Hart of the USU Materials
Physics Group to deliver a consistent clamping force between samples and the polished copper
electrode disks. The spring clamp assembly is seen in Fig. 3.13. The variability of surface
contact area from run to run with the spring clamp assembly is roughly estimated to be less than
±1%. Determining the pressure on the samples takes both the mass of the electrode plate
assembly and the force exerted by the springs into account.

P=

Fepa + Fsp
A

=

mepa g + 4(kX c )
4(πR 2 )

,

where k is the spring constant, given by McMaster-Carr as 4.6 (± 0.5) x 104 N/m. Xc is the spring
compression and is measured to be 1.6(±0.2) mm of compression after two full rotations. R is the
effective radius of the electrode. The mass, mepa , is the mass of the entire electrode plate
assembly and was measured to be 1.35(±0.01) kg. The constant, g, is the acceleration of gravity.
This produces a total pressure exerted on the sample, per electrode, of 380(±100) kPa. Since the
pressure due to the weight of the electrode plate assembly is significantly less than the uncertainty
in the pressure due to the spring clamp assembly, the overall uncertainty in the pressure
calculation can be obtained using

∆P ∆k ∆X c
∆R
=
+
+2
,
P
k
Xc
R
and was found to be ±24%. This total clamping pressure of 380(±100) kPa is at the center of the
required range given by the ASTM standard. The clamp design assures that the clamping
pressure is both uniform and reproducible. Washers added to the electrode mount assures that the
electrode is parallel to the sample and underlying high voltage plate, which leads to a consistent
clamping area.
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A.1.3

Reducing Electrical Noise
At the femtoamp level of current measurements, the care taken to eliminate electrical

noise is critical. This process is a matter of trial and error and will continue as the CVC chamber
remains in use by the USU Materials Physics Group. Electrical noise has many variable sources
and can be very difficult to eliminate. Obvious steps are the correct selection of low-noise
cabling, including the vacuum-compatible coaxial cables that attach to the electrode disks and the
shielded triaxial cables. The BNC to triax connection is made inside a grounded metal box
outside the chamber. Each voltage plate inside the chamber, as well as the electrode plate
assembly and the CVC chamber itself were kept grounded even when no measurements were
being taken. Every effort was made to eliminate and avoid ground loops both within the chamber
and between the chamber and the electronic components. All electrometers, voltage supplies,
signal control units, and other electronic components were carefully grounded to a central
grounding hub on the support cabinet. Ground connections were painstaking tracked and are
noted in the diagrams in Appendix B.
A rather sophisticated system of AC power distribution is used for the CVC chamber to
minimize electrical noise from the line voltages of the system. Three separate AC systems, with
two separate feeds from the building AC power network, are used, one for noisy components and
one for the most sensitive electronics. A low noise AC power circuit from the building is
connected to a power line filter (Tripp-Lite Isobar AC Power Filter), which has a basic circuit and
a low noise circuit. The low noise circuit is used to supply power to the electrometers, signal
control units, and power supplies. The temperature control system and computer system are
connected to the basic circuit.

A standard AC power line is used for the mechanical and

turbomolecular pumps, chamber heaters, and other less sensitive electronic components. There
are two signal control units: a National Instruments digital and analogue control and a customized
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control box that enables automation and control of the Bertan 230 power supply. Electronic
diagrams can be found in Appendix B.
The triaxial cables for measured currents travel through a stabilized, shielded, and
grounded tube to minimize their movement and the influence of physical vibrations and air
currents in the laboratory. Rubber vibration isolation pads approximately 1 cm thick were placed
beneath the legs of the support cabinet beneath the CVC chamber that also houses the electronics;
additional foam vibration reduction pads were placed beneath the electrometers for further
isolation. This reduced the influence of tribostatic currents from physical vibrations carried
through the floor from sources outside the laboratory. The turbomolecular pump was isolated
from the CVC chamber by a ~1 m long flexible metal bellows hose. Vibrations, and the
introduced noise, from the mechanical pump were unavoidable until recent advances were made
in stabilizing vacuum levels. This influence was not quantifiable at the time the data in this
analysis were taken and is assumed to be a portion of the overall system noise.
Maintaining vacuum levels can also be a source of electrical noise, due to leakage that
changes the pressure inside the chamber. Changes in pressure within the chamber can cause
movement of the delicate signal cables and increase the noise in the measurements. Ensuring
stable vacuum levels required frequent greasing or replacement of the vacuum seal o-rings. The
original rubber gaskets in the BNC connectors of the electron microscope shell were replaced
with high vacuum compatible nitrile o-rings and provided significant improvement in vacuum
stability. This is will enable future measurements to be made without the mechanical and
turbomolecular pumps running during the measurement, which will decrease the electrical noise
even further.
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APPENDIX B

ELECTRONIC DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
Figures are in the following order:
Fig. B.1 CVC computer system block diagram.
Fig. B.2 CVC vacuum chamber block diagram.
Fig. B.3 CVC AC power system wiring diagram.
Fig. B.4 CVC chamber block diagram.
Fig. B.5 CVC LabVIEW VI flowchart.
Fig. B.6 CVC LabVIEW VI flowchart - Configuration Mode.
Fig. B.7 CVC LabVIEW VI flowchart - Manual Mode.
Fig. B.8 CVC temperature control system block diagram.
Fig. B.9 CVC vacuum pumping system block diagram.
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FIG. B.1. CVC computer system block diagram.
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FIG. B.2. CVC vacuum chamber block diagram.
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FIG. B.3. CVC AC power system wiring diagram.

FIG. B.4. CVC chamber block diagram.
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FIG. B.5. CVC LabVIEW VI flowchart.
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FIG. B.6. CVC LabVIEW VI flowchart - Configuration Mode.
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FIG. B.7. CVC LabVIEW VI flowchart - Manual Mode.
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FIG. B.8. CVC temperature control system block diagram.
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FIG. B.9. CVC vacuum pumping system block diagram.
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APPENDIX C

INSTRUMENTAL RESOLUTION

This document provides a detailed description of the mathematics, environmental, and
physical settings that determine error analysis of data for the Constant Voltage Chamber (CVC).
This is a diagnostic tool that facilitates calibration and validation of the CVC system. Further, it
can establish upper and lower bounds on measurable current and conductivity of samples with
extremely high resistivity.
Determining resolution is concerned with the estimation of the error in the conductivity,
which is calculated as

σ=

Id
J
=
,
F AV

(C1)

where I is the measured current, d is the sample thickness, A is the area, and V is the applied
voltage. The relative error in conductivity (or resistivity) is the sum of relative errors of these four
measured components added in quadrature:
2

2

2

2

 ∆I   ∆V   ∆A   ∆d 
=   +
 +
 +
 ,
σ
 I   V   A   d 

∆σ

(C2)

A discussion of the magnitudes of the components of random and systematic errors and
their relative contribution to the total error in conductivity follows, based on standard error
analysis methods. Fig. C.1 shows the basic relationship between the CVC system components
and the measurement flow.
The precision for a single current measurements, ∆I, using an electrometer (Keithley,
1975) and data acquisition (DAQ) card (National Instruments, Model 6221) over a current range
of 10-6 A to 10-15 A is given by

∆I = { I ∆Felec + ∆I elec + ∆I DAQ }.

(C3)
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NI DAQ
Analog Vin; (A)
Analog HVout;
±5 V

±10 V

Analog Vin; ±5 V

IMonitor Out; 0±2 V

VProgram In; 0-5 V

Keithley 616
(B)

VMonitor Out;
0-5 V

Imeasured

+ VHV output

Voltage
Supply
(C)

Test Sample
(D)
Iout

Vapplied

FIG. C.1 Components in the CVC measurement system. Red lines indicate a data flow of control
voltages or measured data. Values listed for the Voltage Supply (C) are for the Bertan medium
voltage supply; these are different for other supplies.

This uncertainty is shown in Fig. C.2 for the useful range of currents measured by the Keithley
electrometer. The relative part of the electrometer error proportional to the measured current,
|I|·∆Felec, is dependant on the range through the proportionality constant, ∆Felec, as listed in Table
3.1. The absolute part of the electrometer error is ∆Ielec. The error due to the digital to analog
conversion by the DAQ card is ∆IDAQ.
For determination of each mean current measurement from the electrometer, a data set
consisting of NI points (typically 1000) is sampled by the DAQ card at a rate of fI (typically 5
kHz) over a sampling period NI /fI. (typically 0.2 seconds).

The precision of a set of NI

measurements of the current using the electrometer and DAQ card is given by


 540
∆I = (N I − 1) ⋅ Min 1 ,
 TR ⋅ f I






−1 / 2

{ I ∆F

elec

}

+ [1.4 − 0.4(3 − S )] ∆I R ⋅ 10 R + FDAQ 10 R , (C4)
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where we define the following variables and functions (Keithley, 1975):
•

I = Current measured by the electrometer,

•

R = Electrometer current range setting,

•

S = Electrometer display sensitivity setting,

•

∆Felec = Electrometer range resolution factor at a given range, R,

•

TR = Rise time (response time of the meter for a current change from 10% to 90% of full
scale) at a given range, R ,

•

FDAQ = DAQ resolution factor =  2 ⋅10 V  2 −16 = 0.02%,

•

NI = Number of samples taken for a given current data set,

•

fI = Sampling rate of DAQ card.

 2 ⋅2 V 



For the Keithley 616 electrometer, the values for R, S, FR, and TR used in Eq. (C4) are listed in
Table 3.1. The absolute part of the electrometer error, ∆Ielec= ∆Isens+ ∆Izero_drift, is proportional to
the current range times the range resolution, ∆IR, and dependant on the display sensitivity through
the empirical term in the square brackets of Eq. (C4) (refer to DB in Fig. C.1).
The DAQ card error is ∆IDAQ., which results from fluctuations of ±1 in the Least
Significant Bit (LSB) of the analog to digital conversion of the current monitor voltage from the
electrometer by the DAQ card (BA in Fig. C1). Numerically, a ±2 V analog output signal from
the Keithley 616 electrometer into the ±10 V analog input of the DAQ card gives a 16-bit DAQ
card resolution, FDAQ, of 0.02% relative uncertainty with a total offset error of ±0.03% of full
scale. The DAQ card has a ±25 ppm/ºC thermal error. At the lowest currents, the contributions
from uncertainties due to the electrometer and DAQ card are approximately equal.
The initial term in square brackets, in Eq. (C4), accounts for the reduction in the
uncertainty of the mean by sampling the electrometer NI times. The standard deviation of the
mean of the current set sampled is reduced by a complex function proportional to (NI -1)-½ that
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FIG. C.2 Total current error for the Keithley 616 electrometer. Curves show the error over the
range of measurable currents for each of 8 range, R, and sensitivity, S, settings.

depends on the number of data points sampled by the DAQ card, the sampling rate of the DAQ
card, and the electrometer rise time. The Min function returns the minimum value of unity or
(540 TR fI); this corrects for the limitation that at lower range settings the sampling time 1/fI is less
than the response time of the electrometer and oversampling results. The factor of 540 is an
empirical scaling factor relating the electrometer response time for small changes in current to the
rise time for a current change from 10% to 90% of full scale (Keithley, 1975).
The error in applied voltage depends on the voltage source used. We consider a mediumvoltage power supply, a high-voltage power supply, and a low-voltage battery source.
For the programmable medium-voltage supply used (Bertan, Model 230-01R; 1 kV @ 15
mA), the instrumental precision is approximately

∆V = (NV − 1)

− 12

[ 250

mV + 0.1% ⋅ V applied ].
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(C5)

The uncertainties in Eq. (C5) are a combination of uncertainties from the DAQ card (National
Instruments) and programmable voltage supply (Bertan) (refer to A, C and D in Fig. C.1). The
voltage dependent term, 0.1%, in Eq. (C5) is a sum in quadrature of voltage supply uncertainties
for:
•

the high-voltage output including the stability of the voltage supply (0.02% per 8 hrs),
load regulation (0.005%), and AC line regulation (<0.001%) (CD in Fig. C.1),

•

the voltage supply circuit converting the programming voltage from the DAQ card to the
high-voltage output (<0.1% for AC in Fig. C.1), and

•

the voltage supply circuit converting the high voltage output to the voltage monitor signal
passed to the DAQ card (<0.1% for CA in Fig. C.1).

The constant error term, 250 mV, in Eq. (C5) results from:
•

variations of ±1 LSB in the ±10 V 16 bit analog output signal of the DAQ card into the 0
V to +5 V programming voltage of the power supply (AC in Fig. C.1), resulting in a
 2 ⋅ 10V
 ⋅ 1000 V
 or ±60 mV uncertainty with a total offset error of ~200 mV

 
5 V 
216  


plus a 0.01% relative uncertainty for the DAQ card. The DAQ card has a ±25 ppm/ºC
thermal error,
•

variations of ±1 LSB in the ±5 V 16 bit analog signal from the DAQ card derived from
the 0 V to +5 V high-voltage monitoring signal of the power supply (CA in Fig. C.1),
resulting in a  2 ⋅ 5 V


 ⋅ 1000 V
 or ±30 mV uncertainty with a total offset error of
 
5 V 
216  

~100 mV plus a 0.01% relative uncertainty for the DAQ card. The DAQ card has a ±25
ppm/ºC thermal error,
•

a ±10 mV maximum ripple in the high-voltage output of the voltage supply, and
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Monday |

Tuesday

|

Wednesday

| Thursday

Fig. C3 Voltage as a function of elapsed time for a constant voltage data set. (Test LDPE filter
100V Cryo 96hr 3-30-2009) for 96 hr at variable temperature with a 27.4 µm thick LDPE sample.
Data were acquired at 100 V nominal using a filtered medium-voltage Bertan voltage source.
Data sets acquired at 20 s intervals are shown as grey dots. Smoothed values from a dynamic
binning and averaging algorithm are shown in blue. Green lines show statistical errors for the
binned and averaged data at ±1 standard deviation. The red curves show the estimated
instrumental uncertainty based on Eq. (C5). The average voltage for the full duration of the
experiment is shown as a horizontal black line, with ±1 standard deviation of the voltage for the
full experiment shown as dashed horizontal black lines. Red, yellow and blue bands at the top of
the graph show the daily heating and cooling cycle of the laboratory. The room temperature as a
function of elapsed time is shown in the plot above the bands.

•

o

±50 mV variations due to random thermal fluctuations in the voltage supply (±0.5 C

at 100 mV/ oC).

A set of NV (typically 100) measurements of the voltage monitor are made at a rate fV
(typically 1 kHz, which is assumed to be below the response time of the voltage supply
monitoring circuit), which reduces the uncertainty of the standard deviation of the mean by a
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factor of (NV-1)-½. At voltages below 400 V, the instrumental precision depends primarily on the
DAQ card, while above this voltage errors from the voltage supply increase to about twice the
DAQ card error.
Variations in the accuracy of the applied voltage from the power supply are directly
monitored with the DAQ card and compensated for in calculations of conductivity. Hence, the
accuracy of the conductivity is affected only by inaccuracies in the power supply voltage
monitoring circuit and the DAQ card digitization of the monitor voltage. Accuracy of the
programmable voltage supply is limited to ±1V plus ±0.1% of the measured voltage due to the
voltage supply program circuit and a similar error due to the voltage supply monitor circuit. The
contribution to the accuracy from the DAQ card is much less, at 100 mV.
Fig. C.3 shows the voltage versus time plot for an experimental data set for LDPE at 100
V for 96 hr at variable temperature. The plot shows the estimated error in applied voltage from
Eq. (C5), as well as the average and standard deviation of the voltage for the duration of the
measurements. This shows short-term temporal changes in the voltage and the long-term stability
simultaneously. Measured voltage sets at 20 s intervals are shown as grey dots. The blue curve is
the smoothed data derived from the binned averaging algorithm described in this Appendice. The
green lines show the statistical variations for the binned/averaged data at ±1 standard deviation of
the data sets in each bin. The approximately consistent narrow band in the spread of the grey data
points bounded by the red curves of about ±25 mV corresponds to the estimated instrumental
precision from the medium-voltage supply and DAQ card, which is estimated for this data set to
be ±20 mV or ±0.03% based on Eq. (C5). The larger, periodic discrete jumps in the voltage of
~150 mV with a period of 24 hr are presumably due to daily changes in the room temperature of
~1.5 ºC. Fig. C.3 has the daily heating and cooling cycle for the laboratory superimposed on the
voltage versus elapsed time plot and juxtaposed to the room temperature versus elapsed time plot
as confirmation of the temperature effect.
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For the programmable high-voltage supply used (Acopian, Model P020HA1.5; 20 kV @
1.5 mA), the instrumental precision is approximately
∆V =  NV − 1
5



− 12

[ 4 V + 0 .7 % ⋅ V

applied

].

(B6)

The documentation for the Acopian power supply does not provide full details of the instrumental
uncertainties. The uncertainties in Eq. (C6) are a combination of uncertainties from the DAQ
card (National Instruments) and programmable voltage supply (Acopian) (refer to A, C and D in
Fig. C.1). The voltage dependent term, 0.7%, in Eq. (C6) is a sum in quadrature of voltage
supply uncertainties for:
•

the high-voltage output including the stability of the voltage supply (0.05% per 8 hrs),
load regulation (0.05%), and AC line regulation (<0.05%) (CD in Fig. C.1),

•

a ±0.05% ripple in the high-voltage output of the voltage supply (CD in Fig. C.1),.

•

the voltage supply circuit converting the programming voltage from the DAQ card to the
high-voltage output (estimated as <0.5% for AC in Fig. C.1),

•

the voltage supply circuit converting the high-voltage output to the voltage monitor signal
passed to the DAQ card (estimated as <0.5% for CA in Fig. C.1), and

•

±0.001% variations due to random thermal fluctuations in the voltage supply (±0.5 oC at
0.02%/ oC).
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FIG. C.4 Voltage as a function of elapsed time for a constant voltage data set. (LDPE 100V 22hr
RT testing 2-5-2009) for 22 hr at room temperature with a 27.4 µm thick LDPE sample. Data
were acquired at 100 V nominal using a low-voltage battery source. Data sets acquired at 10 s
intervals are shown as grey dots. Smoothed values from a dynamic binning and averaging
algorithm are shown in blue. Green lines show statistical errors for the binned and averaged data
at ±1 standard deviation. The red curves show the estimated instrumental uncertainty based on
Eq. (C7). The average voltage for the full duration of the experiment is shown as a horizontal
black line, with ±1 standard deviation of the voltage for the full experiment shown as dashed
horizontal black lines. (top) Full scan highlighting nonlinearities. (bottom) Detailed scan over
approximately 30% of the time highlighting the individual data points and uncertainties.
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The constant error term, 1.3 V, in Eq. (C6) results from:
•

variations of ±1 LSB in the ±10 V 16 bit analog output signal of the DAQ card into the 0
V to +5.1 V programming voltage of the power supply (AC in Fig. C.1), resulting in a
 2 ⋅ 10 V
 ⋅  20000 V
 or ±1.2 V uncertainty with a total offset error of ~4 V plus

 
5.1 V 
216  


a 0.01% relative uncertainty for the DAQ card. The DAQ card has a ±25 ppm/ºC thermal
error,
•

variations of ±1 LSB in the ±5 V 16 bit analog signal of the DAQ card derived from the 0
V to +5.1 V high-voltage monitoring signal of the power supply (CA in Fig. C.1),
resulting in a  2 ⋅ 5 V


 ⋅  20000 V
 or ±0.6 V uncertainty with a total offset error of
5.1 V 
216  

~2 V plus a 0.01% relative uncertainty for the DAQ card. The DAQ card has a ±25
ppm/ºC thermal error.

A set of NV2 (typically 100) measurements of the voltage monitor are made at a rate fV2
(typically 1 kHz, which is ~5 times faster than the 5 ms response time of the voltage supply
monitoring circuit), which reduces the uncertainty of the standard deviation of the mean by a
factor of ((NV2/5)-1)-½. At voltages below 190 V, the instrumental precision depends primarily on
the DAQ card, while above this voltage errors from the voltage supply increase to about 100
times the DAQ card error.
Variations in the accuracy of the applied voltage from the power supply are directly
monitored with the DAQ card and compensated for in calculations of conductivity. Hence, the
accuracy of the conductivity is affected only by inaccuracies in the power supply voltage
monitoring circuit and the DAQ card digitization of the monitor voltage. Accuracy of the
programmable voltage supply is limited to ±1V plus ±2% of the measured voltage due to the
voltage supply program circuit and a similar error due to the voltage supply monitor circuit. The
contribution to the accuracy from the DAQ card is much less, at 1.3 V.
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A low-voltage battery source constructed of twelve nine-volt Duracell Professional
Alkaline batteries in series, produces an applied voltage of approximately 102.5 V. For the lowvoltage battery source, the instrumental precision is approximately
∆V = (NV 3 − 1)

− 12

[ 16 mV + 0.015% ⋅ V

applied

].

(C7)

Uncertainties result largely from the voltage monitoring circuit (CA in Fig. C.1) which include:
•

Variations in ±1 LSB in the 16 bit 0 V to 1 V signal from the battery source 1:100
voltage divider circuit into the ±2V analog input of the DAQ card, resulting in a
 2 ⋅ 2V
 ⋅ 100 V
 or ±6 mV uncertainty with a total offset error of ~16 mV plus a

 
1 V 
2 16  


0.01% relative uncertainty for the DAQ card. The DAQ card has a ±25 ppm/ºC thermal
error,
•

Precision due to instabilities and drift of the components of the 1:100 voltage divider
circuit, The circuit uses 1% precision of the thin film metal resistors in the voltage
divider, with typical temperature coefficients of ±50 ppm/ºC. Estimated random thermal
fluctuations in the temperature of the battery source and DAQ combined for ±0.5 oC lead
to a ±30 ppm thermal drift (CA in Fig. C.1), and

•

Calibration of the voltage divider circuit with a standard 4½-digit volt meter with an
accuracy of ~0.01%.

A set of NV3 (typically 100) measurements of the voltage monitor are made at a rate fV3
(typically 1 kHz, which is much slower than the <7 µs response time of the DAQ card), which
reduces the uncertainty of the standard deviation of the mean by a factor of (NV3-1)-½. At 100 V,
the instrumental precision depends primarily on the voltage divider error.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. C5 Constant Voltage Chamber electrode assembly. (a) Electrode stack partially separated.
(b) Electrode stack full separated. (c) Schematic of conductivity test circuit. (d) Detailed view of
the 15.9±0.3 mm diameter sample electrodes.

Fig. C.4 shows the battery supply voltage as monitored by the DAQ card for ~22 hrs. The data
show a long time scale variation with a (30±2) mV/hr decline due to battery discharge and a
0.01% deviation from the linearity resulting largely from the uncertainties in the voltage
monitoring and DAQ card (CA in Fig. C.1). On a short time scale, the voltage data show a 4
mV or 20 ppm deviation from the linear fit to the decay, in very good agreement with Eq. (C7).
Again variation in accuracy of the applied voltage (due primarily to drift) are directly monitored
with the DAQ card and compensated for in the conductivity calculations.
The area of the Cu electrode (see Fig. C6) is determined to be 1.98(±0.08) cm2 with an
accuracy of ±4%. The effective diameter of the electrode is 1.59(±0.03) cm ±2%. Errors in
diameter were set, at a lower bound, by subtraction of half the 50 µm radius of curvature
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machined on the edges of the electrodes to reduce high electric fields from sharp edges and at an
upper bound by addition of half of a typical sample thickness of approximately 50 µm.
The area of the electrode is invariant, with the exception of contact area. Contact area
has been made more uniform by the addition of the sample clamping capabilities. The accuracy
in area is estimated to be 4%. Precision in the surface area from run to run due to variations in
the clamping is crudely estimated as ~1%.
Sample thicknesses were measured with a standard digital micrometer (Mitutoya) with a
resolution of ±3 µm. The anvil of the micrometer was ~0.5 cm in diameter, so that each
measured thickness was an average over a surface area of ~0.8 cm2 and was insensitive to smaller
area variations. The average sample thickness for a 1 mil LDPE sample is (27.4±0.1) µm (0.4%).
For 5 mil LDPE sample the thickness is (124.5±0.3) µm or ±0.3%. Repeated measurements had a
range of values comparable to the instrumental resolution.
To further improve the quality of the data, an adaptive smoothing algorithm has been
developed to process the measured current and voltage data. The time scale between acquisition
of a data set of NI (or NV) points, ∆T, is commonly set to between 0.1 s and 10 s, depending on the
nature of the experiment. In regions where these data are varying significantly on a time scale
comparable to ∆T no additional smoothing is used. In regions where the current and voltage
signals are changing more slowly, the data are smoothed by calculating a simple average x and
standard deviation of the mean σ xSDOM over NBin data sets as

1

 1  2NBin
x=
 ∑ (x i ) ,
N
 Bin  i = − 12NBin
and

(C8)
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σ xSDOM = 
 ∑ ( x i − x ) `.
 N Bin (N Bin − 1) i = − N
1
2

(C9)

Bin

The number of bins—or equivalently the time interval (NBin ∆T)—to average over is
chosen dynamically to optimize the smoothing of the data without sacrificing information about
rapidly changing signals. An odd value of NBin=(2n-1), where n is an integer, is used so that the
data sets are equally spaced on either side of the midpoint in time.

There are four cases

considered in setting NBin:
1. For very rapidly changing signals, NBin=1 is used. That is, there is no smoothing.
2. For data sets that change fairly rapidly signals at the beginning of a data set, a static
binning can be used. The first No points are smoothed using bins with a width NBin=L,
the next group of points are binned with a width NBin=L+ N1 (typically N1=5), the third
group binned with width NBin=L+ 2N1, and so on, until a maximum bin width of
NBin=Nmax (typically Nmax=50) is reached. All subsequent points are smoothed using a
bin width of NBin=Nmax .
3. For moderately changing signals, a dynamic binning can be used. An average value is
calculated for a first bin of minimum width NBin=Bmin . The average for next test region
of points with width NBin=R immediately beyond the first bin is calculated. If the
percent change between these two bins is less than a set threshold, Ithresh, a subsequent
test bin of the same width NBin=R beginning a distance (n R) from the end of the first bin
now with n=1 is tested is compared to the first bin average; again, if the change is below
Ithresh a new bin of width NBin=R beginning a distance (2 NR) is tested. Tests with
successively higher values of n are repeated until the change exceeds Ithresh or until the
distance between the beginning of the first bin and the start of the test bin reaches Bmax.
The dynamic bin width is set to a bin width from the start of the first bin and the start of
the test bin and the process is repeated for the next dynamic bin,
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FIG. C.6 Example of errors introduced in binning of time varying data. The signal (red) is fit
with progressively fewer bins (10,4, 2 and 1 bins), producing an increasingly poor fit to the
signal.

4. For slowly varying signals, a maximum bin size of NBin=Nmax set by the user (typically
Nmax=50) is used.
A flow chart of the dynamic bin selection algorithm used is shown in Fig. C.6. Fig. C.7
illustrates the errors introduced in binning of a time varying signal (red) that is fit with
progressively fewer bins (10,4, 2 and 1 bins), producing an increasingly poor fit to the signal.
The detailed analysis of compact errors presented here can be combined to determine the
total uncertainty of conductivity using Eq. (C2).
For typical a 27 µm thick LDPE sample at room temperature for a range of applied
voltages from the various voltage sources, the errors in current are the dominate source of error
for low-voltage measurements, although estimated errors in electrode area and sample thicknesses
become dominant above a few kV. For higher resistance materials where currents are reduced at
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FIG. C.7 Flow chart of the dynamic bin selection algorithm.
comparable voltages, thicknesses and area, the relative current errors will increase and will
dominate at all voltages. At present, instrumentation errors from the electrometer and medium or
high-voltage supplies are typically somewhat larger than errors associated with the DAQ card.
However, for measurements made with low voltages from the medium-voltage power supply or
with the low-voltage battery source, errors associated with the DAQ card can be larger.
It may be possible to further reduce the error in current by reducing the multiple sampling
factors at low current range. This is accomplished by extending the sampling time by either
taking more data points or by decreasing the sampling rate. This, of course, is done at the
expense of data acquisition rate and can provide only a factor of two to four reductions in
uncertainty before DAQ card errors become dominant. At this point, uncertainties from area and
thickness measurements will become comparable to uncertainly due to current measurements.
The detailed error analysis conducted above allows determination of the ultimate

resolution of the CVC chamber.
environment.
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This can be compared to fundamental limits set by the

Based on an estimated lowest measurable current of ~0.4 fA, the calculated

ultimate instrument conductivity resolution is ~7·10-21 (Ω-cm)-1 for a typical 100 V applied
voltage and ~8·10-23 (Ω-cm)-1 for a maximum applied voltage of 8200 V at the breakdown voltage
for LDPE. It is worth noting that the theoretical noise limits for low-current measurements from
Eq. (C4) with current data collection settings is ~0.4 fA or ~7000 electrons/s.
The fundamental limit to measurement of current or conductivity is the Johnson noise of
the source resistance. For any resistance, thermal energy produces motion of the constituent
charged particles, which results in what is termed Johnson or thermal noise. Based on a standard
formula for peak to peak Johnson current noise (Keithley, 2004):

∆I pp = 5

4 k B T WBand
,
R

(C10)

where WBand is the signal band width approximated as (0.35/Trise). Trise is the time for the
electrometer to respond to a change in current signal form 10% to 90% of the meter range listed
in Table 4.1; for the lowest 10-11 A range of the Keithley 616 electrometer this is ~3 s and Trise is
0.12 Hz. For a typical LDPE sample at room temperature ∆Ipp≈4·10-18 A with a corresponding
σpp≈6·10-23 (Ω-cm)-1 at 100 V. For a typical LDPE sample at ~100 K, ∆Ipp≈3·10-19 A with a
corresponding σpp≈5·10-24 (Ω-cm)-1 at 100 V. This is ~1% of the ultimate instrument conductivity
resolution calculated above.
Another limit to the conductivity results from interaction with the natural background
environment. The worldwide average natural background radiation dose for a human being from
the cosmic background is about 0.26 millisievert (mSv) per year. This is increased by a factor of
about 75% at an altitude of 1400 m in Logan, UT. Radiation from other sources of background
radiation including terrestrial sources, such as soil and radon gas, as well as man-made sources
are typically not high enough energy to penetrate the CVC vacuum chamber wall, and are hence
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shielded and not considered in this calculation. By contrast, cosmic background radiation is of
high enough energy to have penetrated the atmosphere and so will not be appreciably attenuated
by the building or chamber walls. The calculation also does not take into account any charge
deposited by the cosmic radiation or secondary charge emitted by the sample or electrodes in
contact with the sample; this conceivably could be a significant term.
Assuming a typical biological radiation weighting factor, rW of 1 Gy/Sv, this is an annual
dose of ~46 mRad and an average dose rate of 1.4·10-9 Rad/s. For a value of kRIC=2·10-16 (Ω-cmRad/s)-1 and ∆=0.8 for LDPE at room T. This corresponds to a background RIC of ~4·10-23 (Ωcm)-1, or about 0.5% of the ultimate instrument conductivity resolution at 100 V applied voltage
or ~50% of the ultimate instrument conductivity resolution for a maximum applied voltage of
8200 V at the breakdown voltage for LDPE.. At 100 K, kRIC= 3·10-18 (Ω-cm-Rad/s)-1 and ∆=1 for
LDPE which corresponds to a background RIC of ~4·10-27 (Ω-cm)-1, or <1 ppm of the ultimate
instrument conductivity resolution at 100 V applied voltage or ~50 ppm of the ultimate
instrument conductivity resolution for a maximum applied voltage of 8200 V at the breakdown
voltage for LDPE.
Thus, in summary, the fundamental limit of the CVC system is set:
•

at low temperatures by thermal noise sets,

•

at room temperature and lower voltages by RIC from cosmic background
radiation, and

•

at room temperature and highest voltages equally by RIC from cosmic
background radiation and the ultimate instrument conductivity resolution.
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APPENDIX D

DETAILS OF DATA COLLECTION

Each attempt to obtain data on LDPE was recorded in an archive with record of sample
information, source, experimental conditions, and any additional information available. If a
particular data run was deemed unusable for analysis, it was noted in the archive log and the
original data file was kept. Any calibration or testing data sets were also noted as such to ensure
they were used appropriately.

Use

Material

Voltage

?

LDPE

1500

X

LDPE

X

LDPE

500

Limited

LDPE

Limited

Type T. Regime

x1

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Cryo

24 hrs

RT

9 min

x1

Cryo

24 hrs

1100

x1

RT

LDPE

1200

x1

Limited

LDPE

1300

Limited

LDPE

Limited

50 V steps ESD

Source

8/19/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

PS

Data Filename

Notes

HVT

LDPE warming
1500 V 8-192007.txt

Behavior is different from
all other temperature
runs. Could be due to
HVT. Repeat necessary.

LDPE Breakdown 8Broke down at 6000V
17-2007.txt
LDPE Warming 500
8/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
V 8-16-2007.txt
8/17/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

2 hrs

8/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
LDPE 1100 V 8-16taken to remove influence
2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

RT

2 hrs

8/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
LDPE 1200 V 8-16taken to remove influence
2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
LDPE 1300 V 8-16taken to remove influence
2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

1400

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
LDPE 1400 V 8-16taken to remove influence
2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

LDPE

1500

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
LDPE 1500 V 8-16taken to remove influence
2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

X

LDPE

700

x1

RT

2 hr

8/15/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

800

x1

RT

2 hr

X

LDPE

900

x1

RT

2 hr

LDPE 700 to 1000 V
8-15-2007.txt
LDPE 700 to 1000 V
8/15/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
8-15-2007.txt
LDPE 700 to 1000 V
8/15/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
8-15-2007.txt
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Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Use

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

X

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

2 hr

8/15/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

25

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

50

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

100

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

200

x4

RT

8 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

300

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

400

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

500

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

600

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

700

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

800

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

900

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

2 hrs

8/14/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Heating

12 hrs

4/25/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Data Filename

Notes

LDPE 700 to 1000 V
8-15-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt
LDPE Up to 1000 V
8-14-2007.txt

140 V heating 1 mil
LDPE 2 4-252007.txt
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Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Use

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Heating

4 hrs

4/25/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

140 V heating 1 mil
LDPE 3 4-252007.txt

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Heating

8 hrs

4/24/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

140 V heating 1 mil
LDPE 4-24-2007.txt

Partial

LDPE

600

x1

Cryo

1 min

4/24/2007 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

600 V ten hours 5 Didn't reach room
mil LDPE 2 4-24- temperature before data
2007.txt
collection stopped

Partial

LDPE

600

x1

Cryo

10 hrs

4/24/2007 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

600 V ten hours 5
mil LDPE 4-232007.txt

LDPE

620

x1

Cryo

<1 min

4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

620

x1

Cryo

2 hrs

4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Warming 620 V 1
Thermocouple data not
mil LDPE 2 4-16recorded
2007.txt

Partial

LDPE

620

x1

Cryo

10 hrs

4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Warming 620 V 1
mil LDPE 3 4-162007.txt

X

LDPE

0

x1

Cryo

30 min

4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Warming 620 V 1
mil LDPE 4-16- Noise Test
2007.txt

LDPE

620

x1

Cryo

10 hrs

4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Warming 620 V 1
mil LDPE 4-16- Aborted
2007.txt

LDPE

620

x1

Cryo

<1 min

4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Warming 620 V 1
mil LDPE 4 4-16- Aborted
2007.txt

Warming 2nd half 1
mil LDPE 4-16- Aborted
2007.txt
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Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Use

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

Partial

LDPE

620

x1

Cryo

10 hrs

Warming 620 V 1
4/16/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan mil LDPE yet again
4-16-2007.txt

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Cryo

11 hrs

4/15/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Cryo

4 min

LDPE

200

x1

Cryo

59 min

LDPE

140

x1

Cryo

<1 min

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Cryo

10 hrs

4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

140 V ten hours 1
mil LDPE 4-132007.txt

Partial

LDPE

140

x1

Cryo

3 hrs

4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

140 V Warming 1
mil LDPE 4-132007.txt

LDPE

200

x1

Cryo

4 min

4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

200 V Ten Hours 1
mil LDPE 4-13- Out of range
2007.txt

LDPE

140

x1

Cryo

2 min

4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Low T 140 V 1 mil
No temperatures recorded
LDP 4-13-2007.txt

LDPE

6300

x1

RT

<1 min

4/12/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

6300 V HourHalf
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4- Aborted
12-2007.txt

LDPE

6300

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/12/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

6300 V Hour-Half
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4- Significant arcing
12-2007.txt

140 V Warming 1
mil LDPE 4-152007.txt

10 C 140 V 1 mil
LDPE 4-13-2007.txt
10 C 200 V 1 mil
4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
All negative currents
LDPE 4-13-2007.txt
140 ten hour 1 mil Empty data file - nothing
4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
LDPE 4-13-2007.txt recorded
4/13/2007 1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
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Use

Voltage

LDPE

6600

x1

RT

<1 min

4/12/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

LDPE

6900

x1

RT

<1 min

4/12/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

LDPE

6900

x2

RT

4 hrs

4/12/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

LDPE

6600

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/12/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

5000?

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/11/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

5300

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/11/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

5900

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/11/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

5300

5600

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Char

Char

RT

RT

Source

<10 min 4/11/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

2 hrs

4/11/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

PS

Data Filename

Notes

6600 V test 5 mil
Aborted
LDPE 4-12-2007.txt
6900 V test 5 mil
Aborted
LDPE 4-12-2007.txt
Long runs 5 mil
Significant arcing
LDPE 4-12-2007.txt
Long runs 5 mil
Significant arcing
LDPE 4-12-2007.txt
Onset of arcing, May be
5000 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
11-2007.txt
malfunction
Onset of arcing, May be
5300 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
11-2007.txt
malfunction
5900 V Hour-Half
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4- Significant arcing
11-2007.txt

HVT

5300 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-112007.txt

HVT

5600 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-112007.txt
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Use

X

Material

LDPE

Voltage

5900

Type T. Regime

Char

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
<1 min

Source

4/11/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

PS

Data Filename

HVT

5900 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-112007.txt

Limited

LDPE

3800

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

4200

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

4600

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

5000?

x1

RT

6 hr

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

X

LDPE

3800

Char

RT

<20 min 4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

X

LDPE

4200

Char

RT

3 hrs

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Notes

Onset of arcing, May be
3800 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
10-2007.txt
malfunction
Onset of arcing, May be
4200 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
10-2007.txt
malfunction
Onset of arcing, May be
4600 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
10-2007.txt
malfunction
Onset of arcing, May be
5000 V with five
used after care is taken to
hour tail 5 mil LDPE
remove influence of HVT
4-10-2007.txt
malfunction
3800 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-102007.txt
4200 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-102007.txt
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Use

X

X

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

4200

4600

4600

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
3 hrs

<1 hr

<1 hr

Source

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

<10 min 4/10/2007 5 mil Goodfellow

PS

Data Filename

HVT

4200 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-102007.txt

HVT

4600 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-102007.txt

HVT

4600 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-102007.txt

HVT

5000 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-102007.txt

LDPE

5000

Char

RT

LDPE

2800

x1

RT

4 min

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

2800

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

1400

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Limited

LDPE

1700

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

Notes

2800 V Hour-Half
Hour 5 mil LDPE 2 Out of range
4-9-2007.txt
Onset of arcing, May be
2800 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
9-2007.txt
malfunction
May be used after care is
Make up Set 5 mil
taken to remove influence
LDPE 4-9-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction
May be used after care is
Make up Set 5 mil
taken to remove influence
LDPE 4-9-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction
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Material

Voltage

Limited

LDPE

2100

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
Make up Set 5 mil
taken to remove influence
LDPE 4-9-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

Limited

LDPE

2400

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
Make up Set 5 mil
taken to remove influence
LDPE 4-9-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

Limited

LDPE

3100

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
Make up Set 5 mil
taken to remove influence
LDPE 4-9-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

Limited

LDPE

3500

x1

RT

2 hrs

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

May be used after care is
Make up Set 5 mil
taken to remove influence
LDPE 4-9-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

HVT

2800 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-92007.txt

HVT

2800 V Test
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-92007.txt

HVT

3500 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-92007.txt

X

X

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

2800

2800

3500

1000

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Use

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

<10 min

11 min

3 min

7 min

4/9/2007

4/9/2007

Source

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

PS

Data Filename

4/9/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

4/8/2007

1000 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

Notes
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Use

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

1400

1400

1700

1700

2100

2100

2400

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
10 min

13 min

11 min

10 min

6 min

7 min

12 min

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

Source

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

PS

Data Filename

HVT

1400 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

1400 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

1700 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

1700 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

2100 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

2100 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

2400 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

Notes
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Use

Material

Voltage

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

X

LDPE

2400

Char

RT

12 min

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

2400 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

Limited

LDPE

1400

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

1400 V Hour-Half May be used after care is
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4- taken to remove influence
8-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

Limited

LDPE

1700

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

1700 V Hour-Half May be used after care is
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4- taken to remove influence
8-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

Limited

LDPE

2100

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

2100 V Hour-Half May be used after care is
Hour 5 mil LDPE 4- taken to remove influence
8-2007.txt
of HVT malfunction

Limited

LDPE

2400

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/8/2007

X

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

7 min

4/8/2007

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

1400

1400

Char

Char

RT

RT

10 min

13 min

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

Onset of arcing, May be
2400 V Hour-Half
used after care is taken to
5 mil Goodfellow HVT Hour 5 mil LDPE 4remove influence of HVT
8-2007.txt
malfunction
1000 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt
5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

1400 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

1400 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt
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Use

Material

Voltage

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Source

PS

X

LDPE

1700

Char

RT

11 min

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

X

LDPE

1700

Char

RT

10 min

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

X

LDPE

2100

Char

RT

6 min

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

HVT

X

X

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

2100

2400

2400

150

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

23 min

12 min

12 min

6 min

4/8/2007

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

5 mil Goodfellow

Data Filename

Notes

1700 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt
1700 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt
2100 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

2100 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

2400 V Final
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

HVT

2400 V Initial
Characterization 5
mil LDPE 4-82007.txt

4/8/2007

5 mil Goodfellow

4/7/2007

150 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt
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Use

Material

Voltage

X

LDPE

220

X

X

X

X

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

350

350

700

700

1000

1000

Type T. Regime
Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
32 min

8 min

8 min

6 min

9 min

9 min

35 min

4/7/2007

?

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

220 V Initial
Goodfellow Bertan Characterization 47-2007.txt

4/7/2007

350 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

350 V Initial
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

700 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

700 V Initial
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

1000 V Initial
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

1000 V Final
Characterizatoin 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt
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Use

Material

Voltage

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

LDPE

1100

Char

RT

20 min

4/7/2007

1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

1100 V Initial
Characterization 1
Sample broke down
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

LDPE

1100

x1

RT

<1 min

4/7/2007

1 mil Goodfellow

HVT

1100 V Hour-Half
Hour 1 mil LDPE 4- Sample broke down
7-2007.txt

X

LDPE

150

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/7/2007

150 V Hour-Half
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 5 mil LDPE 47-2007.txt

X

LDPE

350

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/7/2007

350 V Hour-Half
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 5 mil LDPE 47-2007.txt

X

LDPE

700

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/7/2007

700 V Hour-Half
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 5 mil LDPE 47-2007.txt

4/7/2007

150 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

350 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

350 V Initial
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

Limited

X

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

150

350

350

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

6 min

8 min

8 min

184

Use

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

700

700

1000

690

760

760

830

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
6 min

9 min

9 min

26 min

33 min

23 min

47 min

Source

PS

Data Filename

4/7/2007

700 V Final
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

700 V Initial
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/7/2007

1000 V Initial
Characterization 5
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-72007.txt

4/6/2007

690 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

4/6/2007

760 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

4/6/2007

760 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

4/6/2007

830 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

Notes
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Use

X

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

830

900

900

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
46 min

37 min

39 min

Source

PS

Data Filename

4/6/2007

830 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

4/6/2007

900 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

4/6/2007

900 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

X

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

50 min

4/6/2007

1000 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-62007.txt

X

LDPE

760

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/6/2007

760 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 46-2007.txt

X

LDPE

830

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/6/2007

830 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 46-2007.txt

X

LDPE

900

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/6/2007

900 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 46-2007.txt

X

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/6/2007

1000 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 46-2007.txt

Notes
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Use

X

X

X

X

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

480

480

550

550

620

620

690

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
38 min

33 min

39 min

34 min

48 min

55 min

1 min

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

4/5/2007

480 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt

4/5/2007

480 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

4/5/2007

550 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt

4/5/2007

550 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt

4/5/2007

620 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt

4/5/2007

620 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt

4/5/2007

690 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
Out of range
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt
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Use

Material

Voltage

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Source

PS

Data Filename

X

LDPE

690

Char

RT

30 min

4/5/2007

690 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-52007.txt

X

LDPE

550

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/5/2007

550 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 45-2007.txt

X

LDPE

620

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/5/2007

620 V Hour- Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 45-2007.txt

X

LDPE

690

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/5/2007

690 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 45-2007.txt

4/4/2007

200 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

4/4/2007

280 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

4/4/2007

280 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

4/4/2007

340 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

X

X

X

X

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

200

280

280

340

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

25 min

29 min

28 min

32 min

Notes
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Use

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

340

410

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
30 min

37 min

Source

PS

Data Filename

4/4/2007

340 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

4/4/2007

410 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

X

LDPE

410

Char

RT

24 min

4/4/2007

410 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-42007.txt

X

LDPE

280

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/4/2007

280 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 44-2007.txt

X

LDPE

340

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/4/2007

340 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 44-2007.txt

X

LDPE

410

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/4/2007

410 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 44-2007.txt

X

LDPE

480

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/4/2007

480 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 44-2007.txt

4/3/2007

30 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-32007.txt

X

LDPE

30

Char

RT

31 min

Notes
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Use

X

X

X

X

X

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Voltage

70

70

140

140

200

Type T. Regime

Char

Char

Char

Char

Char

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration
36 min

26 min

30 min

16 min

34 min

Source

PS

Data Filename

4/3/2007

70 V 1 mil LDPE
Initial
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
Characterization 43-2007.txt

4/3/2007

70 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-32007.txt

4/3/2007

140 V Final
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-32007.txt

4/3/2007

140 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-32007.txt

4/3/2007

200 V Initial
Characterization 1
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
mil LDPE 4-32007.txt

X

LDPE

30

Char

RT

59 min

4/3/2007

Low Voltage 1 mil
LDPE Initial
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
Characterization 43-2007.txt

X

LDPE

30

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/3/2007

1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Notes

30 V Hour-Half Hour
1 mil LDPE 4-32007.txt
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Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Use

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

X

LDPE

70

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/3/2007

1 mil Goodfellow Bertan

X

LDPE

140

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/3/2007

140 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 43-2007.txt

X

LDPE

200

x1

RT

1.5 hr

4/3/2007

200 V Hour-Half
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan Hour 1 mil LDPE 43-2007.txt
Initial
Characterization
1 mil Goodfellow Bertan
DAQ Error
Low V LDPE 1 mil
4-2-2007.txt

LDPE

30

Char

RT

<1 min

4/2/2007

LDPE

100

Char

RT

36 min

10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

500

Char

RT

46 min

10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

600

Char

RT

50 min

10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

46 min

10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

500

Char

RT

<10 min 10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Data Filename

Notes

70 V Hour-Half Hour
1 mil LDPE 4-32007.txt

FC 100 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 300 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 500 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 600 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 1000 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 100 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 300 V LDPE 5
mil 10-2-2006.txt

Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration

FC 500 V LDPE 5
Testing and Calibration
mil 10-2-2006.txt
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Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

600

Char

RT

<10 min 10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

X

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

Limited

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

X

LDPE

500

x8

RT

16 hrs

Comprehensive Low
9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan V LDPE 5 mil 9-302006.txt

X

LDPE

100

x2

RT

4 hrs

Comprehensive Low
9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan V LDPE 5 mil 9-302006.txt

X

LDPE

300

x2

RT

4 hrs

Comprehensive Low
9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan V LDPE 5 mil 9-302006.txt

X

LDPE

600

x2

RT

4 hrs

Comprehensive Low
9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan V LDPE 5 mil 9-302006.txt

X

LDPE

1000

x2

RT

4 hrs

Comprehensive Low
9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan V LDPE 5 mil 9-302006.txt

LDPE

100

Char

RT

26 min

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

500

Char

RT

32 min

Use

Material

Voltage

LDPE

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

FC 600 V LDPE 5
Testing and Calibration
mil 10-2-2006.txt
FC 1000 V LDPE 5
<10 min 10/2/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
Testing and Calibration
mil 10-2-2006.txt
Long 1000 V LDPE
9 hrs
10/1/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
5 mil 10-1-2006.txt
Long 1000 V LDPE
9 hrs
10/1/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
Range discrepancy
5 mil 10-1-2006.txt

9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

IC 100 V LDPE 5
Testing and Calibration
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 300 V LDPE 5
Testing and Calibration
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 500 V LDPE 5
Testing and Calibration
mil 9-30-2006.txt
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

LDPE

600

Char

RT

32 min

9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

40 min

9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

500

Char

RT

<10 min 9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

600

Char

RT

<10 min 9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 9/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE
LDPE
LDPE

500
500
500

x1
x1
x1

RT
RT
RT

1 hr
1 hr
1 hr

9/9/2006
9/9/2006
9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Data Filename
IC 600 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 1000 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 100 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 300 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 500 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 600 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
IC 1000 V LDPE 5
mil 9-30-2006.txt
Final 500 V 9.txt
Final 500 V 10.txt
Final 500 V 11.txt
Final 500 V Rec
1.txt
Final 500 V Rec
2.txt
Final 500 V Rec
3.txt
Final 500 V Rec
4.txt
Final 500 V Rec
5.txt
Final 500 V Rec
6.txt

Notes
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Voltage

Source

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/9/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

500

x4

RT

8 hrs

9/8/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Final Redundancy 5
Unknown scaling factor
mil LDPE 9-82006.txt

LDPE

500

x7

RT

14 hrs

9/8/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Redundancy 7 5 mil
Unknown scaling factor
LDPE 9-8-2006.txt

LDPE
LDPE
LDPE
LDPE
LDPE
LDPE
LDPE
LDPE

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1

RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT

1 hr
1 hr
1 hr
<1 hr
1 hr
1 hr
1 hr
1 hr

9/8/2006
9/8/2006
9/8/2006
9/8/2006
9/8/2006
9/8/2006
9/8/2006
9/8/2006

5 mil
5 mil
5 mil
5 mil
5 mil
5 mil
5 mil
5 mil

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

2 hr

9/7/2006

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

<1 min

9/7/2006

Goodfellow
Goodfellow
Goodfellow
Goodfellow
Goodfellow
Goodfellow
Goodfellow
Goodfellow

PS

Bertan
Bertan
Bertan
Bertan
Bertan
Bertan
Bertan
Bertan

Data Filename
Final 500 V Rec
7.txt
Final 500 V Rec
8.txt
Final 500 V Rec
9.txt
Final 500 V Rec
10.txt
Final 500 V Rec
11.txt

Final 500 V 1.txt
Final 500 V 2.txt
Final 500 V 3.txt
Final 500 V 4.txt
Final 500 V 5.txt
Final 500 V 6.txt
Final 500 V 7.txt
Final 500 V 8.txt
1000 V run 5 mil
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
LDPE 9-7-2006.txt
1000 V run 5 mil
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
LDPE 9-7-2006.txt

Notes
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time
Recovery time

Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Aborted
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Anomalous charging
Disconnected cable
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

LDPE

100

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

300

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

300

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

600

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

0

x1

RT

<1 min

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Data Filename

Notes

100 V 1 Hour 5 mil
Anomalous charging
LDPE 2.txt
100 V 1 Hour
Recovery 5 mil
LDPE 2.txt

Anomalous charging

300 V 1 Hour 5 mil
Anomalous charging
LDPE 2.txt
300 V 1 Hour
Recovery 5 mil
LDPE 2.txt

Aborted

600 V 1 Hour 5 mil
Testing and Calibration
LDPE.txt
600 V 1 Hour
Recovery 5 mil
LDPE.txt

Testing and Calibration

1000 V 1 Hour 5 mil
Out of range
LDPE.txt

1000 V 1 Hour
Recovery 5 mil
LDPE.txt
1000 V Constant
Pressure Rec.txt
1000 V Constant
Pressure.txt
1000 V Rising
Pressure Rec.txt
1000 V Rising
Pressure.txt

Recovery time
Testing and Calibration
Testing and Calibration
Aborted
Testing and Calibration
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

1 hr

9/7/2006

LDPE

5

x1

RT

1 hr

Very Low Ramp Up
8/31/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan 5 mil~ LDPE 8-31- DAQ Error
2006.txt

LDPE

10

x1

RT

1 hr

Very Low Ramp Up
8/31/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan 5 mil~ LDPE 8-31- DAQ Error
2006.txt

LDPE

5

x1

RT

10 min

LDPE

100

x1

RT

2 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

5 mil~ LDPE Low
Ramp Up 8-29- Excessive noise
2006.txt

LDPE

300

x1

RT

2 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

5 mil~ LDPE Low
Ramp Up 8-29- Excessive noise
2006.txt

LDPE

600

x1

RT

2 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

5 mil~ LDPE Low
Ramp Up 8-29- Excessive noise
2006.txt

LDPE

1000

x1

RT

2 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

5 mil~ LDPE Low
Ramp Up 8-29- Excessive noise
2006.txt

LDPE

100

x1

RT

1 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

100 V 1 Hour 5 mil
Anomalous charging
LDPE.txt

1000 V run 5 mil
Testing and Calibration
LDPE 2.txt

1000 V run 5 mil
Testing and Calibration
LDPE 9-7-2006.txt
1000 V Run Const P
5 mil Goodfellow Bertan
Testing and Calibration
5 Mil LDPE.txt

Very Low Ramp Up
8/30/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan 5 mil~ LDPE 8-30- Cable disconnected
2006.txt
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

Data Filename

LDPE

0

x1

RT

1 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

300

x1

RT

1 hr

8/29/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

100 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
1.txt

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

100 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
2.txt

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

100 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
3.txt

LDPE

100

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

100 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
4.txt

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

300 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
1.txt

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

300 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
2.txt

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

300 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
3.txt

LDPE

300

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

300 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
4.txt

100 V 1 Hour
Recovery 5 mil
LDPE.txt

Notes
Anomalous charging

300 V 1 Hour 5 mil
Anomalous charging
LDPE.txt
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

300

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

300 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
5.txt

LDPE

600

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

600 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
1.txt

LDPE

600

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

600 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
2.txt

LDPE

600

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

600 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
3.txt

LDPE

600

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

600 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
4.txt

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

1000 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
1.txt

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

1000 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
2.txt

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

1000 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
3.txt

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

<10 min 8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

1000 V
Characterization Testing and Calibration
4.txt

Material

Voltage

LDPE

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes
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Use

Type T. Regime

Total
Run Date Thick.
Duration

Material

Voltage

Source

PS

Data Filename

Notes

LDPE

100

Char

RT

23 min

100 V
8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Characterization 8- Testing and Calibration
28-2006.txt

LDPE

300

Char

RT

66 min

300 V
8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Characterization 8- Testing and Calibration
28-2006.txt

LDPE

600

Char

RT

<1 min

600 V
8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Characterization 8- Aborted
28-2006.txt

LDPE

1000

Char

RT

34 min

1000 V
8/28/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan Characterization 8- Testing and Calibration
28-2006.txt

LDPE

500

x12

RT

24 hrs

8/22/2006 5 mil Goodfellow Bertan

Redundancy Thin
Out of range
LDPE 8-22-2006.txt
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